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ملحوظة
ذذذاوا تاأىاسؤذؤاصعبا–ايمكعع امس ع بكا– اذا وبدامأا سؤام وعب 

my2cents.gawaher.com/9159

Model  exam 1
A – Language Functions (8 Marks)

1- Respond to each of the following situations: (4 Marks)
1- Someone stops an old man and steals his mobile by force .
2- Your close friend was martyred in the 25th January Revolution .
3- You recommend a story to your friend and say the reason
4- You persuade your friend to apply for a job, giving a good 
reason.
2- Say where each of the following two mini – dialogues take 
place, and who the speakers are: :  
1 -A: Open this suitcase, please.   Have you anything to declare?  
    B: No, sir.
   A: Very well, you may go through
P:…………………….…. SPA:………………………….. SPB:
………………..…………. F:…………………….……………..
2- A- Excuse me. W hat are you doing here?                
B- I came to this square to demonstrate.
A- For What?                                                               
B- For more freedom.
P:…………………….…. SPA:………………………….. SPB:
………………..…………. F:…………………….……………..

B- Vocabulary and structure ( 14 marks )
3- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d : (8 marks )
1- The car stopped because there was a ------------- in the petrol 
tank
a  tap                             b- launch                        c-fuel                         
d- leak
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2- --------------------is a ceremony in which someone officially 
becomes a queen or a king.
a) Corporation                b) Coronation                 c) coordination      
d) cooperation
3- Pupils don't have to pay for their books. The school -------------- 
them
a) pays                            b) takes                            c) provides            
d) affords
4- That tower is one of the town's most famous -------------------.
a) marks                         b) landmarks                               c) products
d) events
5- Lightning is a dangerous but a natural ……………………………
( a ) view                       ( b ) response                            ( c ) eclipse    
( d ) phenomenon
 6-Wanting friends is part of human ……………………..
( a ) nature                   ( b ) conflict                                ( c ) will          
( d ) tradition
7-It is hard to walk in space because there is no …………………
( a ) gravity                  ( b ) waiting                                ( c ) spin         
( d ) air
8- Wind and water power are types of ………………………… 
energy.
( a ) new                     ( b ) waste                          ( c ) renewable         
( d ) expensive
9- My sister ………. at university for three years. She comes home
every weekend.
( a ) is                         ( b ) has been                     ( c ) is being            
( d ) had been
10-She asked me whether ………………… there before.
( a ) I had been          ( b ) I went                              ( c ) I go                
( d ) had I been
11-We arrived half an hour late. The film ………….... half an hour 
earlier.
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( a ) began                  ( b ) was beginning                 ( c ) had begun  
( d ) has begun
12- She promised She …………………. me as soon as the plane 
landed.
( a ) will phone             ( b ) is going to phone             ( c ) would 
phone                   ( d ) phones
13. I don’t think they made this mistake ,…………?
a- did they                   b- didn’t they                            c- do I               
d- don’t I
14-………….. do their best to prevail world peace.
a- Astrologers               b- Diplomats                          c- 
Archaeologists                    d- Astronomers
15- ……………. got his degree, he worked as an engineer.
a- After                       b- Having                    c- Before                         
d- No sooner
16- ............................he studied hard , he would have succeeded . 
a- unless                     b- if                             c-   were                          
d- Had 

4- Find the mistake in each of the following sentences then write 
it correctly : (6 marks )
1- You needn’t smoke in the hospital
2- During a second world war, Golding was a sailor in the British 
navy.
3-My plane is leaving Cairo today at 10 pm.
4-Doctors and nurses belong to medical confession.
5-We have to show our credit cards before entering the university.
6: Ra'fat El-Haggan and Goma'a El-Shawwan were very famous 
Egyptian kings.

C – Reading ( 17 Marks )
5- Read the following passage then answer the questions ( 5 
marks )
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Bullying is generally cruel or violent behavior towards an 
individual or even a group of various aged people . It is 
demeaning and can cause untold stress , anger and suffering to 
those on the receiving end , which in some cases can lead to 
suicide .Bullying may occur in both verbal and physical forms , 
bullying that doesn't involve hitting and kicking can be just as 
damaging as actual full out fighting . Some of the ways verbal 
bullying occur are by , making fun of others. Also , threatening , 
making people feel uncomfortable or scared and act in ways they 
prefer not to.Many people wonder , why does bullying occur ? In 
some of the cases , bullies hurt people because itmakes them feel
powerful and in charge . They  may see it as being popular . in 
some cases a bully has been bullied by someone else in his life 
and is trying to take revenge.
A)Answers the following questions :
1- To what extent  do you agree that  " bulling is an acceptable 
behaviour "? why ?
2- What are the kind of bullying ? Give one example to each .
3- What does the writer mean by " on the receiving end "?    
B) Choose the correct answer from a ,b , c , or d :
4- The underline pronoun " they " refer to ………………….
a- people                       b- bullies                 c- cases                     d- 
individuals 
5- According to the passage some students bully to feel they are 
…………………….
a- strong                     b- big                      c- adults                           d-
inadequate 

D-The Novel
A)Answer the following questions:
1-What was Rassendyll's remark that annoyed Rose?
2-Why did Rassendyll decide to walk in the forest?
3-Show that Rudolf Rassendyll was not lazy all his life.
4-What did both the king and Duke Michael want?
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B) Read the following quotation and answer the questions:
"It's the king! He's coming here now.”

1- Who said these words to whom?
2- Where were they?
3- Who was the king?

C) Find and correct the mistake in each of the following sentences:
1- Johann stepped back in anger as soon as he had seen Rudolf 

Rassendyll.
2- Rassendyll saw Antoinette de Mauban in the dining car on the 

train to Dresden.
E- Writing (11 marks)

8- Write a paragraph about 100 words describing
(What youth can do to change the future of their countries.) (6

MARKS)
E- Translation (5 marks)

9- (A) translate into Arabic: (3 Marks )
Tahrir Square is a major public square in Downtown Cairo. The 
square was originally called "Midan Ismailia". After the Egyptian 
Revolution of 1952, the square's name was changed to Midan 
Tahrir. It has been one the main locations of the 2011 Egyptian 
public protest gatherings.

ذلموذطأاذلص لحايؤ ىاواذاو بداوايأ ذاحقوقد.-1
اإأاذلاهو اذلبيابوذؤامأاذاؤابحسيأامسبوىاذلمعيشةالايمكأاذأابثمراإلاوبع وأاذل–رذ امع-2

ذلحكومة

Model exam 2
Language Functions

1) Respond to each of the following situations: (4 marks)
1) You see a protestor destroying houses in the streets of Tanta.
2) The teacher asks your opinion about climbing mountains.
3) You see a policeman punishing a citizen severely. You are very 
angry.
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4) You ask someone to shut the window as it is cold.
2) Say where these mini-dialogues take place……. (4 marks)
1- A: So how do you see the protestors at Al- tahrir Square now.
B: The situation here is dramatic. There are People charged into 
the square on horses and camels, lashing people with whips 
,while others rained firebombs and rocks from rooftops.

P:…………………….…. SPA:………………………….. SPB:
………………..…………. F:…………………….……………..

2- A: How long have you been feeling unwell?
B.: Since Sunday
A: Well, you need to take one of these tablets   3 times a day.

P:…………………….…. SPA:………………………….. SPB:
………………..…………. F:…………………….……………..

3) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
1. Hany wishes he could ……… the spelling contest last week.
a) have won                   b) be winning            c) won                         
d) had won
2-Scientists hope to find a ........... for cancer some day.
a) result                    b) cure                              c) theory                    
d) release
3. When we go to the Chinese restaurant, I want ............ 
something different.
a) have tried                         b) to try                     c) try                d) 
trying
4-The ........... lit up the sky on Revolution Day.
a) fireworks                         b) landmarks                       c) folks          
d) cures
5. I hate ............ to wash the floor. It’s so much work.
a) was having                         b) have                   c) having             d) 
had
6-Germs are ........... to the naked eye.
a) released                      b) historical                     c) lecturer             
d) invisible
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7. After Dumas had become a famous playwright, he…. The Count
of Monte Cristo.
a) was writing                b) had written                   c) wrote                 
d) to write
8-The ........... man looked at the floor while he was in the 
courtroom.
a) revengeful                   b) victimized                 c) invisible              
d) accused
9. The new graduates hoped ............ jobs soon.
a) getting                        b) have gotten                        c) to get          
d) to have gotten
10-The spy was sentenced to death for his crime of ............
a) treason                         b) folk                         c) envy                       
d) victim
11. Farouk is flying ............ for the first time tomorrow. He’ll have 
no co-pilot.
a) role                             b) suits                     c) licence                       
d) solo
12-Soha’s mood ........... with the weather. Some days she’s 
happier than others.
a) evolves                        b) varies                c) releases                      
d) specialises
13. The wedding was very ............. The bride wore a long white 
dress, and the groom wore a suit.
a) spontaneous              b) influential              c) adventurous           
d) conventional
14. These are the fields ............ we grow corn.
a) in which                      b) for which                         c) that                
d) at which
15. Everyone at Uncle Sami's ............ wore black, and most of 
them were crying.
a) funeral                        b) convention                     c) party               
d) banking
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16. ............ his poor behaviour, Bassem is a really sweet boy.
a) While                         b) Despite                         c) Although            
d) But
4. Find the mistake in each sentence, and then write it correctly.
1. The girls wish I had bake a cake instead of biscuits.  
2 .He asked me if saw his newspaper .
3. Mother offered taking Suzy home with us, but she refused.
4. The view from the window is very depressive. I like it so much.
5. Dr. Ghaly, who clinic is down the street, is a cancer specialist.
6.Let's try to find them. They can't have went very far.
5- Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
After the resignation of former president Hosni Mubarak and the 
attendant celebration across the country, new waves of protests 
have taken place across Egypt, this time major institution and 
factories. While some of those involved in these protests had 
joined forced with masses in Tahrir Square in the last days of the 
stand – off between protests demanding the toppling of Mubarak 
and the regime, some were waiting to see the outcome of the 
revolution before committing themselves .For anyone living in 
Egypt over the past few decades, it is easy to see that the change 
has not only affected the country's political life. People in general 
have seen their lives changed by recent events, with emotions 
often running high. Some people are optimistic, while others are 
in a state of worry, even anxiety, and business has not got back to
normal by any means.   
A. Answer the following questions;
1- Why were there celebrations across the country? 
2- In your opinion, what makes some Egyptians optimistic? 
3 – What does the underlined word " those" refer to?
B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, or d ;
4 – According to the passage …………….Egyptians are in a state 
of worry nowadays.
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a- all                              b- some                                  c- no                  
d- most
5 – The underlined word " decades " means………………………
a – thousand of years     b – tow millenniums     c – seven 
centuries    d – tens of years

The Novel
A) Answer the following questions:

1- Show how Rose was persuasive.
2- Who did Rassendyll meet in the forest? Why were they surprised 

to see him?
3- Why was the king almost a stranger?
4- Who had the right to be a king? Why?

B) Read the following quotation and answer the questions:
"So, do I really look like the king?"

1- Who said these words to whom?
2- When did the speaker say these words?
3- Why did the speaker look like the king?
C) Complete the following sentences:

1-Lord Burlesdon was the future King of Ruritania.
2-The king has always lived in Ruritania.

8- Write a paragraph about 100 words describing
Money is the root of every evil . 

E- Translation (5 marks)
9- A) Translate into Arabic:
 Unemployment and illiteracy are two major causes that may lead 
to crimes and violence. So we have to create job opportunities for
youth. It is also the responsibility of all sectors of society to 
eradicate illiteracy.
B) Translate into English:

-اذحلماومسبقوؤامشرقاوامسبوىامعيشةاأ–ضؤا.1
-ابسع امصرالحؤاأزمةامي هاذلعيؤاو لطرقاذلسلميةا.ا2
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Model exam 3
Language Functions

1) Respond to each of the following situations: (4 marks)
1- Ali asks you about the good qualities of a good president.
2- Your sister asks you what you think of William Shakespeare's 
"Hamlet".
3- In a conversation, a friend uses the word 'concept'. You do not 
understand the word.
4- A friend asks you if you think man will live on the moon in a 
hundred year's time.
2) Say where these mini-dialogues take place……. (4 marks)
1- A- The teachers are doing their best and need a salary increase.
    B- The budget is limited.

P:…………………….…. SPA:………………………….. SPB:
………………..…………. F:…………………….……………..

2-A: Thank you for rescuing me. I could have died.
B: You're going to be O.K. This oxygen mask will help you 
breathe. 
A: Where are we going?
B: We're on our way to hospital. Doctors there will take good care 
of you.

P:…………………….…. SPA:………………………….. SPB:
………………..…………. F:…………………….……………..

3) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
1) Don't worry. I'm sure ................ them again soon.
a) you see                     b) you're seeing                     c) you'll see     
d) you're going to see
2) Wanting friends is part of human ................ .
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a) nature                      b) conflict                             c) will                    
d) life
3) They have just received this photo as an e-mail ................ .
a) post                         b) attachment                      c) letter                  
d) part
4) lightning is a dangerous but natural ................ .
a) Sight                        b) response                         c) eclipse              
d) phenomenon
5) She didn't see her brother this morning. He ................ the flat 
very early.
a) must have left        b) must leave                        c) can't have left 
d) can't leave
6) He left his glasses at school yesterday. I'm hoping 
someone ................ found them.
a) must have             b) might have                       c) can't have          
d) can have
7) The quickest way for Sawsan to get to school is to ................ a 
train.
a) go                         b) bring                                 c) come                   
d) take
8) That plant has been ................ so that it gets lots of light.
a) explored               b) raised                                 c )positioned        
d) put
9) Taha's mother asked him where ............... .
a) he had been       b) had he been                    c) has he been          
d) he has been
10) She promised she ................ me as soon as the plane landed.
a) will phone             b) phoned                          c) would phone        
d) phones
11) Is that someone ................ on our door? I'll see who it is.
a) hitting                  b) knocking                          c) smashing             
d) beating
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12) Their uncle is a scientist. He's ................ research into new 
forms of energy.
a) making                b) taking                              c) getting                   
d) doing
13) If you ................ earlier, you wouldn't have missed your train.
a) had left                  b) leave                              c) would have left    
d) left
14) ................ you work harder, you'll fail your exam.
a) If                           b) Unless                                c) When                 
d) As
15) I'm hot today. How about ............. to the beach?
a) gone                     b) going                                c) went                     
d) go
16) Accidents ................ more frequently when the roads are busy.
a) take part             b) come in                        c) cause                        
d) occur

4. Find the mistake in each sentence, and then write it correctly.
1 – All scientists are interested of space.                              
2 – My brother had a good educated , he went o one of the best
universities.    
3 – Despite she is clever , Mona failed the exam.                  
4 – I went to a university to buy some medicine.        
5  –  Before  you  go  to  London,  you  should  practice  to  speak
English.   
6 – My father is a good tennis playing.                       
5- Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
Unless the private sector works very closely with the government 
during the coming period to secure jobs for the vast number of 
Egyptian youths who are jobless in the streets the next explosion 
will be the millions of jobless people in the streets. Needless to 
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say , a fair minimum wage policy must be adopted all companies 
whether private or public that ensures an acceptable standard of 
living of the workers .The role of the businessmen is more than 
just to make a profit , there are expectations from society towards
them, and businessmen must respond to these expectations . 
Businessmen have to accept certain social responsibilities to 
safeguard consumer rights , improve social standards and ensure
the welfare of society .      
A-Answer the following questions:
1- What sort of explosion is mentioned in the passage ?
2- Why do businessmen have to accept certain social 
responsibilities ?
3- why do you think , unemployment is one of the most serious of 
our problems
B-Choose the correct answer:
4- A fair minimum wage policy must 
be…………………………………………… in Egypt .
a- mistaken               b- forgotten                   c- used                         
d- rejected 
5- The underlined word " ensures " 
means………………………………………………….
a-   improves something                                                   b- develops 
the current situation 
c-   makes certain that something happens                    d- finds 
new theories . 

The Novel
A) Answer the following questions:

1-Why weren't the Duke and his brother good friends?
2-Why didn't Rudolf Rassendyll tell George that he was 
going to Ruritania?
3-How was Rudolf Rassendyll different from his brother?
4-Why do people like Michael more than the King?

B) Read the following quotation and answer the questions:
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                                                    “We have a guest Johann.”
1- Who said these to whom?
2- Who was the guest?
3- Why was Johann surprised when he saw the guest?

C) Complete the following sentences:
1-Rose was married to Rudolf.
2- Rassendyll sympathized with Duke Michael and said it was 
his right to be king.

8- Write     paragraph on 
Keeping Your Body Healthy .
E- Translation (5 marks)

9- A) Translate into Arabic:
We   must  exert  every   possible   effort   to   achieve  real   
economic independence. Such a solution makes it necessary for 
us to strengthen and maintain our national unity. We should give 
priority to our national interests.
B) Translate into English:

- يجب أن نستخدم التكنولوجيا الحديثة في جميع مجالت الحياة وخاصة النتاج.1
 إن مستقبل الحياة علي الرض يتوقف علي نجاح الجهود التي نبذلها للتخلص من التلوث البيئي.-2

Mr. Ibrahim EL-dossoky  Khalil
01222347997ÈÈ01097997651

Mr. Ibrahim EL-dossoky  Khalil
01222347997È01097997651
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Model exam 4
Language Functions

1) Respond to each of the following situations : 
1-Someone says that computers are a bad thing. You do not have 
the same opinion. Say why.
2. You are asked about the best way to avoid floods. Suggest a 
solution. 
3. You want to know how to operate a new mobile. What do you 
ask?
4. You are asked about the benefits of planting trees.
2 - Mention the place, the speakers and the function in each of the
following two mini-dialogues:
1- A) Good morning, how can I help you? 
    B) Good morning , I'd like to travel to Paris with my family
    A) We have many tours to Paris this week. You can choose the 
one you like

P:…………………….…. SPA:………………………….. SPB:
………………..…………. F:…………………….……………..

2- A) Can I help you ? 
    B) Yes, please . I'd like two blue pens and five notebooks.
    A) Here you are . They are only 9 pounds.

P:…………………….…. SPA:………………………….. SPB:
………………..…………. F:…………………….……………..

3- Choose the correct answer from a , b , c or d :
1-John left a………….. to say who would receive what after his 
death.
    a) biography              b) form                     c) will                       
d) conscience
2- Hanna will be a good girl if you ………….. her something to 
read.
    a) has given             b) had given             c) giving                   
d) give
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3- Soha is so excited; her mother was invited …….. the Queen of 
Spain’s coronation. 
   a) to attend            b) to extend               c) to intend                d) 
to offend
4- It……….. that trees protect us from global warming.
   a) is believed               b) was believing       c) had believed            
d) believes
5-After the accident mother had ……………, so she didn’t 
remember who we were.
   a) suspect                     b) invention              c) sap                         
d) amnesia
6-She ……. understood the question because she got it wrong.
  a) must have          b) can’t have            c) wouldn’t have          
d) won’t have
7- Put some ……………....on a brush, and then clean your teeth for
two full minutes.
  a) turpentine                b) toothpaste            c) rubber              
d) product
8- Before the trees were cut down, there …… a beautiful 
landscape.
   a) has been                b) is                         c) were                       
d) had been
9- Dalia asked her mother to………….the dress as it was too long 
for her to wear.
    a)  sharpen         b) harden            c) shorten          d) 
lengthen
10- My sister can easily do a spin, as she has been doing……… 
for years. 
     a) side effects           b) gymnastics           c) football                 d)
gravity
11- I …………. my husband for lunch tomorrow at the new 
restaurant.
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    a) meets                    b) ’m meeting          c) meeting                   d) 
will meet
12- Lava is ………. rock that comes from a volcano like Iceland’s 
volcanoes.
   a) hot                        b) cold                      c) molten             d) melt 
down
13- In order to know what is wrong, the doctor must ………..the 
patient.
   a) search                 b) steal                     c) examine    d) think
14-The…………… were stuck in the metro for three hours because
of a power failure.
 a) diameters         b) commuters             c) regions            d) 
cliffs
15- The Postman, by Yehia Haqqi, ……………….. first prize in 1968.
   a) awarded          b) was awarded c) was awarding d) is
being awarded
16- The young man claimed he was……… and had not stolen the 
watch.
     a) poisonous              b) suspect                 c) innocent            d) 
murdering
4 - Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write 
them correctly:
1. I asked him what was he doing at nine o’clock tonight.
2. I will lend you my calculator after I had done this sum.
  3. The shuttle flow into space has been delayed by 24 hours .
4. Those trees have grown phenomenon tall in the last two years. 
5. Treasure Island was written in 1883 and was a bestseller ever 
since
6. It was acceptable that Egypt should lose one of its most 
important monuments.
(5)Read the following passage then answer the questions:
 One year an agricultural expert visited a poor village in India. His 
purpose was to improve agriculture and food production in the 
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village. The village relied for food on the two crops of rice and 
vegetables it grew each year. The villagers worked very hard 
during the planting and harvesting seasons, but their crops were 
sometimes poor and insufficient because of the weather. The 
expert told the head of the village that he could give the villagers 
a new type of rice, which would produce double the quantity.  The 
head of the village was delighted and agreed to try it out. The 
villagers planted me new rice and when they harvested it, it 
produced double the quantity. When the expert returned after me 
first crop, he was pleased to see the villagers so happy. The 
expert returned later to see if me second crop had been equally 
good. This time he found the fields empty. The villagers were 
sitting around playing cards and taking the life easy. When he 
asked me head of me village about the second crop, he replied, 
"We didn't need to plant a second crop because we had enough 
rice after the first crop. So we are relaxing and enjoying 
ourselves". The expert realized it was useless to tell the head of 
the village that he had not given them the new rice so mat they 
could spend half a year without working
A} Answer the following questions :     
1- Why did the expert go to the Indian village?
2- Were the fields cultivated when the expert visited the village for
the second time?
3- Find words in the passage which mean:          a- kind             b- 
depend on
B}Choose the correct answer:
4- It was difficult for the villagers to find enough rice 
because…………….
  a- me first crop was not enough                b- the second crop was 
not enough
  c- both crops were not enough                  d- the villagers were 
too poor to buy enough food
5- The agricultural expert ..........................
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  a- told the villagers that it was useless to spend half a year with 
no work
  b- thought not to give the villagers the new rice again
  c- told the head of the village that his help was useless
  d- was pleased because the villagers were relaxing

The Novel
A) Answer the following questions:
1-Who did Rudolf Rassendyll visit in Paris?
2- Why doesn't Rudolf Rassendyll work?
3- Why did Johann step back in surprise as soon as he saw 
Rudolf Rassendyll?

4-What was Uncle William's advice for those passing through 
Paris?

B) Read the following quotation and answer the questions:
                                                             “Where will he be 
working?"
1-Who said these words to whom?
2-Who was the speaker talking about?
3-Did he know where he would be working?
4-What does the owner of the inn think of Michael, the Duke of 
Strelsau?

C) Complete the following sentences:
1-Sapt invites Rassendyll to stay with his family in Strelsau.
2-Rudolf sits with Antoinette on the train.

8. Write a paragraph of about 100 words about:       Water .
E)Translation

9. A) Translate into Arabic:
Terrorists are working in dark to spoil Egypt's economy and ruin 
tourist industry. They are not loyal to their country. They also 
should know that killing innocent people is rejected by all 
religions. 
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B) Translate into English
1-بول اذلحكومةاذهبم م اكويرذاو لطف ؤالعهماق  ةاذلمسبقوؤا

ياباذأاذوذؤامزي ذامأاذلاه الحققاذم ل ااطموح ب اذلمسبقولية .2

Model exam 5

Language Functions
1) Respond to each of the following situations:

1. Your friend thinks that the television has many disadvantages. 
You agree.

2. Someone asks if you had a good stay in Luxor. You enjoyed the 
time there.

3. A friend asks you if you think 
people will read newspapers in a 
hundred years time. You think 
they won't.

4. You see a boy throwing litter in the street.
2) Say where each of the following mini-dialogues takes place and
who the speakers are:
1- A- I'd like to deposit 20,000 pounds into my account, please.
B- Ok. First fill in this form.

P:…………………….…. SPA:………………………….. SPB:
………………..…………. F:…………………….……………..

2-  A- Excuse me. W hat are you doing here?               
B- I came to this square to demonstrate.
A- For What?                                                                  
B- For more freedom.

P:…………………….…. SPA:………………………….. SPB:
………………..…………. F:…………………….……………..

Vocabulary & structures
3) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d

1- The car stopped because there was a ……… in the petrol tank.
a) tap          b) launch c)fuel                  d) 
leak
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2-  ……… is a ceremony in which someone officially becomes a 
queen or a king.
a) Corporation b) Coronation c) coordination d) 
cooperation

3- Pupils don't have to pay for their books. The school ……… them
a) pays b) takes        c) provides                   d) 
affords

4- That tower is one of the town's most famous ………
a) marks b) landmarks                    c) products                       
d) events

5- My father is very ……… He loves meeting and talking to new 
people.
a) ambitious            b) well organized               c) sociable           

     d) optimistic
6- We are having a/an ……… at school next month about ways of 
reducing global warming.
a) debate b) escapism               c) publication        
d) production

7- Twenty kilometers ……… a long way to run.
a) has             b) have             c) are                 
4) is

8- My brother and I are not twins, but we are very ………
a) same b- alike             c) like                      d) 
correct

9- I sent an e- mail with three ……….They were photos of my 
wedding.
A) attachments                  b) collections              c) missions 

              d)organizations
10- The hard outside part of a tree is called the ………
a) root              b) bark             c) ring    d) 
leave

11- Nearly two million ……… travel to and from Cairo every day.
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a) commuters b) pilots             c) rescuers              d) 
travellers

12- Electrical storms are a common ……… in our part of the country.
a) occurrence b) occur c) current              d) 
occurred

13- I get headache if I ……… for a long time.
a) had read         b) read c) will read                              
d) would read

14- I expect I ……… you at the week end.
a) am seeing      b) will see c) am going to see                 
d) see

15-Wave power and winds are types of ……… energy.
a) waste b) new c) renewable                                d) 
non- renewable

16-Magdy objected ……… his friends' accusations.
a) with               b) at c) to                 
d) of

4) Find the mistakes in each of the following sentences, then write
them correctly:
1-How long have you been learnt karate?
2-I wish I can read more quickly.
3-We have to show our credit cards before entering the university.
4-I will never forget the day where I first saw my husband.
5-Mr Ezz is thought being an honest man.
6-They are working for five hours before the light went off.

C- Reading
5) Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
One day, while my friend and I were travelling through Italy, we
were very hungry. We decided to stop at a village market to buy
some  groceries.  I  chose  some  cookies  and  went  to  the  front
counter to pay. Near the counter I saw some packaged cookies in
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a large bin. They looked good and were a lot cheaper than the
ones I had in my hand, so I took them instead. We left the store
and looked for a place where we could eat. We found a quiet place
under  a  tree  and  we  ate  our  sandwiches  first,  and  then  the
cookies. We thought they were great.  "Let's get these again," I
said. "They' re cheap and they really taste good." My friend can
read some Italian, but I can't, so I gave him the package so he
could look for the brand name. He looked at it and then started to
laugh. "Why are you laughing?" I asked. "Because they're dogs
biscuits." He said.
A- Answer the following questions:

1- Why did they stop at a village market?
2- What did the narrator have to do before eating the biscuits?
3- Give a suitable title to the passage?
B- Choose the right answer from a, b, c or d:

4- The closest meaning of the underlined word "package" is ……
a) bag b) container c) packet d) pot

5- According to the passage, …… are places near the counter at the 
shop.
a) cookies b) sandwiches c) groceries d) dog 
biscuits

The Novel
A) Answer the following questions:

1- Why has the Rassendyll family been interested in the 
Elphberg family?

2- Who is Colonel Sapt? What does he look like?
3- Why did the guards at the Ruritanian border stare at 
Rudolf Rassendyll?

4- What did Bertram Bertrand tell Rudolf Rassendyll about
Antoinette de Mauban?

B)Read the following quotation and answer the questions:
                                                       "Be lazy? It's true."   
1-Who said these words to whom?
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2-When did the speaker say these words?
3-Was the speaker lazy all his life? Give reasons.
C)Complete the following sentences:

1- People said that the King of Ruritania was his 
father's favourite son.
2- The King was resting at the old lady’s house 
before going to Strelsau.

D- Writing    
8) Write a paragraph of about 100 words on:

Energy .
E- Translation

9) A- Translate into Arabic:
The  Supreme  Council  of  the  Armed  Forces  is  paying  towards
anew civil democratic regime by making radical amendments to
the  constitution.  At  the  same  time,  the  Egyptian  People,  at
different levels, have started to draw up the image of their new
state that trey hope would soon be classified among the countries
of the First World.
B- Translate into English:

ذلربف عاذلمسبمرا–ياذلسع راوزي  ةامع لتاذلوط لةاأ تاذل اقي ماثورةاذل  مساوذلعشريأ-1
مأايع ير.

بحثاذل ي أاعل اذلسسماوذلرحمةاوذلبع يش.-2
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Model Exam6
Language Functions

1) Respond to each of the following situations:
1.You invite your Friend to go to the theatre.
2. At the beginning of the New Year. What would you say?
3. When you don't think that something is true.
4. A friend asks you what you think about TV news programmes.
2) Say where each of the following mini-dialogues takes place and
who the speakers are:
1- A: Excuse me, sir. The captain has asked everyone to return to 

their seats.
B: Does that mean we are going to land soon?               A: Yes, in 

about 15 minutes.
P:…………………….…. SPA:………………………….. SPB:
………………..…………. F:…………………….……………..

2 - A: Is there anything I can do to help?
B: Could you give these books back to the class after break?
A: Yes, of course. Is that the homework we did last week?
B: Yes, That's right. Your homework was very good.

P:…………………….…. SPA:………………………….. SPB:
………………..…………. F:…………………….……………..

Vocabulary & structures
3) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d
1- My brother and I are not twins, but we are very ………
a) alike b) same c) like            d) correct
2- Electricity is produced in a / an ………station.
a) bus b) railway c) power d) energy
3- Agatha Christie's books ………into more than 40 languages.
a) have been translated            b) have translated
c) translated d) were being translated
4- Her uncle can't remember his accident. The doctor thinks he 
may have………
a) headache b) phobia c) amnesia            d) injury
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5- Lightning is a dangerous but a natural ………
a) view b) response           c) eclipse d) 
phenomenon
6- Wanting friends is part of human ………
a) nature b) conflict c) will d) tradition
7- It is hard to walk in space because there is no ………
a) gravity b) waiting c) spin d) air
8- Wind and water power are types of ………energy.
a) new b) waste c) renewable d) expensive
9- We went to open a new school last week. It was a very 
interesting………
a) occasion            b) time c) view d) situation
10-She didn’t see her brother this morning. He ………the flat very 
early.
a) must have left              b) must leave 
c) can't have left  d) can't leave
11- ……………………..……you work harder, you'll fail.
a) If b) Unless c) When d) As
12-My sister ………at university for three years. She comes home 
every weekend.
a) is b) has been             c) is being d) had 
been
13- She asked me whether ………there before.
a) I had been b) I went c) I go           d) had I been
14-We arrived half an hour late. The film ………half an hour earlier.
a) began    b) was beginning            c) had begun 

            d) has begun
15-She promised she ………me as soon as the plane landed.
a) will phone    b) is going to phone    c) would phone 

  d) phones
16-The Romans ………Petra nearly two thousand years ago.
a) have captured      b) were captured             c) captured         

d) had captured
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4) Find the mistakes in each of the following sentences, then write
them correctly:

1- Ra'fat El-Haggan and Goma'a El-Shawwan were very famous 
Egyptian kings.

2- I fixed the lake in the petrol tank.
3- The married team went to Italy during their honey moon.
4- He asked me if I saw his newspaper.
5- The Prisoner of Zenda was wrote by Anthony Hope.
6- He doesn’t like pasta. He always eats it.

C- Reading
5) Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
I have never been a fast reader as a child, it took me two weeks to
read a book that my friends could read in two days. This worried
my parents, so they took me for an eye test. The doctor Said there
was  nothing  wrong  with  my  eyes  and  said  he  thought  I  was
probably lazy. This was very annoying, but I was pleased to know
that I did not need to wear glasses. Now I am older, I understand
my problem better. The truth is that I cannot concentrate on what I
am reading if  there is any noise around me, so, for example, I
cannot  read  in  a  room  where  people  are  talking  or  watching
television. I sometimes read in bed where it is quiet, but if I am
tired, I fall asleep after a few minutes and forget what I have read
the next day.
A- Answer the following questions:
1-What is the writer's problem?
2-How did the writer's parents solve his problem improper for the 
writer?
3-Why is reading in bed improper to the writer?
B- Choose the right answer from a, b, c or d:
4-The doctor said that the problem was ………
a ) that he needed glasses.             b ) he had serious eye 
problems.
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c ) he was lazy. d ) he found it difficult to 
concentrate.
5-What does the writer think about the cause of the problem?
a ) Noise makes it difficult for him to read.      b ) He does not like 
people watching T.V.
c ) He is usually tired.                                       d ) He is not 
interested in the books he reads.

The Novel
A-Answer the following questions:
1- Duke Michael was so popular among the poor people in 
Strelsau. Give reasons.
2- Class distinction was evident in Strelsau. Discuss.
3- Colonel Sapt asked Rudolf Rassendyll to pretend to be the 
King. What would happen if Sapt's plan failed?
4- Did Colonel Sapt do the right thing when he locked Johann's 
mother with the King in the cellar? Why? Why not?

B) Read the following quotation and answer the questions:
"Meanwhile, I'll have some breakfast! The King is hungry!"
1-Who says this to whom?
2-Where and when does he say this?
3-What does this show you about the speaker?

C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and 
correct it:
1-Duke Michael planned to get rid of the marshal.

       2-The only person who could replace the King was Rudolf 
Elphberg.

D- Writing    
8) Write a paragraph of about 100 words on:

The advantages and disadvantages of modern technology.
E- Translation

9) A- Translate into Arabic:
Many studies have shown that it is better to wear your seat belt
when you are driving a car. Seat belts greatly reduce the risk of
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death or injury in accidents.  The fact is widely recognized and
many governments have passed laws imposing seat belt use.
B- Translate into English:

أعبق اأأاذلع ساسوفابسبمرا–ياقرذءةاذلكببامأاأاؤاذلمبعة.-1
ياباأأايبع وأاذل–رذ امعاوزذرةاذلويئةااللب لصامأاذلكمي تاذله ئلةامأاذلقم مةاواذلم لف تا -2
                                         ذلبيابؤ ياإل اب ميراذلويئة

Model exam 7
A) Language Functions

1)   Respond to each of the following situations:
1- Your friend is carrying a heavy bag. You want to help him.
2- You want to express gratitude to a friend who saved you 
from a financial problem.
3- A tourist asks you to show him the way to Tahrir Square,
4- A friend of yours suggests going on a picnic. You have 
another opinion.
2)   Mention the place, the speakers and the function in each of 
the following two mini-dialogues:
1-  A: Did you work anywhere before?       B: Yes, of course. 
A: How long have you worked?                 B: Four years at least.

P:…………………….…. SPA:………………………….. SPB:
………………..…………. F:…………………….…….

2-  A: Can you tell me the meaning of this word? 
B: Try to guess it or look it up in the dictionary.             A: Thank 
you, sir.

P:…………………….…. SPA:………………………….. SPB:
………………..…………. F:…………………….…                          

B) Vocabulary and Structure
3)  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
1- Astronauts can not walk in space because there is no.........
a) gratitude          b) air                     c) parking          d) gravity
2- The police arrested him because they thought he was the 
main.........
a) publisher         b) suspect            c) volunteer       d) actor
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3- He is thinking of......on a Business Studies course at the local
college.
a) entering           b) applying           c) enrolling        d) beginning
4- A lot of people.........to using horns continuously during 
driving.
a) agree               b) subject              c) object            d) refuse
5- The.........of the fire hasn't been known yet.
a) reason            b) cause               c) purpose          d) aim
6- He is in bad need of some change. He got bored with his 
daily.........
a) custom              b) red tape            c) habit             d) routine
7- There is water all over the floor. Someone.........to turn off the 
shower.
a) mustn't have forgotten                  b) must have1 forgotten
c) can't have forgotten                      d) will have forgotten
8- My father promised.........me a car when I got my GSCE.
a) buy                b) buying             c) to buy           d) bought
9- Heba wishes she.........all her money at the weekend.
a) didn't spend     b) doesn't spend    c) hasn't spent   d) hadn't 
spent
10- They will have to hurry. They don't have.........time.
a) many               b) some                 c) a lot              d) much
11- Our roads are so busy that accidents.........more frequently.
a) cause               b) take part           c) occur             d) get through
12- We expect we.........as we have trained well.
a) are going to win b) are winning    c) will win         d) win 
13- If you ........earlier, you wouldn't have missed your train.
a) had left           b) leave               c) would have left d) left
14- A new supermarket in our town was opened by a well-
known . yesterday.
a) character          b) celebration       c) somebody     d) celebrity 
15- I like that photograph on your computer.........
a) mouse             b) window           c) screen           d) loudspeaker
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16- Bread.........from wheat.
a) made               b) is made            c) makes           d) are made
4) Find the mistakes in each of the following sentences, then write
them correctly:
1- It's a really good film. I'm sure you enjoy it.
2- He is going to fix the lake in the petrol tank.
3- Parents often warn their children to not cross the road 
without looking.
4- Metals will expand if you heat them.
5- Omar agreed helping me log on the internet.
6- Shakespeare is a famous English play write.

C) Reading
5)   Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
The Pharos at Alexandria was probably the first lighthouse in 
history. It was built in the third century BC and took its name of 
Pharos from the island on which it stood. It stood there for over 
1500 years and in working order for nearly a thousand years. The 
island of Pharos was at the western edge of the mouth of the 
River Nile in Egypt, where Alexander the Great founded his city of 
Alexandria in 331BC.Alexandria was planned from the beginning 
to be not only the proud capital of Egypt but also an important 
port. It became both of these things. With its wide, straight 
streets, its royal palaces, its famous library, its museum of arts 
and sciences where scientists could live and study free of charge,
it was perhaps the finest city of the Mediterranean Region.
A) Give short answers to the following questions:
1- For how long was the Pharos at Alexandria used as a 
lighthouse?
2- What made Alexandria the most beautiful city in the 
Mediterranean Region?
3- What does the underlined word "it" refer to?
B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
4- Alexandria was once the.........of Egypt.
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a) lighthouse        b) port                   c) western edge       d) capital
5- The underlined words "free of charge" mean that.........
a) were free                                  b) were in charge
c) paid money                               d) didn't pay money

The Novel
7-A) Answer the following questions:
   1-Why did Sapt, Fritz and Rudolf Rassendyll leave for the capital
an hour earlier?
   2-How did Colonel Sapt wake Rudolf Rassendyll up?
   3-Why couldn't Colonel Sapt and Fritz wake up the king the next
morning in the hunting lodge?
   4-How was the king affected by the cakes that the king ate in the
hunting lodge.
B) Read the following quotation and answer the questions:

"No, nothing's safe anywhere, but we must do our best."
1-Who said this to whom?
2-Which place were they talking about?
3-Why was it important for that place to be safe?

C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and 
correct it:
1-Duke Michael believed that good food was more 
important than sleep.
2-The hunting lodge where the King stayed belonged to 
Duke Rober

 D) Writing
8)   Write a paragraph of about 100 words about:

How the internet has changed our way of living
E- Translation (5 marks)

9) A) Translate into Arabic:
The Paralympics is the largest sporting event for disabled 
athletes in the world. Athletes from six disability groups take part 
during the eleven days of completion. However both the 
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coordinators and the athletes stress that the sporting  
performance  is  what's  important rather than  the  participant's 
disabilities.
B) Translate into English:
ياباأأاعق راذلعم ؤاذلذيأايعملوأا–ياظروفاذلطقساذلسيئةا–ياذلصحرذءالقـ مـةامش ريعع  -1

. ذلعظيمةاهع ك
-اعاحتاذلوورصةاذلمصريةا– اب ط اذلزمةاوع ابوقفا ذما مساوأروعوأايوم .ا2

Model exam 8
A) Language Functions

1)   Respond to each of the following situations:
1- You try to convince your friend to study English together.
2- Your friend says that the Egyptian youth set a good example on 
25th January, You agree.

3- Your sister says she can type 100 words per minute.
4- A friend of yours asks you to recommend him a good book to 
read during his holiday.

2) Mention the place, the speakers and the language function in 
each of the following two mini-dialogues: 
1-A: How can I help you, sir?              B: My car stopped suddenly. 
A: Let me see it.
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...……………………..
2-   A: I'd like to get this prescription?               B: OK, but this 
medicine isn't available now.
A: Can you get it for me, please?                     B: If possible.
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...………………….…..

A) Vocabulary and Structure
3) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
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1- Nader and his friend look very different but their personalities 
are......
a) common          b) alike                 c) the same         d) like

2- Samy left his glasses at school yesterday. I'm hoping 
someone......... found them.
a) must have        b) can have           c) can't have       d) might 
have

3- Wind power is a type of.........energy.
a) non-renewable b) waste                c) new               d) renewable

4- A lot of people.........vegetables in their gardens.
a) grow               b) are grown         c) growing         d) is grown

5- My uncle can't remember his accident. The doctor thinks he may 
have
a) phobia             b) amnesia            c) toothache       d) injury

6- "What about.........Ali in the hospital?" said Khalid.
a) visit                 b) visiting              c) visited           d) visits

7- There was a huge.........of water on the roads after the storm.
a) number           b) lot                   c) floods           d) amount

8- He wasn't getting enough exercise,.........he joined a sports club.
a) so                 b) although          c) because         d) and

9- Noha is not.........about playing computer games. She loves 
correspondence only.
a) active              b) enthusiastic        c) keen              d) interested

10-We arrived half an hour late. The film.........half an hour earlier.
a) was beginning b) began              c) has begun      d) had begun

11-Most secondary school teachers.........in one or two subjects.
a) work                b) do                    c) rationalise       d) specialise

12-His parents have always.........him to do better at school.
a) argued             b) rejected            c) objected         d) 
encouraged

13-Ola's doctor advised.........to stay at him if she was feeling ill.
a) him                b) her                  c) us                 d) me
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14-He has already finished a novel.........the main character is a 70-
year-old woman.
a) whom              b) which                c) in which         d) where

15- .........heard the news of his success, he was very happy.
a) After               b) Having              c) On                 d) When

16-My brother hasn't finished his computer course yet. He's still.........
a) a trainee          b) an employee     c) a trainer         d) an 
employer
4) Find the mistakes in each of the following sentences, then write
them correctly:

1- You needn't to raise your voice, I can hear you.
2- He made up his brain and decided to run a shop.
3- Forty kilometers are a long way to walk in hot weather.
4- When we use the underground we can waste lots of money.
5- He doesn't know how to answer the questions. He wishes he has 
study well last night.

6- Have you always enjoyed to go to the cinema?
C) Reading

5) Read the following passage, then answer the questions: 
When was the last time you walked down a litter-free street? 
Although millions of pounds are spent on clearing rubbish every 
year, this alone cannot solve the problem. The solution lies in our 
hands. Dropping litter in street is against the law in Britain. You 
can be fined up to 1.000. Not only is litter ugly, but it can also be 
dangerous. Litter encourages vermin such as rats. Why is there 
so much litter? Most consumer products are over-packaged; a 
single item may be wrapped in plastic, put in a box, wrapped in 
cellophane and then put in a plastic carrier bag. What can we do 
about this growing problem? If every citizen does his or her job 
together clean up the streets. Try recycling paper and plastic 
bottles. Never drop litter; consider the smallest piece of paper 
contributes to the problem. Avoid buying over-packaged items 
from supermarkets and take your own carrier bags. You could 
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also organise day-trips to the local countryside and beaches in 
holidays to pick up rubbish. If everyone makes himself 
responsible for maintaining high standards of cleanliness in their 
area, the problem may be solved.
A) Give snort answers to the following questions:
1-Who do you think is responsible for spoiling the environment?
2-When can someone be fined in Britain?
3-Bow can we get rid of our litter safely?
B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or a:
4-The problem of clearing rubbish may be solved if everyone 
becomes .........finding the solution.
a) out of charge       b) irresponsible of  c) in charge of d) 
thoughtless of
5-    .........things can also be a way to solve the rubbish problem.
a) Wrapping             b) Packaging          c) Recycling    d) Dropping

The Novel
7-A) Answer the following questions:
1-What was Johann's mother job?
2-Who overhears their plan? What do they do with the 
person?
3-Why was Johann's mother locked in the cellar with the 
king?
4-What did Colonel Sapt suggest to prevent Duke Michael 
from taking the crown?
B) Read the following quotation and answer the questions:
"Me? That's impossible! People would realize that I'm not the

King!"
1-Who said this to whom?
2-What was the speaker asked to do?
3-Give two reasons why the speaker thought it was 
impossible for him to do that?

C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and 
correct it:
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1-Fritz would let Johann's mother out of the cellar after 
Michael had gone.
2-The king invited Rassendyll to eat with him in the palace.

D) Writing
8) Write a paragraph of about 100 words about:

The qualities of a good leader .
9)   A) Translate into Arabic:
A few years ago, nobody could have imagined buying a whole 
dictionary or encyclopaedia on CD-Rom but we do now and it's 
becoming a business. Are e-books set to take over from the 
printed word? Some multimedia companies are predicting that, in 
a few years time, production of newspapers and magazines will 
have been halved.

B) Translate into English:
. إأاذلسي حةاهياث عياأهمامص راللعملةاذلاعويةالمصراوع اذلمعبا تاذلوبروليـة -1

يسب  ماذلع ساذلعبرعتا–ياذلوقتاذلح ليالغرذضاذلحصوؤاعلياذلمعلوم تاواذلبص لتاو -2
   . ذلعسأاواذلبسوقاواذلوحثاعأاذلوظ ئف

Model exam 9
A) Language Functions

1)   Respond to each of the following situations:
1- Your brother asks your advice about studying English.
2- Omar doesn't know how to make coffee. Give him 
instructions.
3- You're asked what someone should do to keep fit.
4- Your friend says that trees have a lot of benefits. You agree 
with him.
2)   Mention the place, the speakers and the language function in 
each of the following two mini-dialogues:
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1 -    A: What s wrong with you, madam?     B: It's my tooth. I 
couldn't sleep. 
       A: It has to be filled in.
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...………………….…..
2- A: Can I pay by credit card?       B: Give me the card, please.      
A: Here you are.
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...………………….…..

B) Vocabulary and Structure
3)  Choose the correct answer from a. b, .c or d:
1- Postcards which I keep are collected in a.........box.
a) card                b) paper               c) wood             d) cardboard
2- Coal, oil and natural gas are kinds of fossil.........
a) gas                  b) power              c) fuels              d) energy
3- The school.........every student with books, so you don't have 
to buy any yourself.
a) provides           b) cares                 c) lends              d) sells
4- If he had concentrated, he.........any question without answer.
a) won't leave b) shouldn't leave
c) wouldn't leave d) wouldn't have left
5- He gets on well with all his ......... at work, but they are not 
close friends.
a) colleges           b) colleagues        c) workers         d) relatives
6- Hesham went to a school in London ..... he learned to speak 
English well. 
a) which              b) whom               c) when              d) where
7- I expect ......... in the elections when I grow up.
a) vote                 b) to vote              c) voting            d) to voting
8- He tried hard to ......... me to lend him my mobile but I 
refused.
a) supply           b) cure                c) urge              d) persuade
9- It ......... that air travel will become more popular in the future.
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a) thought            b) is thought         c) has thought   d) will think
10- The opening of the new hospital was a very interesting .........
a) occasion          b) position            c) confusion       d) incident
11- Lightning is a dangerous but natural ...... ...
a) eclipse             b) response           c) phenomenon d) scene
12- Whose ......... is it to make sure children arrive safely at 
school?
a) response          b) responsible        c) responsibility d) 
responsibly
13- At her first school, she ......... to wear a new uniform.
a) must                b) could                c) can                d) had
14- Modern technologies such as the mobile phone make ......... 
easier.
a) measures         b) procedures        c) opinions   d) 
communications
15- Mona is so excited; her mother was invited ......... the Queen 
of Spain's coronation.
a) to offend         b) to limit              c) to attend         d) to intend
16- Hany went to the bank this morning ......... he needed to take 
out some money.
a) although          b) because            c) so                   d) thus
4) Find the mistakes in each of the following sentences, then 
write them correctly:
1- When I was younger, I use to want to be a pilot.
2- Ice is the liquid form of water.
3- Let's find them in the neighbouring house. They must have 
gone very far.-
4- The married double went to Paris on their honeymoon.
5- Teaching and supervisors belong to the teaching confession.
6- I regret to go to the cinema. It was not a very good film.

C) Reading
5)   Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
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Fire broke out yesterday in a large store. Luckily, the only 
casualty was the watchman. There was extensive damage to the 
third floor.The fire officer said, "We suspect the fire was started 
by a device which someone had set to go off at about 2 a.m." 
Hassan, the night watchman, was there alone. He was overcome 
by fumes and was taken to hospital unconscious. When he came 
to himself, he said to the reporters: "I had already done my third 
inspection of the store and was sitting down to write my report, 
when I noticed an odd smell. It wasn't until I'd made absolutely 
sure there was a fire and I couldn't do anything about it myself 
that I rang the fire brigade."The store manager reported, "We have
had a number of threats lately. There was a minor fire in the store 
the same time last year and we had received a number of warning 
before that one, too "He went on, "Fire prevention system people 
suggested needs some fire precautions. Accordingly, we have 
installed a new fire prevention system.""But for Hassan, "he 
added, "It could have been much worse. We shall be showing our 
appreciation to him a gift."
A) Give short answers to the following questions:
1- How did the watchman behave when he was sure there was a 
fire?
2- Why did the store manager intend to give the watchman a gift?
3- What does the underlined word "one" refer o?
B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
4- If Hassan had not called the fire brigade, ....... . .
a) there would be more damage.                       b) there would have 
been more damage
c) the manager would have called the police      d) there will be 
more damage
5-  When Hassan went to inspect the smell, he.........
a) was doing his third round                       b) had just sat down to 
write his report
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c) knew how bad the fire was                    d) had already heard the 
alarm bell

The Novel
7-A) Answer the following questions:
1-Where was the king hidden?
2-Why was it difficult to fetch a doctor for the king?
3-What was Sapt's idea to save the coronation?
4-How was the king received in Strelsau?
B) Read the following quotation and answer the questions:

"Well done, Michael! He knows me well."
1-Who said this to whom?
2-Why was the speaker pleased with Michael?
3-What happened to the speaker shortly after that?

C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and 
correct it:
1- The King fell unconscious after he had eaten the 
poisonous meat.

2- Sapt had to throw wine over Rudolf Rassendyll in an 
attempt to wake him up.

D) Writing
8)  Write an e-mail to your pen-friend Ramy telling him about your 
plans for the next holiday.

E- Translation (5 marks)
9)   A) Translate into Arabic:
Illiteracy and poverty are two faces of the same coin. We should 
spare no effort to eradicate illiteracy. The university graduates 
can do such a job instead of being unemployed. In addition, 
production should be increased to raise the standard of living. 
B) Translate into English:

-اأصوحاعهراذلعيؤامشكلةاكويرةايمكأاأأابؤ ىاإل اعزذع تاويأا وؤاذلحوض.ا1
-امصراغعيةاوموذر ه اذلطويعيةاذلبياإذذاأحسأاذسبغسله الصوحتامأاأغع اذل وؤ.ا2
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Model exam 10
A) Language Functions

1)   Respond to each of the following situations:
1- Ayman asks you if you have seen his keys.
2- Your friend suggests watching a film together. You are too busy.
3- Your brother spends too much money on shopping. Advise him.
4- A friend gives you a cigarette to smoke. You refuse politely.
2)   Mention the place, the speakers and the language function in 
each of the following two mini-dialogues: 
1-   A: Is there anything I can do while  you are away, mum?
B: Of course. You can do the washing up.
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...………………….…..
2-  A: I've just passed my exams.               B: Congratulations.         
A: Thanks a lot.
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...……………………..

B) Vocabulary and Structure
3)  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1-The lute is my favourite musical.........
a) tool                 b) appliance         c)  instrument     d) equipment

2-The accident.........at eight o'clock when everyone was on their 
way to work.
a) took                b) occurred          c) caused          d) reflected

3- If he had come ten minutes earlier, he.........the manager.
a) would have met b) will meet         c) could meet      d) would 
meet

4-When will you.........your brother's birthday?
a) develop          b) apply               c) celebrate       d) state

5- I don't want to live c........life. I'd prefer adventure and excitement,
a) daily               b) casual             c) enjoyable      d) conventional

6-My friends insisted on inviting me.........on holiday with them next 
year.
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a) go                    b) to go                c) for going        d) going
7-They are flying to Madrid at the weekend. Their flight ......... at 6.30 
in the morning.
a) leaves             b) leaving            c) left                d) leave

8-The doctor.........my cousin to make sure he was not injured in the 
accident.
a) tested             b) looked              c) examined        d) broke

9-She didn't see her brother this morning. He.........the fiat very early.
a) must have        b) must have left    c) can't have left d) can't 
leave

10- As a scientist, he is busy.........research into new forms of energy.
a) making           b) taking              c) getting          d) doing

11- The tower is one of the town's most famous.........
a) fireworks         b) landmarks         c) products         d) landscape

12- Eighty pounds.........a lot for this kind of shirts.
a) cost                b) is                    c) are                d) pay

13- In some modern homes, water.........by energy from the sun.
a) is heated          b) heat                  c) are heated      d) is heating

14- I don't find today's newspaper. I think someone may have......... it 
by mistake.
a) refused           b) retired              c) thrown          d) blown

15- Electricity is produced in a.........station.
a) power              b) energy              c) railway          d) 
underground

16- The teacher asked us.........we had finished our homework.
a) that                  b) weather             c) what              d) if
4)   Find the mistakes in each of the following sentences, then 
write them correctly:

1- I want to make some sandwiches. Have you got a bread?
2- If only they are here now.
3- It's necessary for you to come. You had to come.
4-Our house was building exactly 50 years ago today. 
5-A civil servant is someone who works for the army.
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6-When the emperor died, a lot of people attended his wedding.
C) Reading

5)   Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
How do you keep an enemy out of your land? One way is to build 
a high  wall. This is just what the Chinese did, and because of its 
size, it turned out to be a very famous wall.Once there were many 
rules in China. First, those in the north built short walls on the 
northern part of their country to keep out enemies. Later the 
whole of China was united under its first emperor. He ordered that
some of the old short walls should be joined up to form one new 
unbroken wall surrounding the country. Only three years later the 
emperor ordered 1.8 million workers to repair and complete 
building other walls. When the work on these new walls was 
finished 214 BC, it had taken less than twenty years to complete 
them. But hundreds of the workers died, either from enemy 
attacks or from the cold.Much of the wall is still standing today. It 
measures about 4,800 kilometres. It is the longest wall ever built. 
To your surprise, it is the only building on the earth that can be 
seen from the moon.
A) Give short answers to the following questions:
1- Why did hundreds of workers lose their lives in building the 
wall?
2-Why did the Chinese build the wall?
3-When was China united?
B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
4-The Great Wall of China is very famous because .........
a) it is the only building on the earth.      b) workers built it. 
c) it is so big in size.                              d) it is in China.
5- The building work took..........to finish.
a) 214 years                                          b) twenty years
c) less than twenty years                        d) 400 years

The Novel
A) Answer the following questions:
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       1-What did the king call Rudolf?
      2-Why was Rudolf afraid when he saw Antoinette de 
Mauban?
      3-Why did Duke Michael poison the king?
      4-What would happen if the king didn’t go to the 
coronation?

D)Read the following quotation and answer the questions:
"God save both Kings."

1-Who said this and where was he?
2-What did the people say just before this?
3-Why does the speaker say "both kings"? Who is he talking 
about?

C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and 
correct it:

1-It was Josef who dressed Rassendyll the King's 
crown.
2-The king gave the poor people of Strelsau hope for a 
better future.

D) Writing
8)   Write a paragraph of about 100 words about:

Life in the future
E- Translation (5 marks)

9)   A) Translate into Arabic:
Falling, burns, drowning, choking and poisoning are the main 
causes of injuries in the home and small children are the most of 
risk. Parents shouldn't leave children alone in the bathroom for a 
child can drown in only two inches of water. They should also fit 
safety gates at the top and bottom of the stairs. 
B) Translate into English:

-اعليع اأأاعبع وأااميع امأاأاؤاإع  ةاوع ءامصرع اذلحويوةا1
-اهؤاسب ل اوصوبكا– اذلعب  و تاذلورلم عيةاذلق  مة؟ا2
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Model exam 11
A) Language Functions

1)   Respond to each of the following situations:
1- Your neighbour wants to complete his education after leaving 
school. Suggest the Open University.
2- Your friend wants to know your opinion about Egypt after 25th 
January revolution.
3- Your father blames you for failing your maths test. You 
apologize giving reasons.
4- Your teacher advises you to do a course in computer. You 
accept his advice.
2)   Mention the place, the speakers and the language function in 
each of the following two mini-dialogues:
1-  A: Can I help you?            B: I'd like to buy a black jacket.      A: 
At your disposal.
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...………………….…..
2-A: How would you like your tea?                     B: With milk 
please. 
A: How much sugar?                                            B: Two spoonfuls.
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...……………………..

B) Vocabulary and Structure
3)  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1- The medicine I'm taking is wonderful. It has no side.........
a) problems b) interests            c) effects           d) results

2- Listen! I think someone is.........on the front door.
a) hitting              b) calling             c) breaking         d) knocking

3- We.........be at school by eight everyday.
a) have to            b) might                c) ought to         d) should

4- By the time they held the meeting, they.........all the staff.
a) informed         b) have informed   c) Had informed d) inform
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5- .........books used to be very cheap.
a) Cardboard        b) Paperback         c) Hard              d) Paper

6- People understand what he's saying when he speaks French, 
but he is not
a) ideal               b) married            c) educated       d) fluent

7- I.........go swimming if it isn't hot tomorrow.
a) must               b) should              c) can't             d) might

8- She is writing.........that her teacher asked for.
a) the essay         b) essay                 c) that essay       d) an essay

9- What did you.........do when you were younger?
a) used               b) use                  c) using to          d) use to

10- I really admire reading Charles Dickens novels. I particularly like
his ..... 
a) system             b) style                c) way              d) design

11- Making friends is part of human .........
a) conflict           b) life                 c) will               d) nature

12- My father asked me where .........
a) I have been     b) had I been        c) I had been      d) have I 
been

13- They are planning ......... to the North Coast for their holiday next
summer.
a) going              b) to go                c) go                d) to going

14- Using a passport instead of ......... card is allowed in some 
countries.
a) a national        b) an individual    c) a personal      d) an identity

15- ......... hearing he had passed his exam, Murad was over the 
moon.
a) When             b) If                     c) On                d) As soon as

16- Teachers are always encouraging their students to be ......... and 
hard- working.
a) confusing         b) conscientious     c) annoying       d) 
conventional
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4)   Find the mistakes in each of the following sentences, then 
write them correctly;

1- I rolled on a computer course last week.
2- This story is an interesting mixing of fact and fiction.
3- Hany has just been to Kuwait which his daughter lives.
4- Twenty people were wound as a result of the explosion.
5- It was Ahmed Zewail which discovered the femtosecond.
6- I was bored because I have been waiting for hours.

C) Reading
5)   Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
A female chimpanzee surprised zookeeper by buying a drink from
a vending machine. The staff said the six-years-old, named Chiko,
picked up a coin, inserted it into a slot and pressed a button. 
Despite her achievement, Chiko was unable to enjoy her drink at 
Tama Zoological Park in Tokyo because another chimpanzee 
grabbed it from her.Last year the zoo began experiments to see if 
chimpanzees could learn from the behaviour of visitors. A small 
tray was fitted to the drink machine to make it easier for 
chimpanzees to insert coins, as their forefingers and thumbs are 
farther apart than those of humans. The zoo's 17 chimpanzees 
have also learned how to insert a branch into the holes of an 
artificial honeycomb to reach honey. A spokesman said, "It is only
a matter of time before the other chimpanzees start buying drinks 
from the vending machine.
A) Give short answers to the following questions:
1- A chimpanzee is similar and different from a human being in 
some respects. Mention one for each?
2- Why didn't Chiko enjoy her drink?
3- How could the chimpanzees insert coin?
B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

4- It is a question of.........when the chimpanzees gain a new 
experience.
a) money                 b) time          c) drink         d) honey
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5- The underlined "slot" means .........
a) hole                     b) slide        c) wall          d) tray

The Novel
7-Answer the following questions:
1-Who could Rudolf Rassendyll get a permit from to leave 
Ruritania?
2-What made the king (Rudolf Rassendyll) think that Duke 
Michael was popular in the old town?
3-What did the message "all is well" mean?
4-Why did Sapt and Rassendyll hide in dark trees?

B) Read the following quotation and answer the questions:
"Let’s think about how we can worry him a bit more."

1- Who said this to whom?
2- Who was the speaker talking about?
3- How could they worry that person?
C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and 
correct it:
1-Sapt gave an order to his men to change route and enter the 
poor part of the town.
2-Rassendyll realised that if he were killed in that part of town, 
the king’s position would become very difficult.

D) Writing
8)  Write a paragraph of about 100 words about:
"The role of the internet and the Facebook in affecting people."

E- Translation (5 marks)

9)   A) Translate into Arabic:
Egypt has witnessed a lot of events in the last few months. These 
events may change the position of Egypt among her neighbours 
and all around the world. Do you think it has changed to the best 
or to the worst?
B) Translate into English:
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-الو المصراأأابوق اعل اذلعسق تاذلطيوةامعا وؤاحوضاذلعيؤ.ا1
-الق او أاذلسي حايب –قوأاإل امصراوع اأأاس  ه اذلسبقرذراوذلمأ.ا2

Model exam 12
A) Language Functions

1)   Respond to each of the following situations:
1- Your younger brother intends to swim in the canal. Warn him.
2- Your friend apologizes for being late. You accept his apology.
3- A friend of yours asks you to lend him 500 pounds. You don't
have the sum.
4- You are losing weight for no reason. You ask your doctor's 
advice.
2)   Mention the place, the speakers and the language function in 
each of the following two mini-dialogues:
1 -  A: I bought this shirt last Friday but it doesn't fit.
      B: Do you have the receipt?                   A: Yes, here it is.
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...………………….…..
2-A: Our experiment today is about volume. 
B: Is it easy?
A: It will be easy if you listen and look carefully.
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...……………………..

B) Vocabulary and Structure
3)   Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1- Pupils don't have to pay for their books. The school.........them.
a) pays                b) takes               c) provides         d) affords

2- The lawyer argued that his client's.........had been violated.
a) rights               b) nose                c) wills               d) moods
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3- My sister hasn't finished her course yet. She's still.........
a) a trainer           b) an employee     c) an employer   d) a trainee

4- Naguib Mahfouz's novels.........into foreign languages.
a) have translated                            b) were being translated
c) have been translated                    d) translated

5- That plant has been.........so that it gets lots of light.
a) positioned         b) raised              c) pruned           d) explained

6- My brother and I are not twins, but we are very.........
a) like                b) correct             c) same            d) alike

7- If he.........me to his birthday, I'll go.
a) will invite         b) invited              c) invites            d) invite

8- No one is sure where Ali is, but we think he.........gone to see his 
uncle.
a) must               b) can't have         c) might have    d) must have 

9- My sister wishes she.........harder when she was at school.
a) worked            b) has worked       c) works           d) had worked

10- I've really felt tired today .,.......I went to bed early last night.
a) so                    b) because           c) despite          d) although

11- Oil and coal are called.........fuels.
a) old                 b) fossil               c) waste            d) renewable

12- She...... an archeologist when she leaves university. That is her 
plan.
a) am becoming  b) will become     c) is going to become d) 
become

13- He did nothing wrong. He's .........
a) innocent          b) suspect            c) guilty            d) sensible

14- His sister.........at university for three years. She comes home 
every weekend.
a) had been          b) is                    C) has been        d) is being

15- I'd like to get a job in the medical.........
a) work               b) career             c) occupation     d) profession

16- She …......sport as a very important part of her life.
a) believes          b) regards            c) thinks            d) looks
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4) Find the mistakes in each of the following sentences, then 
write them correctly:

1-Millions of cars produce by Japanese companies every year.
2-Electricity is produced in energy stations.
3-She has decided studying engineering when she goes to 
university.

4-The town which I was born is in the north east of the country.
5-The accident took part at midnight yesterday.
6-My favourite situation when I play is the goalkeeper.

C) Reading
5)   Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
People are always talking about "the problem of youth". In my 
opinion, it is older people who create it, not the young 
themselves. The young are after all human beings-just like their 
elders. The only difference is that the young have glorious future 
before them and the old have a splendid future behind him: and 
maybe that is where the problem is.When I was a teenager, I felt 
that I was just young and uncertain, a new boy in a huge school 
who would have been very pleased to be regarded as interesting 
or a problem. For one thing, being a problem gives you a certain 
identity, and that is one of the things the young are busily 
seeking.I find young people exciting. They have an air of freedom 
from mean ambitions or love of comfort. They are not anxious 
social climbers, or in search of material things. All this links them 
with life and the origins of things. It's as if they carried a different 
stamp. All that is in my mind when I meet a young person. He may
be conceited, ill-mannered or stupid, but I do not turn for 
protection to cliches about respect for elders-as if mere age were 
a reason for respect. I accept that we are equals, and I will with 
him, as an equal, if I think he is wrong.
A) Give short answers to the following questions:

1-How is an old different from a young man?
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2-Why was the writer pleased to be regarded as a problem when he 
was young?

3-What are the qualities in young people which the author 
particularly admires?
B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

4-By "an air of freedom" is meant.........
a) pretended freedom                     b) a free atmosphere
c) a "do as you like" attitude        d) "Let things be"

5-A social climber.........
a) approaches people from a higher class for his own benefit
b) is a hard worker who uses clean to rise in society
c) soon belongs to social powers and big names
d) starts from below zero and under a false identity

The Novel
7-A) Answer the following questions:
1- What did Sapt give the girl at the city gate?
2-Why were Sapt and Rassendyll going to the hunting lodge? 
3-Rudolf Rassendyll was supposed to leave Ruritania on the 
same day of the coronation, but he didn't. Give reasons.
4-What did Sapt and Rassendyll find when they arrived at the 
hunting lodge? 
B) Read the following quotation and answer the questions:

"You can show it to your father when he returns."
1- Who said this to whom?
2- What does "it" refer to?
3- Why did they need "it"?
C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and 
correct it:
1-Duke Michael kidnapped the king because he wanted to 
take the crew.
2-Princess Antoinette was a royal cousin to Rudolf 
Elphberg and Michael Elphberg.

D) Writing
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8) Write a paragraph of about 100 words about:
"Our duty towards Egypt after 25th January revolution."

E- Translation (5 marks)
9) A) Translate into Arabic:
Egypt is rich in its natural resources. If they are used in the best 
way, we can solve all our problems and become one of the 
developed countries instead of being in debt. We can set up 
projects and save job opportunities for the unemployed youth 
who form a timed bomb that may explode at anytime. 
B) Translate into English:

-اذلط قة2-اعليع ااميع اذلبع وأامأاأاؤاإعق ذاذلقبص  اذلقوم امأاذلب هورااااااااااااااااااااااا1
ذلعوويةاسسحاذواح يأالعه ابسب  ما– اذلسلماوذلحربا

Model exam 13
A) Language Functions

1)   Respond to each of the following situations:
1- A car owner is going to park in a "No Parking" place. Warn 
him.
2- People say that the internet played a great role in arising the 
Arab Revolutions. You agree.
3- Someone is going to take a driving test. Give him 
instructions.
4- Your father is going to travel abroad. You ask his permission 
to go with him.
2)   Mention the place, the speakers and the language function in 
each of the following two mini-dialogues:
1-  A: Excuse me could you recommend me a good book to read 
during my holiday? 
B: What about this one? 
A: Oh it's great. Thanks.
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...………………….…..
2-   A: I lost my cheque book.                       B: Do you remember 
your account number?
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A: I can hardly remember it. It's.....               B: Let's check it on the
computer.
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...………………….…..

B) Vocabulary and Structure
3) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1-We.........go to the zoo tomorrow. We haven't decided yet.
a) should             b) can't                  c) mustn't          d) might

2-Young people dream about finding.........careers, that pay well and 
provide satisfaction.
a) rewarding         b) qualified          c) employable     d) 
depressing

3-Kareem is only 17 but he is.........He behaves like an adult.
a) retrained          b) ambitious         c) similar          d) mature

4-The little girl does not want to sing because she is.......
a) shy                b) innocent          c) spy                d) ashamed

5-He sent me the report as an e-mail.........
a) letter               b) attachment       c) article           d) picture

6-Petra.........by the Romans nearly two thousand years ago.
a) has captured     b) captured           c) was captured d) had 
captured

7-If I had got enough time, I.........you.
a) will visit          b) could visit c) would visit d) would have visited

8-My cousin is very.........She loves meeting and talking to new 
people.
a) well-organized b) conscientious   c) sociable         d) ambitious

9-The children were covered in sand when they got home. 
They .........on the beach.
a) played  b) were playing c) had been playing d) have been 
playing

10- I hope that by the end of next week, our roof will have.........
a) repairing          b) repair               c) repaired         d) been 
repaired
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11-My friend suggested.........for a picnic in the park.
a) to go               b) go                   c) goes             d) going

12- In some countries, people.........the end of the year in December.
 a) celebrate         b) enjoy                c) rejoice           d) receive

13-Hamdi was very tired yesterday evening because he.........for a 
school test all day.
a) revised            b) has revised        c) had been revising d) 
revising

14-Scientists have discovered a/an.........new treatment for flu 
recently.
a) effective          b) real                   c) cruel              d) useless

15-Her parents.........have meetings with the teacher at her school.
a) totally              b) gradually          c) slowly           d) regularly

16-After.........their new flat, they moved into it.
a) furnishing         b) had furnished    c) furnished       d) furnish 
4) Find the mistakes in each of the following sentences, then 
write them correctly:

1-How much ice cubes did he put into each glass?
2-The piano is a musical tool.
3-The sap of certain trees is using to make turpentine.
4-Omar said he will attend a lecture only the following day.
5-The trainee is a person who teaches skills.
6-Folk songs help people to get together their work.

C) Reading
5)   Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
Sound-activated toys are just one example of how high 
technology has affected childhood experience. A sound-activated 
toy responds whenever the child talks to it. There is a doll 
currently on the market that has an extensive memory like a 
personal computer. It has a soft face that looks alive because it 
moves when the doll speaks, its eyes respond to light by blinking,
its hands are sensitive to heat, and it has a voice-recognition 
facility that gives it the ability to respond to the child playing with 
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it. Considering all the high technology that goes into making such
expensive toys, it may be surprising to find that children become 
bored with the new toy after its novelty has worn off. Children 
seem to get the most lasting enjoyment from balls, ordinary 
sticks, and common cardboard boxes.Perhaps this is because 
these toys can be turned into anything the child's imaginative 
play needs, whereas a high-tech doll can never be anything else.
A) Give short answers to the following questions:

1- Why does the doll currently on the market look like a personal 
computer?

2- When do children become bored with the new toy?
3- Why does the writer mention balls, sticks, and boxes?
B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

4- The new doll responds to the child playing with it.........
a) is a sound-activated toy                b) has a voice-recognition 
facility
c) has a soft face                            d) blinks its eyes

5- The underlined word "It" refers to.........
a) the doll             b) the memory    c) anything       d) technology

The Novel
7-A) Answer the following questions:
1-What could Sapt and Rassendyll hear coming towards 
them?
2-How did the people in the old town receive the king 
(Rudolf Rassendyll)?
3-Why couldn't Lord Topham recognise Rudolf 
Rassendyll?
4-Why was Princess Flavia surprised that 'the king' rode
through the old town alone?

B) Read the following quotation and answer the questions:
So, they’ve got the King!”

1-Who said this to whom?
2-What did the speaker mean by these words?
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3-Where did they find the king?
C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and 
correct it:

1-If Sapt and Rudolf Rassendyll hadn't escaped to Zenda, we 
would've been killed.
2-Sapt used dirty ropes to tie up Johann's mother.

D) Writing
8) Read the following letter then write your reply.
 Dear Mohammed,
It's now almost a year since you travelled to Bahrain. I missed you
very much. I'm very eager to hear from you and know your latest 
news. Did the last events affect you? I'm looking forward to a 
letter or an e-mail so please write soon.

                                                    Yours 
                                                    Fares

E- Translation (5 marks)
9)   A) Translate into Arabic:
Japan is famous for volcanoes and earthquakes. The last 
earthquake that stroke in Japan was a disaster. It damaged a lot 
of properties and caused many deaths. In addition the nuclear 
waste coming out of the nuclear power station at Fokoshima 
spread terror and worry among people. 
B) Translate into English:

-اإأابقسيماذل وؤاذلعرويةاإل ا ويستاصغيرةاسيكوأالداأثراسلو اعل امك عبه اذل ولية.ا1
-اهؤامأاذلممكأابحقيقامع ه ةاسسما– اذلشرقاذلوؤا– اظؤاذلظروفاذلرذهعة؟ا2

Model exam 14
1- Respond to each of the following situations: (4 Marks)  
1- A friend wants to know what job you would like to do when you
leave school.
2-  Your  friend  asks  you  about  "The  author  of  the  prisoner  of
Zenda"
3 - You arranged to play a football match with your friends.
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4 You suggest travelling to Alex after the examinations.
2-  Say  where  each  of  the  following  two mini  -  dialogues  take
place, who the speakers are and what the function is: (4 Marks)
1- A Look at this chart. Can you see A and B.                 B Yes, I can
see A and B.
A Can you see C and D?                                                     B No, I
can't see them.
A I think you need glasses for reading only.
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...………………….…..
2- A: Open this suitcase, please. Have you anything to declare?
B No, sir.
A Very well, you may go through.
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...……………………..
3- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: (8 Marks)
1.  Space  tourists  may  suffer  from  the  same  side  effects  as
………….
                   a-astronauts          b-astrophysicist          c-astrologers
d-astronomers
2. I'm meeting a friend………. France next Monday.
                   a- beneath                    b- under                    c- into
d- from
3. The space station is like a spinning wheel with …………..
                   a-spokes                    b-spins                    c-spikes
d-bars
4. It's expected that the... .....of space holidays will go down.
                   a- pay                        b- cost                            c- wage
d- fees
5. Space tourists will fly to the space………… by rocket.
                   a- port                        b- stationary                    c- station
d- stop
6.  Astronauts  used to  suffer  ……….the  horrible  side effects  of
space travel.
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                   a - of                    b- from                                 c- for
d- about
7. Astronauts must be trained in doing everyday things without
………….
                   a- pulling                    b- attraction                    c- gravity
d- magnetism
8. Computer passwords should be You shouldn't tell anyone.
                   a- obvious                    b- mysterious               c-
common              d- secret
9. In fact, people can ....... a lot of things from space.
                   a- give                          b- hide                    c- teach
d- learn
10. Most people benefited………… from modern technology.
                   a- more                      b-many                    c-much
d- few
11. I can't talk at the moment. I………….my homework.
                   a- 'm doing              b- will do                    c- have done
d- was doing
12.  He  was………..  in  politics  and  was  a  good  speaker  in
university debates.
                   a-interested               b-interesting?               c-bored
d- frustrated
13. He first had the idea in late 1893 and the book........... in April
1894.
                   a-was published          b-is published        c-publishes
d-publishing
14. How……….. people are there in the team?
                   a- much                    b- some                    c-number
d- many
15. We're going to…….. very careful.
                   a- is                           b- be                          c- been
d- being
16. A pair of shoes usually less than 300 pounds.
                   a- cost                    b- costs                       c- is costing
d- are costing
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4- Find the mistake in each of the following sentences then write
it correctly. (6M)
1- The story ended happy for the poor man. .
2- Ten minutes have passed. You don't have much more time.
3- It's one of the books you just learnt take it down.
4- My car has broken down. I'll find a mechanic to make it.
5- As soon as the next lecture has finished, we are leaving.
6- Don't tell anyone about it, it's a socket.;
5- Read the following passage then answer the questions
Ten  years  ago,  e-mails  were  considered  a  very  sophisticated
method  of  communication.  Nowadays,  however,  e-mail
messaging has become a normal way of communicating, not only
between working people but also between people at home. Text
messaging and.  chatting on a  mobile  phone are  still  the  most
frequent  methods  of  communication  among  teenagers,  but  e-
mails  are  fast  becoming  more  and  more  common  in  this  age
group. This little flying yellow envelope on the' screen changed
the world of  communication. Words like stamps, post office or
postman no longer belong to a teenager's vocabulary. New words
are born: e-mail, sent items, received items, recipient, attachment
and symbols too. These words have replaced the old ones. Your
pen friend, or should we say key-pal, is only a click away. Emails
are a good invention although they will  probably never replace
either  telephone  calls  or  ordinary  letters.  As  far  as  I  am
concerned,  they  are  just  another,  very  efficient,  means  of
communication.
Answer the following questions :
1  -  Where  is  e-mail  messaging  used  as  a  normal  way  of
communicating?
2- What are the words that are no longer used by teenagers?
3- In your opinion, will e- mails probably never replace telephone
calls or ordinary letters?
Choose the correct answer.
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4-  Ten  years  ago,  e-mails  were  considered  a  very  method  of
communication.
                   a- easy                     b- normal                    c- usual
d- complex
5-  E-mail  writing  became  a  very  popular  method  of
communication.........it was introduced.
                   a-at once    b-immediately      c- after a decade
d- after a century

D- The Novel 
7-A) Answer the following questions:
1-Why did the king (Rudolf Rassendyll) ride alone through the 
old town?

2-What could Rudolf Rassendyll remember of the coronation 
later on?

3-How did Duke Michael and his men know that the King was in 
the cellar?

4- Why won’t Duke Michael like it if the king becomes too 
popular?

B) Read the following quotation and answer the questions:
"We’ll go back to Strelsau and continue with the game we

started."
1-Who said this to whom?
2-Where were they?
3-What game was the speaker talking about?
C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and 
correct it:
1- Sapt told the Marshall to order his soldiers to ride ahead 
of him.

2- Sapt and Rassendyll went out of the palace through a 
secret door.

D) Writing
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8- Write an e mail to your brother who is studying in the U.S.A.
asking him to study hard and telling him what his country expects
him to do when he returns home. Your name is Ashraf and you
live at 67,Ramses Street, Cairo. (6 Marks)

E- Translation (5 marks)
9-Translate into Arabic:
- Many people say that they are too busy to go swimming or to
play football. But they don't have-to do special exercise to be fit.
In this case, walking or even cleaning the house is just as good
for them as practicing games.
b- Translate into English:       

ياباأأايبوقفاذلع ساعأاذلب  يأالعدايو  اذلم ؤاوااي مراذلصحةاوايسوباذلو–ـ ة.1
يعبم اذلعا حا–ياذلحي ةاعل اذلصوراوذلعمؤاذلا  .ا .2

Model exam 15
1- Respond to each of the following situations:
1 -  Your friend asks you about your opinion of the problem of
pollution.
2- Your friend suggests going to the library but you are busy.
3-  Ask your  friend which countries  he knows that  use nuclear
power.
4-  Your  classmate  asks  "What  you  were  doing  at  six  o'clock
yesterday evening?"
2- Say where each of the following two mini - dialogues take place
and who the speakers are:  
1- A: Can I book a room for three nights?
B Yes, of course. Single or double?         A: Double, please.
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...………………….…..
2- A: This download is very slow. Haven't you used a broadband
connection.
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B No, I am still using a dial up connection.
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...………………….…..
3- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
1. Wind is a……….. type of energy.
                   a- non-renewable            b- atomic           c-
hydroelectric              d- renewable
2. Geothermal energy comes from heat………. the earth's surface.
                   a- over                    b- below                    c- above
d- near
3. The city has five……….  I live in the middle one.
                   a- parties                    b- sections                    c- districts
d- parcels
4. Hundreds of athletes from across the nation came to………. in
the games.
                   a- complete                    b- conflict                    c-
compete                    d- delete
5. We……….the steam to a power station.
                   a- pipes                    b- pipe                    c- are piped
d- is piped
6. The steam……….to a power station,
                   a- pipes                    b- is piped                    c- pipe
d- are piped
7. While he was working as clerk for a judge, he……….himself as
a great legal writer.
                   a-establishes        b-established           c-establishing
d- has established
8.  Mona's biographical  accounts of  her life  ....  by her husband
Sami.
                   a- were written            b- was written          c- wrote
d-had been written
9. Those old stories are still……….by many children today.
                   a- loved                    b- loving                    c- being loved
d- love
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10.As  far  as  I  ……….concerned,  that  team hasn't  a  chance  of
winning,
                   a- am                    b- been                    c- is                    d-
be
11.This ....for thousands of years.
                   a-has been happened          b-happens     c- have
happened        d-has happened
12. Now plants and trees ....in other ways.
                   a-use                    b-is used                    c-aroused
d-uses
13.In many countries, the wind………. to generate electricity.
                   a- is used                    b- is using                    c- used
d- uses
14. Scientists ....to find more forms of renewable energy.
                   a- want                    b- wants                    c- are wanted
d- wanted
15. What ……….you doing when the lights went out last night?
                   a- was                    b- had been                    c- have
d- were
16. The West was afraid that if Mubarak……….power, the Muslims
would  take  over  and  the  treaty  with  Israel  and  USA would  be
gone,
                   a) had left                    b) leaves                    c) left
d) will leave
4- Find the mistake in each of the following sentences then write
it correctly. (6 Marks)
1- She said it as of she meant it.
2- We produce electricity from the water in tower stations.
3- Electricity produces from the water in power stations.
4-  Yesterday,  my  brother  give  me  a  new  soccer  ball  for  my
birthday.
5-  Soha,  who  is  now  in  university,  had  written  poetry  since
primary school.
6- Eventually, you will have to give down your playful ways and
get to work.
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5-  Read  the  following  passage  then  answer  the  questions:  (5
Marks)
Imagine a primitive village with a fisherman (Mr. Fisher), a baker
(Mr. Baker), a wagon maker. (Mr. Wagoner) and a berry picker (Ms.
Berry). If Fisher wants bread and Baker wants fish, they will want
to trade, say one fish for two loaves of bread. So far, so good. But
what happens if Fisher wants bread, but Baker doesn't like fish?
This  is  the  first  problem  with  barter,  the  so-called  "double
coincidence of wants." Fisher has to want what Baker has at the
same  time  Baker  doesn't  want  what  Fisher  has  to  solve  the
problem,  Fisher  might  go  visit  Ms.  Berry  ,  the  berry  picker,
because he knows that almost everybody likes berries. He trades
his fish for a basket of berries, not because he wants to eat them,
but because he thinks that Baker will  trade loaves of bread for
them. When this happens, berries are beginning to function as
money, because they are being demanded not just for their value
as food, but for their value in exchange.
Answer the following questions
1 - When does something function as money?
2- When does "double coincidence of wants." Happens?
3- In the passage why does the fisher man trade his fish for the
berries?
Choose the correct answer
4- A primitive village is a/n ... one.
                   a- smart                    b- advanced                    c-
intelligent                    d- simple
5- The underlined word "them" refers to ............
                   a- loaves                    b- berries

The Novel
7-A) Answer the following questions:

1-Why didn't Sapt shoot Duke Michael when he saw him in
the forest with Max Holf?

2-What did Fritz do while Sapt and Rassendyll went to 
Zenda?
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3-How did Sapt and Rassendyll get out of the palace?
4-Why did the Duke's hands shake with anger when he 
congratulated Rassendyll?

b)Read the following quotation and answer the questions:
You’ve done a good job until now, so why not continue?

1- Who said this to whom?
2- What job was the speaker talking about?
3- Why did the speaker ask the addressed person to continue 
doing that job?

C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and 
correct it:

1- Johann was killed by Duke Michael’s men.
2- King Rudolf the Fourth was kidnapped by Michael’s 
men.

8-Write a paragraph about 100 words about:              
b) - Online distance learning . 
E- Translation (5 marks)

9- a) Translate into Arabic: (3 Marks)
Banking* around the clock is no longer a remote possibility with
>, the introduction of internet banking. Clients don't have to go to
a real bank. Moreover, when they need cash, they get it from a
cash machine.
b-) Translate into English:

1لمابع اذلوظيفةاذلحكوميةاه – ايسعياإليداذلشو باذلطموحاذلمبطلعاإل اغ اأ–ضؤا._
 مأاذلطويعياأأابكوأالمصراعسق تاقويةامعاكؤاذل وؤالعه ا ولةارذئ ةا–ياكؤاذلما لت_2
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Model exam 16
1- Respond to each of the following situations:
1- Your teacher asks "Why do you like reading detective stories?
2- You want to say that reporters think the president will have a
visit to Paris.
3- You want to know what happens if we heat metal.
4- Ask your teacher for advice about how to do well in the next
English test.
2- Say where each of the following two mini-dialogues take place,
who the speakers are and what the function is: 
1- A Welcome to Egypt. How was your flight?              B Excellent!
A: Come this way, please. 
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...………………….…..
2-A I'd like to change some money, please.
B With pleasure. Cash or travelers' cheques?              A Cash,
please.  
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...……………………..
3- Choose the correct answer from a, b. c or d: (8 Marks)
1- You'll find the company ...in the new business park down the
road.
                   a- headquarters                    b- traps                    c-
quarts                    d- suspects
2- Tommy and Tuppence Beresford are………
                   a- suspects                    b-secret agents                    c-
soldiers         d-solutions
3- Please , ……… which one is yours.
                   a- idealize                    b- identify                    c- irritate
d- illegalize
4- How can I send the signal if the………  is broken?
                   a- trap                    b- poison                    c- prison
d- transmitter
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5- When I paint, I need to use………  to thin the paint.
                   a- rubber                    b- sap                    c- toothpaste
d- turpentine
6- Rubber is made from the………  of a rubber tree.
                   a- leaves                    b- roots                    c- turpentine
d- sap
7- Please put those books in the sturdy صلوة ………………… boxes.
                   a-instrument                    b-transmitter                    c-
tube                    d-cardboard
8- If you leave bread out too long, it will………
                   a- freeze                    b- soften                    c- harden
d- fasten
9 The postman by Yehia Haqi………first prize in 1968.
                   a--awarded       b-was awarding  c- is being awarded
d- was awarded  
10  Yehia  Haqqi  is  was  awarded………as  one  of  Egypt's  great
literary figure.
                   a- remembers  b- remembered      c- remembering   d-
being remembered
11- His……… is the result of his-amnesia.
                   a- shyly                    b- shying                    c-shyness
d-shies
12- Don't touch that! It has………in it. 
                   a-poisoning                    b-poison                    c-
poisonous      d- poisoner
13- If we plant trees, then we……… cleaner air.
                   a- have                    b- will have                    c- will has
d- will be having
14- It ………that trees protect us from global warming.
                   a- is believed          b- had believed        c- was believing
d- believes
15- If I work a lot in the garden, I usually ………no energy at night.
                   a-have                    b- has                    c-had
d-will have
16- When this molten glass cools, it………
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                   a-hardens                    b-will harden         c- is hardened
d-hardened
4- Find the mistake in each of the following sentences then write
it correctly. 
1  -  Musa,  the  prophet,  was  wrongly  called  a  crime  when  he
punched the man for hitting a dog.
2- We looked at a lot of houses, but we couldn't identity the one
we saw before.
3- Before he become a writer, he had worked as a lawyer.
4- Tarek plays the piano and three other musical tools.
5- If the climate is rainy, the rings on a tree grew faster.
6- If we cut down the trees, the oxygen level is decrease.
5- Read the following passage then answer the questions:
Mexico, is one of the most beautiful and diverse countries in the

world with a wide variety of landscapes and ecosystems - groups
of plants and living creatures interacting with each other and with
their  surroundings.  Mexico  has  it  all!  deserts,  swamps,  snow-
capped mountains, volcanoes, tropical forests and even deserted
beaches.  The  traditions  of  dozens  of  cultures  still  remain  in
Mexico  making  it  an  exciting  holiday  destination.  There  is
something  for  everyone  from  ancient  ruins  to  luxury  hotels.
Mexico is pleasant at any time of the year, but the most popular
time to visit is between May and October. Whatever time of year
you decide to visit, get ready to enjoy one of the most memorable
holidays of your life. Mexico city is the capital and was built on
the ruins of Tenochtichian, dating back to Aztec times. If you want
a  quick  bite  to  eat,  street  vendors  can  be  found  everywhere
selling good food at reasonable prices.
A) Answer the following questions:
1- Why is Mexico an exciting holiday destination?
2- When was Tenochtichian built?                 3- What is the capital
of Mexico?
B) Choose the correct answer:
4- The prices of food sold by street vendors in the Alameda are
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       a) expensive       b) too expensive   c) rather cheap     d)
extremely cheap
5- The traditions of dozens of cultures
      a- have disappeared      b- are no longer found  c- is still found
d- have vanished

D- The Novel 
7-Answer the following questions:
1- What do you know about the Six Men?

2-Why couldn't the Duke do anything although he knew Rudolf 
Rassendyll wasn't the real King?

3- Why couldn't Michael come into the guest room when the King 
was there?
4- Rassendyll realised that he had made a mistake when he kept 
Michael waiting outside the guest room at Flavia's home. How did 
he cover up his mistake?
B) Read the following quotation and answer the questions:

"What if the King's already dead?"
1-Who said this to whom?

      2-What would happen if the king was dead?
     3-What happened to the king?

C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and 
correct it:

1- Rassendyll told all his plans to Sapt and Fritz.
2-Rassendyll wanted to make Michael angry by not asking him to 
enter the guest room at Flavia's palace.
8- Write a paragraph about 100 words about (6 marks)

The advantages and disadvantages of scientific research.
E- Translation (5 marks)

9-  a-) Translate into Arabic:
The choice to become a leader is not an easy one and there will
not always be an easy path. You must possess some qualities and
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work  on  them.  Learn  how  to  be  optimistic,  patient,  sensible,
tolerant and understanding. 
b-) Translate into English:

.ذلط لباذلع احاهواذلذيايسبمبعاو لبعليماويذذكراو ابه  اويشغؤاأوق تا–رذغدا–ياذلقرذءة -1
.لو اأأايسبمراذلمصريوأا–ياضرباأ–ضؤاذلمثلةاللبس محاذل يعياويأاذلمسلميأاوذلمسيحييأ -2

Model exam 17
1- Respond to each of the following situations:
1. Your friend wants to know your opinion of Yehia Haqqi the man
and the writer.
2. Your friend has just witnessed a road accident. Advise him on
what he should do.
3. Your little sister is having difficulty drawing a picture for her
story. Give her advice.
4. A new student at your school wants to know the way to the
headmaster's office. Instruct him.
2- Say where each of the following two mini - dialogues take place
and who the speakers are:
1- A Please turn right at the traffic lights.             B Here we are!
A Yes, thank you. How much?                               B That'll be ten
pounds, please.
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...……………………..
2-A: Where were you at ten o'clock last night?
B: I was at home, watching television.
A: But your neighbours saw you break into Mr Mazen's house.
B: I didn't break in! I went over to his house to borrow some CDs.
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P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...……………………..
3- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c ord:
1. After hitting her head in an accident, Salwa couldn't remember
anything. Doctors think she has ………
                   a- influenza                    b- amnesia                    c-
diabetes                    d- fever
2. It is believed that Cleopatra died from the……… of a snake. 
                   a) poison                    b) perfume                    c) crime
d) murder
3.  Everybody  communicates  by  e-mail  now.  Paper  mail  has
become………
                   a) modern           b) routine        c) fashionable          d-
old-fashioned
4. Trees absorb water from the ground through their………
                   a) bark                    b) fruits                    c) roots
d) leaves
5. There was a mouse in the house, so Dad set up a ………
                   a) criminal                    b) murder                    c)
mousetrap                    d) poison
6. All  suspects should be treated as………… until  we know for
sure that they have committed a crime.
                   a) shy                    b) innocent                    c) dead
d) dangerous
7. A Border Passage……… by Leila Ahmed.
                   a) written                     b) wrote                    c) was
written                    d) write
8. Salm……… tennis every week since she was five years old. 
                   a) has been playing        b) was playing        c) plays
d) is playing
9 ……… Hossam had an  injury  in  his  left  leg,  he  finished the
match.
                   a) So                           b) When                    c) Because
d) Although
10. If a plant does not get any water, it………
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                   a) dead                    b) dies                    c) would die
d) would be dead
11.  If  you  don't  stop  listening  to  that  loud  music,  your
headache……… worse. 
                   a) got                     b) will get                    c) would get
d) gets
12.  There is a big……… where engineers axe building the new
metro line.
                   a) routine                    b) invasion                    c)
excavation                    d) district
13. Please……… the file to your e-mail and send it quickly.
                   a) attach                    b) establish                    c) connect
d) enclose
14. After the terrible fire, ………damage was done to the factory. 
                   a) a lot of                    b) many                    c) little
d) lots
15: You should go and……… that film. It's great! 
                   a) seeing                    b) see                        c) saw
d) seen
16. Turpentine paint ………and is made from the sap of trees.
                   a) removes        b) removed                    c) has removed
d) is removed
4- Find the mistake in each of the following sentences then write
it correctly. 
1.  I  want to be a sailor one day, so I  can protect the rights of
innocent people.
2.  Archaeologists  find  valuable  treasures  during  there
excavations.
3. Whose the suspect for the murder of John Doe?
4. Tommy Beresford and his wife were two secret agencies.
5. The more rain there is in a year, the more wide the tree rings
are.
6. Covers of books are usually made of sap.
5- Read the following passage then answer the questions:
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Flowers produce a fine powder called pollen, which is carried by
the wind or by insects to other flowers of the same type so that
they can produce seeds. Pollination, the carrying of pollen from
one flower to another, is necessary for the reproduction of plants
and for the production of food. Scientists estimate that one third
of our food depends on insects, mostly bees, for pollination.But
in recent years, there has been a big drop in the populations of
pollinators  worldwide.  There  are  several  reasons.  The  use  of
pesticides  has  had  the  side  effect  of  killing  pollinators.  Air
pollution  prevents  insects  from  smelling  and  finding  flowers,
which  they  need  for  food.  Diseases  are  killing  many  insects.
Growing cities are destroying the environments where pollinators
live.  Recently,  shortages  of  fruit  and  vegetables  in  India  were
blamed on the loss of pollinators. Clearly, it is important that we
find solutions quickly.
Answer the following questions
1. What is a pollinator?          
2. Is all pollen carried by insects? Explain.
3. Give two reasons why the number of pollinators has dropped.
Choose the correct answer
4. Which is the best title for this text?           
a- The Importance of Bees                       b-Pollinators in India
c- The Loss of Pollinators.                       d- Where Have All the
Flowers Gone?  
5. How does air pollution affect pollination?
                   a- Flowers can't make pollen. 
                   b- Insects can't smell the flowers, so they can't find
them to pollinate them.
                   c- Insects can't pollinate the flowers because they
can't see them.
                   d-Pollution kills insects.

D- The Novel 
A)Answer the following questions:-
1-Who overhears their plan? What do they do with the person?
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2-Why do they go to the station early instead of waiting for Duke 
Michael's guards?
3-Why aren't the people from the palace at the station in Strelsau 
to meet them?
4-Why is Rassendyll afraid when he sees Antoinette de Mauban?
B) Read the following quotation and answer the questions:
                                             "Meanwhile, I'll have some breakfast! 
The King is hungry!"
      a)Who says this to whom? -
      b)Where and when does he say this?
      c)What does this show you about the speaker?
C)Correct the following sentences:-
1-It is Rassendyll's idea to pretend to be the King for the 
coronation.
2-Michael's men will hide the King in the cellar.
8-Write a paragraph of about 100 words

"How you would cook a simple meal or prepare a simple drink."
E- Translation (5 marks)

9-a Translate into Arabic :
Many of Agatha Christie's books were made into very successful
films. However, Christie did not always agree with the changes
that  were made to her stories.  Sometimes she felt  that  certain
actors weren't at all the way she imagined her characters would
look like.
b-) Translate into English:

1امأاذلشي ءاذلبيابسب  مه ايومّيً ابأبيامأاذل شب.اااا-5000يق ؤاأأا
.إذذاك أاذلاواا ّ–ً الفبرةاطويلة،ايسب  ماذلمزذرعوأاذلري -2

Model exam 18
1- Respond to each of the following situations:
1- Your father left his car in the garage. You deduce that he walked
to work.
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2- Ask someone about the year in which the Cairo underground
started.
3- You suggest joining a sports club.
4- You ask someone to help you carry the heavy bag.
2- Say where each of the following two mini - dialogues take place
and who the speakers are:
1- I'd like to book wedding dress for my bridal party.         B Well, it
will be 500 pound.
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...………………….…..
2-A What's wrong with you?                     B I have a sore throat.
A Let me examine you, please.                   B OK.
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...………………….…..
3- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
1- The ………….were stuck in the metro for three hours because
of a power failure.  
                   a-diameters                    b-commuters                    c-
regions                    d-cliffs
2-  Shaimaa's………….skills  got  her  a  job  with  a  well-known
international company.
                   a-raising                    b-massive                    c-
engineering          d-commuting
3- On the farm we………….chickens.
                   a-raise                    b-farm                    c-rise
d-position
4- You can use………….to describe a situation, event,  or action
which is extremely unpleasant to imagine or remember.
                   a-sure                    b-great                    c- comfortable-
d- unthinkable -
5- When Hend spilled paint on my new dress, I thought it would
stain………….
                   a-permanently         b-questionably "         c-cowardly
d-respectably
6- I have to………….that she was right.
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                   a- steal                    b-understand                    c-reply.
d-admit
7- Dalia spent three days in hospital to………….after her accident.
a - excavate                    b- commit                    c- profess
d- recuperate
8- Mr Hyde………….three times upon the door.
a - drew                    b- regretted                    c- professed
d- knocked
9- Why don't you want any cake? You………….eaten that much a?
dinner.
a -can't have                    b-must not                    c-can't
d- mustn't have
10- Climbing Mount Everest………….very difficult. The oxygen is
very thin at the top.
a-must be        b-must have been           c- must have be           d-
mustn't been
11- Taking the metro would decrease the time we have to………….
          a-commuting           b-commute     c-commuter              d-
being commuting
12- The………….bank gave the company a large loan to build the
dam.
a —invests                    b-investor                    c-invest                    d-
investment
13- Sami asked, "What do you mean, Sarah?" Sami asked Sarah
what she………….
a -is meaning                    b-meant                    c-was meaning
d- means
14-  "I'm  going  out,"  announced  Bassam.  Bassam  announced
he…………. out.
a -has gone                    b-is going                    c-went                    d-
was going
15- "Tomorrow, I'll see Hany," Gamal said. Gamal said he would
see Hany………….
a -again                    b-yesterday                    c-today                    d-
the following day
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16-  "Sawsan  won't  even  consider  it."  Selim  reported  that
Sawsan………….even consider it.
a - doesn't                    b-will                    c-isn't                    d-
wouldn't
4- Find the mistake in each of the following sentences then write
it correctly:
1-  You must  have  like  the film because you can't  stop talking
about it.
2- After Hany had been sent to prison, his parents thought they
must be raised him wrongly.
3- On Tuesday Rishad said he will not have enough money.
4- Farah  said she had finished the job the before day.
5- Nehad asked, "They are leaving at ten o'clock?"
6- Scientists want to find much forms of renewable energy.
5- Read the following passage then answer the questions:
On June 16, 1963, Valentine Tereshkova became the first woman
in space. She had been chosen from more than 400 others who
applied. During her three-day flight, her rocket orbited the Earth
48  times.  Valentina  did  tests  on  herself  to  find  out  how  the
experience affected women's minds and bodies. She reported that
she  felt  ill  for  most  of  the  time  she  was  in  space.  Valentina
Tereshkova was born in 1937 in the west of Russia. Star father
worked as a tractor driver and her mother worked in a factory. She
left school at the age of 16 and went to work in a factory. In her
spare time, she enjoyed parachuting. After Vaientina Tereshkova's
space flight, it was 19 years before another Russian woman was
sent into space. Today, Vaientina is still a hero in Russia.
a) Give short answers to the following questions:
1 - How many women wanted to travel in space when Vaientina
applied for the job?
2- What does the experience mean in how the experience affected
women's minds and bodies?
3- What was Valentina's hobby as a young woman?
b) Choose the correct answer from a, b, cor d:
4- How old was Vaientina when she went into space?
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                   a-16                    b- 19                    c- 26                    d- 48
5- How did Vaientina feel while she was in space?
                   a- comfortable                    b- happy                    c- tired
d- not well

D- The Novel 
*Answer the following questions:-
1-Why did the Marshal give order to enter the old part of the 
town?
2-How do you know that the poor people like the Duke?
3-How did Sapt know that there were two horses behind them?
4-How did Sapt know that Michael found the woman?
*Read the following quotations then answer the questions:-
                                               "Tell your soldiers to ride ahead of 
me. I don't need them or you."
      a)Who says this to whom?
      b)Where are they and when is this?
      c)Why does the speaker say this?
*Correct the following sentences:- 
         1-All the people smile and cheer the King.  
         2-The Princess knows that Rudolf isn't the real King. 

D) Writing
8) Write a letter to Sohnesta Hotel, New York, USA asking to book
a single room for five days. The date of your arrival is 20th July.
Your name Is Hassan Ahmed.

E- Translation (5 marks)
9- a-) Translate into Arabic: 
Economic  globalization  makes  economic  communities  connect
with  and  affect  each  other  positively.  It's  a  win-win  situation,
companies make more profit and they create more jobs, However,
global trading may cause world financial crisis.
b-) Translate into English:
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ذلعقؤاذلورياأوطأامأاذلعقؤاذلاوياوعع اوقوعاذلحوذ ثايسوبابلوثامي هاذلوحر،او–ياذذتاذلوقت -1
.هواذل–ضؤا–ياعقؤاذلوض ئعاذلثقيلة

.لق ابأثرتاذلسي حةاذلمصريةاوشكؤاسيئامأاذلهاوماذلمبكرراللقروشاعل اذلسي ح -2

Model exam 19
1- Respond to each of the following situations:
1- Some one suggests going to the cinema. You don't agree to go.
2- You make a suggestion to your father to go on a family trip to
Alex.
3- Your friend asks you about your favorite game.
4-  You  want  to  tell  someone  about  the  importance  of  the
atmosphere. 
2- Say where each of the following two mini - dialogues take place
and who the speakers are: 
1-A I think you are a Japanese tourist, aren't you?                  B
Yes, I'm.
A What do you think of Egypt?                                                   B It's
a great country.
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...………………….…..
2-A:  I'd like a copy of A1 Kora and Al Malaeb magazine, please.
B: Here is one.
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...………………… …..
3- Choose the correct answer from a. b, c or d:
1- I wish I ………….the exam questions more carefully yesterday.
                   a- had read                    b- have read                    c- read
d- was reading
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2- A paper towel with several layers can…………. more liquid than
a towel with one layer.
                   a- absorb        b- absorbing                    c- absorbency
d- absorbtion
3- If that restaurant had served pizza, I…………. there.
                   a- will have eaten            b- will eat           c- ate         d-
would have eaten
4- Space scientists study space travel and other………….
                   a- creatures                    b- plants                    c- scopes
d- planets
5-You should check the plant for any………….  signs of disease.
                   a- incredible          b- admirable                    c- visible
d- impossible
6- If you are in a rain forest, you………….  rain almost every day.
                   a- saw                    b- see                    c- would see
d- have seen
7- He is short. He wishes he………….  taller.
                   a- is                    b- were                    c- has been
d- had been
5- I wish I …………. where my keys were.
                   a- have known            b- knew                    c- know
d- was knowing
9- The giant ship sank and disappeared …………. the sea.
                   a- in                    b- on                    c- beneath
d- over
10- Serious flood may …………. houses and force people to leave
them .
                   a- construct          b- strengthen                    c- inhabit
d- damage
11- Scientists are not sure what make………….  erupt.
                   a- floods                    b- volcanoes             c-earthquakes
d- storms
12- People …………. their lives in danger when they go out during
a storm.
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                   a- fill                    b- make                    c- put
d- set
13- I wish I …………. at the wedding, but I was in New York.
                   a- would                    b- could                    c- were
d- had been
14- I quarrelled with my neighbours last night. I wish I………….
done so.
                   a- had                    b- hadn't                    c- haven't
d- wouldn't
15- I really regret playing football in the street. If only I........... done
that.
                   a-had                    b- hadn't                    c- can't d
couldn't
16- I………….  you will be better soon.
                   a- hope                    b- look forward to                    c-
look           d- wish
4- Find the mistake in each of the following sentences then write
it correctly. 
1- If the moon goes between the earth and the sun, there is an
eruption.
2- When Zainab finished her homework, she usually reads a book.
3- I asked her how long she had be waiting.
4- If Hisham had walked all the way, he would been there by now.
5- She has been diabetes since she was a child.
6- If it had rained more, we not have had a drought.
5- Read the following passage then answer the questions:
The 2008 Summer Olympic Games is a Summer Olympics event,
that  will  be  held  in  Beijing,  People's  Republic  of  China  from
August 8 to August 24, 2008. The centerpiece of the 2008 Summer
Olympics was the Beijing National Stadium, nicknamed the "Bird
nest"  because  of  its  nest-like  skeletal  structure.  The  opening
ceremony  of  the  Olympics  in  Beijing  was  held  in  the  Beijing
National  Stadium,  and  began  on  8  August  2008.  It  has  been
announced  that  Canada's  Celine  Dion  and  Taiwan's  Jay  Chou
Would perform during the opening ceremony. On July 21, NBC
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announced the Opening Ceremony would include performances
by a cast of 15,000 and declared it would be the most spectacular
Olympics Opening Ceremony ever produced.
Answer the following questions :
1- Who will sing in Olympics Opening Ceremony?
2- Where will most of the competitions take place?   3- When did
the 2008 Olympics start?
Choose the correct answer:
4- The 2008 Olympics were held in………….
                   a-Africa                    b- Asia                    c-south America
d-Australia
5- …………. people will take part in the opening ceremony.
      a- Few    b- A small group         c- A large number                    d-
a thousand

D- The Novel 
*Answer the following questions:-
1-What kind of people live in the old part of the city? 
2-What does Rassendyll do when the Marshal wants him to ride 
through the old part of  town?
5-Does Michael realise that this is not the real King? How do you 
know?
4-Why does Duke Michael's face turn white when he sees "the 
King" (Rassendyll)?
*Read the following quotations then answer the questions:-

-"Get off ? but they will catch us."
      a)Who says this?
      b) to whom?
      c)Why was the speaker afraid?
  *Correct the following sentences:- 
   1-Rudolf though that Marshal changed the route to modify 
him.
   2-The Princess was young woman with yellow hair. 

  8- Write a paragraph about 100 words about:           
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 How we can help to protect and improve the environment
E- Translation (5 marks)

9- a-) Translate into Arabic: (3 Marks)
Some scientists have found that people are more likely to catch a
cold when they are unhappy or under stress. This is because the
immune system is  less efficient  when we are worried.  Doctors
have also found out that people1 with mild colds get better if the
doctor is kind.

َب باوذلعلم ءااوذئزاقيمةا–ياذحبف ؤاكوير-1 .كؤاع مابمعحاذلحكومةاذلكت
ياباأأاببع وأاوزذرةاذلسي حةاوشرطةاذلسوذحؤا–ياحؤامشكلةاذلقروشاذلبي -2

به اماذلسي حالكياعحمياصع عةاذلسي حةا–يامصر

Model exam 20
f- Respond to each of the following situations:
1-  Your  friend  says  that  we  should  spend  more  money  on
education and health and less on new technology. You disagree.
3- You want to know about a friend's energy-saving habits. What
do you ask?
4- You express your admiration of Yehia Haqqi.
2- Say where each of the following dialogues take place .who the
speakers are and what the function is: 
1-A You are not allowed to smoke here.
B I'm sorry. But there is no "No smoking sign"
A: You are right. But it's a place for reading not smoking.
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P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...……………………..
2- A: You must try this kind of dessert. I made it my self.
B:  I'm sure it  will  be  delicious.  Every time we visit  you,  I  feel
certain that you are a wonderful cook.                            
A: Thank you. It's a pleasure to visit us.
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...…………………..
3- Choose the correct answer from a, b. c or d:
1. To………….  is to turn around and around very quickly.
                   a- spin                    b- spare                    c- recycle
d- spoke
2.My plane………….  at ten o'clock. Perhaps we can get together
when I'm back.
                   a- is leaving        b- will leave                    c- leaves
d- is going to leave
3.Some of the votes………….  to have been miscounted.
                   a-, seem                    b- seems                    c- is seemed
d- seeming
4. A song …………. by her.
                   a- is sung                    b- sings                    c- sung
d- is singing
5…………. is a form of energy that can be carried by wires and is
used for heating and lighting, and to provide power for machines.
                   a- Steams                    b- Electricity                    c-Coal
d- Oil
6 …………. involves teaching people various subjects, usually at a
school or college, or being taught.
                   a- Culture       b- Environment         c- Commerce
d- Education
7.Somebody………….  these rooms every day.
                   a- is cleaned       b- was cleaned                    c- clean
d- cleans
8. If  someone………….  another person, they kill  the person or
make them ill by giving them poison.
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                   a- poisons                    b- bangs                    c- hits
d-heals
9.It  …………. that she cleaned and repaired some of the things
that were found.
                   a- reports           b- is reported                    c- reported
d- is reporting
10. If you………….  the exam, will you lose your scholarship?
                   a- don't pass           b- didn't pass       c-won't pass
d- wouldn't pass
11. When you………….  someone, you telephone them.
                   a- hang                    b- bang c - hit                    d- ring
12. Ahmed is a professor of chemistry. He………….  very clever.
                   a- must have    b- must be             c- can't have
d- couldn't have
13. To………something means to shine light on it and to make it
brighter and more visible.
                   a- illuminate                    b- illustrate                    c-
explain                    d- affirm
14. Where were you last night at 9:30 pm? He asked me where
I………the night before at 9:30 pm.
                   a- am                    b- had been                    c- was
d- will be
15. If you………something, you touch or hit it roughly, especially
so that it falls or moves.
                   a- scratch                    b- feel                    c- knock
d-lock
16 …………. plugs, sockets, or power lines are designed to carry
electricity.
                   a- Electrician             b- Electronic          c- Electric
d-Hydraulic
4- Find the mistake in each of the following sentences then write
it correctly. 
1 - The plane would land tomorrow at 6 PM.
2- Attraction is what makes objects fall to the ground.
3- Would you like any cup of tea?    
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4- A pair of glasses are used for, enhancing bad sight.
5- The doctor was send for by him.
6- If you make rock or metal very hot, it becomes gas .
5- Read the following passage then answer the questions:
Your  thoughts  and  feelings  are  important,  so  communicating
them is vital. You are more likely to get what you want if you can
ask in a direct open way. Even if you don't get your way, you'll feel
stronger  in  yourself  as  a  result.  Consequently,  increase  your
communication skills  by writing down your  views and desires.
Say them to yourself in the mirror or record them on a cassette.
By  practice,  you'll  feel  less  nervous  when  you  really  have  to
speak up. Learn to voice your feelings – no one else will do it for
you. In addition, the way we use our bodies conveys even more
about our feeling than the things we say. Therefore, think how you
use your body when talking: direct eye contact, upright posture,
emphasizing gestures and a lively tone of your voice are signs of
assertiveness.  Eventually,  observe  others  and  think  what  your
body is saying.
Answer the following questions:
1-  What  is  the best  way through which you can get  what  you
want?
2- How can you improve your communication skills?
3-What is the writer's purpose in writing this article?
Choose the correct answer:
4- The way we use our bodies
      a- is less important than speaking.              b- is not important
at all.
      c- doesn't convoy any messages.                  d- Is very
important in communication.
5- All these sentences are true except
      a- Our thoughts and feelings are important,
      b- You should observe others and think what our bodies are
saying,
      c- The others will teach you to express your feelings,
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      d-  You'll  feel  stronger  in  yourself  if  you  expressed your
feelings so much.

D- The Novel 
*Answer the following questions:- 
1-Why couldn't the Duke say that Rudolf isn't the king?
2-Why did Sapt put a bandage on Rudolf's finger?
3-How did Sapt make sure that the king is still alive?
4-Why did Rudolf visit the princess's palace?
*Read the following quotations then answer the questions:-
                                                  "Who can I can get a permit 
from? "
      a)Who says this? to whom?
      b) How did the addressee help the speaker?
     c)Why did the speaker need a permit?
   *Correct the following sentences:- 
1-Rudolf acted  like a king as all his people hate him just few.
2-Duke Michael ‘s enemies lived in the poor part of the town.
8- Write a paragraph about 100 words about (6 Marks)

"How to save energy"
E- Translation (5 marks)

9- a) Translate into Arabic:
Travelling  abroad has many advantages.  By travelling  to  other
countries, we see and learn a lot about many things, which we
would have known nothing about, if we had stayed at home. Many
students  and  scholars  travel  abroad  to  learn  in  the  famous
European and American Universities Besides many sick people
travel for treatment in medical resorts and specialized hospitals
abroad.
b-) Translate into English:

. مه رذتاذلكمويوبراضروريةاللغ يةالموذاهةاذلمع –سةاذلش ي ةا–ياسوقاذلعمؤ-1
2يق سابق ماذلمماوم ياذهبم مه اوقض ي اذلويئةاعلياذ بسفاأعوذعه ا.-
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Model exam 21
1- Respond to each of the following situations:
1-  The sky is  cloudy and you want to  express your  prediction
about the weather.
2-  Ask your  friend which countries  he knows that  use nuclear
power.
3- You suggest some ways to solve the problem of unemployment
in Egypt.
4- You tell a friend why you are going to the hospital.
2- Say where each of the following dialogues take place who the
speakers are and what the function is:
1- A The goal you scored was wonderful.                        B Thank
you.
A:  Can  I  ask  you  some questions?  I'll  write  about  you  in  the
Sports Magazine tomorrow.
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...……………………..
2-A Would you describe your bag, please?                     B It's big
and brown.
A Where did you lose it?          B: In the Express Train coming
from Alexandria.
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...……………………..
3- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
1. How ………! Will this be the first time you've been in space?
                   a- exciting                    b- excited                    c- 
excitement                    d- excite
2. There's a traffic jam. We……… late.
                   a- will be                    b- are going to be                    c-are
being             d-be
3. What was so………about The Prisoner of Zenda?
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                   a- private                    b- special                    c- specific    
d- public
4. Four years ..... a long time to spend away from your friends and
family.
                   a- is                         b- are                    c- have                    
d- has
5. We get energy from the heat inside the earth. This is known as 
geothermal energy. "Geo" means………and "thermal" means heat.
                   a- ground                    b- land                    c- earth             
d- rock
6. The reason of his coming……… to me.
                   a- is not known         b- knows         c- doesn't know       
d- is not know
7. You use………to describe activities that are done as a normal 
part of a job or process.
                   a- prize                    b- rate                    c- relaxation         
d- routine
8. Somebody ………this house in 1930.
                   a- built                    b- was built                    c- had built   
d- was building
9 ………books are ones that you look at when you need specific 
information or facts about a subject.
                   a- Inference                    b- Preference        c- Difference 
d- Reference
10. Grandfather will take his umbrella if it………
                   a- rained                    b-rains                    c- will rain         
d- had rained
11. If you ………something when you are speaking, you say 
something more.
                   a- extract                    b- exclude c - remove                    
d- add
12. You……… driven for over 20 years. You aren't perfect.
                   a- must be                       b- must have
                   c-can't have                    d-mustn't have
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13. If you say that something is…… you firmly believe that it is 
true, or have definite knowledge about it.
                   a- uncertain                    b- probable                    c- 
certain                    d- doubtful
14. Peter told me……… coming back the following day.
                   a- he is                    b- he was                    c- is he             
d-he would be
15. Your……… are the people you work with, especially in a 
professional job.
                   a- colleges                    b- enemies                    c- 
colleagues                    d- rivals
16. If you………, you will catch the train.
                   a- ran                    b- runs                    c- run
d- had run
4' Find the mistake in each of the following sentences then write it
correctly. 
1 - Sara planned that she is going to been in Alex in 2013.
2- You are told that Anthony Hope paid for the publish  of his first
novel himself 
3- A fictional story is true.
4- Groups of wind turbines along the Red Sea in Egypt general
large amounts of electricity.
5- That's very interesting. Thank yon to talking to me.
6- He banged his head and is now suffering from malnutrition.
5-Read the following passage then answer the questions:
Michael Joseph Jackson was born on the 29th of August 1958 in
Gary, Indiana. He was the 7th of nine children.. Michael began his
musical career at the age of 5 as the lead singer of the Jackson 5
who formed in 1964. In these early years the Jackson 5, Jackie,
Jermaine, Tito, Marlon and the leading singer Michael played in
local clubs and bars in Gary Indiana. In 1968 the Bobby Taylor and
The  Vancouvers  discovered  the  Jackson  5.  The  Jackson  5
recorded 14 albums and Michael, recorded 4 solo albums. In 1977
Michael made his first film. In 1982 Michael Jackson released the
world's largest selling album Of all time, Thriller'. On December
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9th 1984 at the last concert of the Jackson's Victory Tour, Michael
announced he was splitting from the group and going solo.  In
1994 Michael married Lisa Marie Presley but the marriage only
lasted for 19 months, as they divorced in 1996. 1995 saw Michael
release  a  fifth  solo  album,  "History'.  Michael  married  for  his
second time to Debbie Rowe who was a nurse that Michael had
met 4 in the treatment of his skin pigment disorder. In October
2001 Michael released the album 'Invincible' including the big hit
"You Rock My World". On Friday 26, 2009 everybody cried for his
death!!
Answer the following questions:
1. Who are the Jackson 5?
2. When did Michael split from the Jackson 5?   
  3. What happened in the year 2001?
Choose the correct answers:
4. In………the Bobby Taylor and The Vancouvers discovered the
Jackson
                   a-1986                    b-1968                    c-1868
d-1969
5. In 1994 Michael ………
                   a- released the album 'Invincible                    b- married
Lisa Marie Presley
                   c- split from the group and went solo              d-died

D- The Novel 
Answer the following questions:- 
1-Who are the Six Men? Where are they from? Why are only three 
in Strelsau?
2-Why does he visit the Princess? What does he do on the way? 
How do these things make him more popular?
3-Why can't Michael come into the room when the King is there?
4-What mistake does Rassendyll make? How does he cover up 
his mistake?
*Read the following quotations then answer the questions:-
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                                    "We'll go back to Strelsau. The King will be 
back in the capital again tomorrow!"
      a)Who says this to whom?
      b)Where are they and what has happened?
      c)How will the King be back in the capital tomorrow?
*Correct the following sentences:- 
1-Sapt tells Fritz that he may let Michael into the King's bedroom.
2-Sapt and Rassendyll go out of the palace through the main gate.

E- Translation (5 marks)
9- a) Translate into Arabic:
A computer has the power to calculate at superhuman speed and
so it can quickly-solve problems that would take any human many
years  of  work,  it  has  memory  that  is  far  more  reliable  than  a
human memory. 5) Most of the energy we use today comes from
coal, oil and gas. But these will not last forever, and burning them
is slowly harming the environment. So, we need to look for other
ways of supplying energy.
b-) Translate into English:

    .يسبطيعاذلعس أابحقيقاطموح بداو لصوراوذلعمؤاذلا   -1
.لس برذع تاذلح يثةاذلكثيرامأاذلمزذي اكم اأأاله اوعضاذلعيوب -2 

Model exam 22
1- Respond to each of the following situations:
1.  Your  friend  thinks  your  teacher  is  absent  today  but  you
disagree because you saw her during the morning lines. 
2. You are at a restaurant Your friend thinks you should both order
fish, but you have other preferences.
3. You do not understand what happens during an eclipse of the
moon Ask your teacher.
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4.  Someone  asks  you  about  your  opinion  concerning  storm
chasers.
2- Say where each of the following - dialogues take place and who
the speakers are:
1- A The thief probably jumped off.
B He can't have jumped off. Look at the tracks. We're going too
fast.
A Maybe he's hiding in the baggage car.                    B OK. Let's go
check it out.
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...……………………..
2- A I recommend the fried chicken, sir.            B No, I'd rather
have something healthier.
A How about the shish kebab, then?                 B Yes, one shish
kebab for me, please.
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...………………….…..
3- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
1- She………….gone far. I just saw her car leave a minute ago.
                   a) must have            b) should have    c) can't have
d) can have
2- Be careful when you're driving up the mountains. Some cars
have fallen off the ………….
                   a) rays                    b) rocks                    c) cliffs
d) stairs
3- I can't find my mobile phone. I………left it in the car because it
rang while I was driving.
                   a) must have        b) should have      c) can't have
d) would have
4- It is human………….to make mistakes.
                   a) culture                    b) nature                    c) will
d) evil 
5- Jack tried to……….Paul by threatening Paul to tell Paul's father
what Paul had stolen at the weekend.
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                   a) commit                    b) blackmail                    c) admit
d) recuperate
6- If you use this skin cream, i t . . . . . you from harmful ultraviolet
light,
                   a) protect          b) protected                    c) would
protect            d) protects
7- The lightning………….the entire sky. The night almost seemed
like day for a second.
                   a) illuminated            b) illustrated                    c)
occurred            d) absorbed
8- If you hadn't taken your umbrella, you…………. been soaking
wet by now.
                   a) won't have                    b) would have         c) will
have             d) have
9- The rainbow is a beautiful………….that occurs after it has just
rained.
                   a) cause                    b) drought.                    c)
phenomenon        d) eclipse
10- Mum…………. that she would take us to the zoo next Friday.
                   a) promised                    b) promise         c) promises
d) will promise
11-In some places in Africa where there is little or no rain, ……
have caused people to die.
                   a) floods                    b) droughts                    c) cliffs
d) barriers
12-In the last ten years, Egypt.... large areas of desert into farm
land.
                   a) had turned                    b) will turn                    c) has
turned                    d) turns
13-The Eiffel Tower is the most important………….in France.
                   a) base                    b) monument                    c) tourist
d) biography
14-The  thief  admitted  that  he………the  necklace  from  Mrs
Morrison's bag the night before.
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                  a- would steal          b) steals                    c) had stolen
d) was stolen
15-I asked Nora if she was enjoying the book she………….
                   a) is reading           b) was reading         c) will read
d) would read
16-Mum said it was………….that I even consider going into that
dangerous cave.
                   a) unthinkable            b) old-fashioned         c) massive
d) respectable
4- Find the mistake in each of the following sentences then write
it , correctly. 
1. Mr Maher has just had a serious illness and he needs time to
regenerate.
2. Maryam asked him the teacher was in school.
3. He can't have left his keys because he can't get into the car.
4. I have decided to leave Cairo permanent and I am not coming
back.
5. It is impolite to walk into an office before you nock on the door.
6. Leila Ahmed wrote a long geography about her life in a book
called A Border Passage.
5- Read the following passage then answer the questions:
A geyser is a special type of hot spring in which steam and hot
water erupt and are thrown into the air. Some geysers throw water
up more than 45 metres. Some geysers erupt at regular intervals
and are predictable. One of the most famous, old faithful, erupts
about every 90 minutes. But most geysers are unpredictable and
irregular. Worldwide there are only about 1,000 geysers and half
of them are in Yellowstone National Park, USA. Geysers are a rare
phenomenon  because  they  form  only  under  certain
hydrogeological  conditions.  If  conditions  change,  geysers  can
become  dormant  or  extinct.  Natural  phenomena  such  as
prolonged  droughts,  earthquakes,  or  landslides  can  make  this
happen. So can human activities such as mining, building dams,
throwing  trash  into  the  geyser  vent,  and  dewatering  by
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geothermal  power  plants.  Even  without  human  activities,  the
lifespan of geysers is at most a few thousand years.
Answer the following questions
1. Are all hot springs geysers? Give a reason for your answer. 
2.  Can  people  prevent  all  geysers  from becoming  dormant  or
extinct? Give a reason for your answer.                           
3. Where is the best place to see geysers?
Choose the correct answer
4. What does hydrogeological mean?
                   a- related to water and the earth                    b- related
to electricity
                   c- made by water                                 d- related to the
earth and the sky
5. What does so refer to here?
                   a- mining, building dams, etc.                                 b-
natural phenomena
                   c- make geysers become dormant or extinct        d-
geysers form

D- The Novel 
*Answer the following questions:-
   1- What do Sapt and Rassendyll find inside the lodge?
   2-Whose body was lying in the dark room? 
   3-Why did they lock Johann's mother in the cellar?
    4-What is Ruritania?
*Read the following quotations then answer the questions:-
-"If all's well, why go there? And if all isn't well, I fear there'll be

a trap."

          a)Who says this to whom?
          b)Where are they?
          c)What do you think he means by "all's well"?
*Correct the following sentences:-
    1-The castle can be reached through a ferry.
    2-Marshal Strakencz realises that Rassendyll is not the King.
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8- Write a paragraph of about 100 words about a crime you heard
about, read about, or saw .

E- Translation (5 marks)
9-a Translate into Arabic :
Dr Jekyll-has now proved that human nature is both good and
evil, but soon he starts to enjoy being Mr Hyde. He changes into
Mr  Hyde  more  often.  Eventually,  it  becomes  more  difficult  to
change back into Dr Jekyll.

b-) Translate into English:
   .ك أامأاغيراذلمقووؤاأأابفق امصراأو اسموؤ،ا–بماعمؤا ططالعق ذه -1

.يمبصاذلاوامعظماإشع ع تاذلشمساذلض رة -2 

Model exam 23
1- Respond to each of the following situations:
1) You want to know some information about folk music.
2) You like folk music very much. Express your liking.
3) You are sitting on a bus and the person next to you starts to
smoke.
4)  Your  friend  thinks  that  whaling  is  a  harmful  activity  which
causes whales' extinction. You agree .
2- Say where each of the following two mini-dialogues take place
and who the speakers are:
1 -A How would you like to pay for it, sir?                         B By
credit card.
A That's fine, sir. Shall I put it in a bag for you?               B Yes,
please.
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...……………………..
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2-A What does the word 'ravage' mean, sir?           B It means 'to
damage or destroy'.
a Thank you, sir.
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...………………….…..
3- Choose the correct answer from a. b. c or d:
1- He……… there for 2 years before he traveled to Spain.
                   a- was working        b- works          c- has worked       d-
had been working
2- The old house………for years. 
                   a- was painting                                   b- hasn't been
painting
                   c- hadn't painted                               d- hasn't been
painted
3- She was so weak after the illness that she couldn't………walk
without help.
                   a- too                    b- until                    c- either
d- even
4 - ………for one old lady, the bus was empty.
                   a- Respect                    b- Except                    c- Accept
d- Expect
5-  To……… means  to  know  someone  because  you  have  seen
them before.
                   a- realize                    b-fanaticize                    c-criticize
d- recognize
6- The children are often the innocent………of a divorce.
                   a- survivors          b- witnesses                    c- victims
d-toddlers
7- I  couldn't  recognize my friend………I hadn't seen him for so
long.
                   a- because                    b- till                    c- no sooner
d- hardly
8- My friend rescued me………drowning.
                   a- from                    b- of                    c- at                    d-
with
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9- He………all his money by the end of the month.
                   a- spent                    b- had spent                    c- has
spent           d- spends
10- If I were……… I'd build a hospital for the poor
                   a- poor                    b- wise                    c- friendly
d- wealthy
11- Our local university offers a………of language courses
                   a- various                    b- varied                    c- variable
d- variety
12- The……… of the internet has taken place over the last twenty
years.
                   a-evaluation          b-revolution                    c-evolution
d-solution
13-  Music  is  passed from one generation to  the next  by………
tradition.
                   a- written                    b- typical                    c- visual
d-oral
14- Her style of painting has been………by Japanese art.
                   a- infected         b- influenced                    c- inflicted
d- inflamed
15- London has always been a centre of......
                   a- cultural          b- knowledgeable          c- cultured
d- culture
16- Folk music is less………than other types of music.
                   a-populated                    b-popular          c-expensive
d-comfortable
4- Find the mistake in each of the following sentences then write
it correctly.
1- Holes is drilled into the Earth to find hot water.
2- In some cities, rubbish are burnt to produce electricity.
3- We is pumped water to the surface. 
4- There are a millions of grains of sand on the beach.
5- How much ice cubes do I put into each glass?
6- Young people have-responsible for protecting their country's
folk music.
5- Read the following passage then answer the questions:
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One evening a man took a small candle from a box and began to
climb a long winding stairway. "Where are we going?" asked the
candle. "We're going up higher than a house to show the ships
the way to the harbor." "But no ship in the harbor could ever see
my  light,"  the  candle  said.  "It  is  very  small."  "If  your  light  is
small," the man said "just keep on burning brightly and leave the
rest to me." When  they reached the top of the long stairs, they
came to a large lamp. Then he took the little candle and lit the
lamp.  Soon  the  large  polished  mirrors  behind  the  lamp  sent
beams of light out across the miles of sea. We are candles. Our
job is to keep on shining. The success of our work is in God's
hands. A tiny candle or match can start  a forest fire.  The little
flame  of  your  good  example  can  actually  change  the  lives  of
others  without  you  knowing  it.  Be  a  light  to  them  like  the
lighthouse in the story which guided the ships to safe harbor.
Answer the following questions :
1- Why did the man take the candle upstairs?
2- How can we be good examples for others?
3- How could the small light of the candle be a big one?
Choose the correct answer:
4- The lighthouse guides the ships to the .....
                     a-harbour                    b-house.                   c-shore
d-beach -
5- The underlined pronoun (they) refers to……… 
                   a- the men                    b- the ships
                    c-the man-and the candle                    d-the candles

D- The Novel 
A) Answer the following questions
1-What did Rassendyll remember when the princess warned him?
2-How was Rassendyll's life changed in Ruritania?
3-Why didn't anyone seem to notice that Rassendyll was not the
real king?
4-How did Rassendyll act when he made mistakes ?
B) Read the following quotation and answer the questions
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" Rudolf, be careful, won't you?"
a-    Who said that ? 
b-    To whom?             
c-  Why do you think he/she warned him? 
C)Find the mistake and correct it
1-Fritz brought Rassendyll news about the place of the king.
2-The real king was sent a letter from Madame de Mauban
Write a paragraph of about 100 words about

How to benefit from your spare time?
9- a-) Translate into Arabic:
Egyptian security boats search for sharks in the waters in which a
German tourist fell  victim to a shark attack in Sharm El-Sheikh
December 6,2010. A shark killed a German tourist who had been
swimming  near  the  shore  at  the  Red  Sea  resort  of  Sharrn  el-
Sheikh on Sunday, days after a string of attacks injured several
divers.
 b-) Translate into English:

.ذأاسراذلعا حا–ياذلحي ةاهواأأايكوأاذلعس أامسبع ذاحيأابوذبيداذلفرصة -1
عليع اأأاعسع الحؤامشكسبع امعا وؤاحوضاذلعيؤاو لطرقاذل ولوم سيةالأامي هاذلعيؤاقضية -2

.حي ةاأواموت

Model exam 24
1- Respond to each of the following situations:
1- A friend asks what subject you would like to be better at. You
say history.
2-  Someone  asks  "Why  are  experiments  so  important  for
scientists?"
3- You are sorry about what you said to your friend yesterday.
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4- You want to ask your friend about his opinion of "The Count of
Monte Cristo".
2-  Say  where  these  mini-  dialogues  take  place  and  who  the
speakers are:
1- A Good morning. Can I help you?
B Yes,  please.  My Visa  is  expired.  Can I  extend it  for  another
month?
A Surely, fill in this form, please.
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...………………….…..
2- I'd like to change Euros into Egyptian pounds.
B How much Euros have you got?                A One thousand.
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...……………………..
3-Choose the correct answer:
1. Hany wishes he could ……… the spelling contest last week.
a) have won                   b) be winning            c) won                         
d) had won
2) Wanting friends is part of human ................ .
a) nature                      b) conflict                             c) will                    
d) life
3- Soha is so excited; her mother was invited …….. the Queen of 
Spain’s coronation. 
   a) to attend            b) to extend               c) to intend                d) 
to offend
4-That tower is one of the town's most famous ………
a) marks b) landmarks                    c) products                       
d) events
5-Lightning is a dangerous but a natural ………
a) view b) response           c) eclipse d) 
phenomenon
6-He is in bad need of some change. He got bored with his 
daily.........
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a) custom              b) red tape            c) habit             d) routine
7-There was a huge.........of water on the roads after the storm.
a) number           b) lot                   c) floods           d) amount
8-He tried hard to ......... me to lend him my mobile but I refused.
a) supply           b) cure                c) urge              d) persuade
9-She didn't see her brother this morning. He.........the fiat very 
early.
a) must have        b) must have left    c) can't have left d) can't 
leave
`10-I really admire reading Charles Dickens novels. I particularly 
like his ..... 
a) system             b) style                c) way              d) design
11-Oil and coal are called.........fuels.
a) old                 b) fossil               c) waste            d) renewable
12-She...... an archeologist when she leaves university. That is her
plan.
a) am becoming  b) will become     c) is going to become d) 
become
13-Hamdi was very tired yesterday evening because he.........for a 
school test all day.
a) revised            b) has revised        c) had been revising d) 
revising
14-Scientists have discovered a/an.........new treatment for flu 
recently.
a) effective          b) real                   c) cruel              d) useless
15. We're going to…….. very careful.
                   a- is                           b- be                          c- been
d- being
16. A pair of shoes usually less than 300 pounds.
                   a- cost                    b- costs                       c- is costing
d- are costing
4. Find the mistake in each sentence, and then write it correctly.
1. The girls wish I had bake a cake instead of biscuits.  
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2) He asked me if saw his newspaper .
3. Mother offered taking Suzy home with us, but she refused.
4. The view from the window is very depressive. I like it so much.
5. Dr. Ghaly, who clinic is down the street, is a cancer specialist.
6) Let's try to find them. They can't have went very far.
5- Read the following passage , then answer the questions:
It is important to try to reduce the amount of non-renewable fuels
that we use, such as oil and coal. We need to find forms of energy
that  will  never  run  out.  These  forms  of  energy  are  called
renewable. Examples of these are energy from the sun, the wind,
the  heat  from rocks  under  the  Earth's  surface  and  even  from
rubbish.For centuries the wind has been used to sail ships and
pump water. Nowadays, People use the wind to make electricity.
Groups of windmills called 'wind farms' have been built in Egypt
along the Red Sea,  and are connected to turbines to generate
electricity.  Water  is  another  renewable  source  of  energy.  Huge
quantities of water fall  through the turbines in the Aswan High
Dam  from  Lake  Nasser.  This  generates  large  amounts  of
electricity, called hydro-electric power. Hydroelectric power is one
of the sources of renewable energy in Egypt,  generating about
16% of its electricity. It's cheap to produce and it doesn't pollute
the atmosphere like fossil fuels
Answer the following questions:
1 - What are renewable forms of energy?
2-  How  much  of  Egypt's  energy  does  hydro-electric  power
generate?
3- How was the wind used as energy in different ways?
Choose the correct answer:
4-  The  underlined  pronoun  "it"  in  the  last  sentence  refers  to
power
                   a- geothermal                    b- hydroelectric       c-
nuclear                    d- wind
5- For centuries the has been used to sail ships and pump water.
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                   a- sun                    b- rays                    c- wind
d- gas

D- The Novel 
  *Answer the following questions:-
1-What does he tell his family about his plans?
2-What does the owner of the inn think of Michael Duke of 
Strelsau?
3-Why does Rassendyll decide to walk through the forest the next
day?
4-Who does Rassendyll meet in the forest? Why are they 
surprised to see him?
B) Read the following quotation and answer the questions
"He's always lived in Ruritania and he cares about the people, so

people like him."
      a)Who says this to whom?
      b)Who is the person talking about?
      c)What more does the speaker think about the person?
*Correct the following sentences:-
1-All the people like the new king. 
2-Both the new king and Rudolf are identical in appearance and 
personality

8- Write a letter to your friend Tom who lives in 25 Thoumas street
, New yourk , America , describe the situation in Egypt after 25 
Jan revolution and invite him to spend a summer holiday in 
Egypt. Your name is Ali Anwer and you live in 13 Abas Al Akad 
street , Cairo , Egypt. 

 9- A) Translate into Arabic:
 There is a danger that people may misunderstand the true 
meaning of the 'liberty' thinking that liberty gives one    the right 
to do just as one likes. Liberty, of course, doesn't mean that at all. 
We have to remember that we don't live in this world alone.
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B) Translate into English:
. ذحلماومسبقوؤامشرقاوامسبوىامعيشةاأ–ضؤ -1
ذلحوذراهواذلسويؤاذلوحي الحؤااميعاذلمشكست -2

Model exam 25
1- Respond to each of the following situations:
1- You would like to find out what music your friend likes. 
2-  A friend  asks  you  what  sort  of  music  you  enjoy.  Say  your
favourite music is folk music.
3- You want to find put if your friend plays a musical instrument.
4- A friend asks you whether there is any sort of music you don't
like. You don't like modern music.
2- Say where each of the following dialogues take place and the
speakers are and what is the function:
1-A A: You have made a severe foul.                            B: Sorry, sir.
A A: If you do that again, I'll send you out.
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...………………….…..
2- A: I'd like to have this film developed.                     B: At your
service, sir.
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...……………………..
3- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
1- Why do you think musicians in different parts in Egypt play
different musical………….?
                   a-instruments                    b- tools                    c-
devices..                    d-species
2- It is………….to drive dangerously, especially in towns or cities.
                   a- responsible          b- irresponsible         c-
responsibility           d-responses
3- Our local university offers a………….of language courses.
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                   a- vary                    b- variety                    c- very
d- variable
4-  Distinctive  styles………….because,  in  the  past,  most  people
were born and lived their lives in one village or one small area.
                   a- declined                    b- finished                    c-
developed                    d- met
5-  Music  was  individual,  not  influenced  by  music
from………….areas.
                   a- else                    b-another                    c- others
d- other
6- Today, most modern music is written as………….
                   a- business         b- entertainment         c- education
d- industry
7- Most folk music, however, has a special…………. 
                   a- achievement        b- education        c- purpose
d- entertainment
8- Before you go to London, you should practice………….English.
                   a- speak                     b- speaking                    c- to speak
d- speak
9- He hopes………….a prize for his school work.
                   a-to win                    b- winning                    c- win
d- to winning
10-• I regret………….to the cinema. It was not a very good film.
                   a-to going"                    b- to go                    c-going
d-go
11- She offered………….
                   a-to take                    b- taking                    c- to taking
d- take
12-• I hope....................
                   a- take                         b-taking                    c-be taken
d- to take
13- I avoid………….
                   a- mix                           b- mixing                    c- mixes
d- to mix
14- I forgot ………….my friend Ali. I should have done it last week.
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                   a- to call                    b- calling                    c- called
d- call
15-  Forty  members  of  our  family  got  together
to………….grandfather's birthday.
                   a- mark                    b- bury                    c- grave
d-celebrate
16-  In  some  countries,  people  use  a  passport  instead
of………….card.
                   a- an identity           b- a personal         c- a national
d- an individual
4- Find the mistake in each of the following sentences then write
it correctly.
1- I avoid to mix with bad people.
2- To solve is to develop or make something develop gradually.
3- Oil and gas are find under the ground.         
 4- Water is the solid form of ice.
5- The married team went to Italy on their honeymoon.
6- Sylvia is on a low-fat diet because recently she's lost a lot of
weight.

5- Read the following passage then answer the questions
Western  classical  music  was  introduced  to  Egypt-in  the  19th
century. Instruments such as the piano and violin were gradually
adopted by Egyptians. Opera also became increasingly popular
during this period. By the early 20th century? the first generation
of Egyptian composers, including Yusef Greiss, Abu Bakr Khairat,
and Hasan Rashid, began writing for Western instruments. Ths
second  generation  of  Egyptian  composers  included  notable
artists such as Gamal Abdelrahim. Representative composers of
the third generation are Ahmed El-Saedi and Rageh Daoud. In the
early  21st  century,  even  fourth  generation  composers  such  as
Mohamed  Abdelwahab  Abdelfattah  (of  the  Cairo  Conservatory)
have gained international attention. 
Answer the following questions:
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6-  When  did  the  Egyptians  first  compose  Western  classical
music?
7- Mention five of the Egyptian composers of Western classical
music?
8- Where does Mohamed Abdelwahab Abdelfattah work?
Choose the correct answer
9- Opera also became increasingly popular in Egypt during the
century.
                   a-19th                    b- 20th                    c- 18th
d-17th
10 - is a western musical instrument.
                   a-The lute          b-The simsymia          c-The rababah
d-The violin

D- The Novel 
Answer the following questions:
          1- What was written on the back of the letter?
           2- What did the letter warn him about?
           3-  According to Sapt and Rassendyll, who wrote that 
letter? Why?
           4- What would happen if Rassendyll showed the letter to 
anyone?
B) Read the following quotation and answer the questions
                                     -" The three biggest criminals in Ruritania."
             a-Who said that ?
             b -To whom?                   
             c-Who were those criminal?   
*Correct the following sentences:-
          1- Detchard offered Rassendyll 200 thousand English 
pounds to leave Ruritania
          2- Rassendyll attacked the men with a wooden table.

8- Write a paragraph about 100 words about:            "Music"

9- a) Translate into Arabic:
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Cigarette smoking is linked directly with lung cancer. Today, in
many countries,  as many as one third of all  cancer deaths are
attributed  to  cigarette  smoking.  It  is  also  known that  smoking
increases the risks of other diseases of the heart and lungs.

b-) Translate into English:

1-بول اذلحكومةاذهبم م اكويرذاو لطف ؤالعهماق  ةاذلمسبقوؤا
 . بسع امصرالحؤاذزمةامي ةاذلعيؤاو لطرقاذلسلمية -2

Model exam 26
1- Respond to each of the following situations:
1. Give a piece of advice to your careless friend.
2.  Someone  asks  you  "What  would  you  do  if  you  found  an
accident on your traveling way?"
3. Give a piece of advice to your sister telling her not to give up in
her life.
4. You want to know the writer of 'Travels with my aunt'.
2- Say where each of the following dialogues take place . who the
speakers are and what the function is: 
1-A Please sit down, Mr. Adel.                              B Thank you.
Now, you've applied for a job as a receptionist at this hotel. Have
you got any experience?
B: Yes, I have. I worked at the Plaza Hotel for two years.
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...………………….…..
2-A Passport and tickets, please.                       B Here you are.
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A Smoking or non-smoking?                             B Non-smoking,
please.
A:  Thank you.  I've  given you a  window seat,  20B.  Here's  your
boarding card.
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...……………………..
3- Choose the correct answer from a. b, c or d:
1- My uncle is………….of the Science Department in a secondary
school.
                   a-by charge                    b- of charge                    c- in
charge       d- with control
2-  Alison Jones and her  husband,  ………….live  in  London,  are
celebrating their golden anniversary.
                   a- who                    b- when                    c- whose
d- that
3- Green vegetables are very good .you, aren't they?
                   a- for                    b- at                    c- with'                    d-
to
4- My parents have always………….me to work hard at school.
                   a- discouraged           b- encouraged        c-prevented
d- hindered
5- Doctors are always trying to find new………….treatments for
diseases.
                   a-helpful                    b-effective                    c-lifeless
d-useless
6- Dr Aisha, not only wrote books and poems but also wrote……
the newspaper, AI-Ahram.
                   a- on                    b- at                    c- for                    d-
with
7- The politician died last week. Thousands of people attended
the………….
                   a- ballet                    b- funeral                    c- grave
d- cemetery
8-  She  likes  unusual,  modern  houses.  Her  sister  prefers
traditional, ………….architecture.
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                   a- educational         b- exceptional        c- intentional d -
conventional
9- My cousin believes in…………. he never plans what he's going
to do.
                    a. spontaneity            b. eternity        c. fertility      d.
mortality 
10-I can't live………….my little salary.
                   a-in                    b-of                    c-at                     d-on
11- You must be on good terms with your…………. at school.
                   a- colleagues       b- college                    c- collectors
d- conductors 
12- After the storm, things………….got back to normal.
                   a- gradual                    b- gradually                    c- surely
d- definitely
13- Hatshepsut was the first female………….of Egypt from 1540
-1481 BC.
                   a- pilot                    b- nurse                    c- woman
d- pharaoh
14-  Amy  Johnson  had  the  nerve  to  learn  a  skill,
associated………….men only.
                   a- on                     b- to                    c- with                    d-
for
15-  I  want  to  find………….some  information,  I'll  look  on  the
internet
                   a- on                    b-at                    c- out                    d-
about
16- Some writers don't………….enough money from their novels.
                   a- earn                    b- gain                    c- do
d- borrow
4- Find the mistake in each of the following sentences then write
it correctly.
1. Seven of the suspect have been convicted.
2. If you went to bed early, you wake up refreshed.
3. Selma is visited her grandparents in the weekend.
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4. The teapot is put in the cupboard, and the sugar leaves on the
counter.
5. If Suzy had be a better speller, she would have won first place.
6. If it had rained more, we not have had a drought.
5- Read the following passage then answer the questions:
The  reward  of  friendship  is  itself.  The  person  who  hopes  for
anything  else  does not  understand what  true  friendship  is.  To
have a good friend is one of the highest delights of life; to be a
good  friend  is  one  of  the  noblest  arid  most  difficult  things.
Nowadays it's really hard to find good friends. One who is true
and not the so-called 'seasonal' friends. Good friends don't leave
you in times of problems. They are willing to tell you about your
negative traits, knowing that you might be hurt but wants you to
change. Those who are not afraid to reveal to you their secrets.
They trust you and are honest to you. They show their real selves
to you and accept you whoever you are. They are willing to share
with you everything they have, and they want you to be a better
person. They want everything good for you. A good friend is a
person who will always be by your side regardless how bad the
situation lay get. A good friend will not criticize you but advise
you to correct your mistakes, make you laugh when you're down,
and be the shoulder you lean on when you're tilting.
Answer the following Questions:
1. Give a suitable title for this passage?
2.  According to the passage,  name three characteristics of  the
good friend.
3. Find words in the passage which cover the following meanings:
 a- be i n a sloping, position.            b- to express disapproval of
someone or something
choose the correct answers:
4. The opposite of the word (true friend) is ………….
       a- practical friends       b-seasonal friends      c-good friends
d-high friends
5. The underlined pronoun "they" refers to………….
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         a-seasonal friends       b-good friends       c-true friends       d-
negative traits

D- The Novel 
Answer the following questions:

1.    Who gets killed in th fight in the woods ?Who 
gets away?
2.   Why does Rassendyll ask Antoinette to cry out for 
help at 2 o’clock AM?
3.   Why is Rassendyll ‘s bag found at a train station 
near Zenda ?
4.   Why doesn’t Duke Michael let the doctor leave?

B) Read the following quotation and answer the questions
           “Wehoud make sure that some of those evil join Josef ,As
a solidier , I’ve a lot of fights like this I’ll show you what to do.”
a-   Who said this to whom?   
b-   Where were they?
c-   Wht does the speaker mean by “join josef”? 
*Correct the following sentences:-
  1-  Antoinette told Rudolf in her first message the The Duke 
discovered that she helped him that night in the summer 
house.
 2-   Rose and Robert discourage Rassendyll  from writing a book 
8- Write a paragraph about 100 words about (6 marks)

"The best use of the mobile phones"
9- Translate into Arabic:
To be interested in something is a golden rule in life. If a person is
always chained to his office, he will grow physically and mentally
weak. If such a person has a hobby, his daily work will no longer
be tiring.
 b-) Translate into English:

ياباعليع ابركاذلم أاذلمز حمةامثؤاذلق هرةاوذلسكع ريةاوذلذه باإل اذلم أاذلا ي ةا–ي -1
    .ذلس حؤاذلشم لياوسيع ء

   .ذلكسوفاواذل سوفاظ هرب أااطويعيب أايح ث أاعبياةاعوذمؤاطويعة-2
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Model exam 27
1- Respond to each of the following situations:
1 - You think that most best-sellers will be read as e-books.
2- A friend asks if you think people will have their own spaceships
in 50 years you think not.
3-  A  friend  uses  the  words  travel  and  journey  in  the  same
sentences you do not understand the difference between them.
4- You want to know who the first people who invented paper are.
2-  Say  where  each  of  the  following  two  mini  -  dialogues  take
place, who the speakers are and what the function is: 
1 - A Can I help you?                 B Yes, please. I want some flowers.
A Dried or fresh, sir?                 B Fresh, please.
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...……………………..
2-A Can I help you?                                      B Yes, I'd like to get a
loan, please.
A What do you need the loan for, sir?        B I'm going to expand
my business.
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...……………………..
3- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
1-The Chinese were the first………….paper.
                   a-used                    b-use                    c- to use
d-using
2-CD  ROMs  are  computer………….which  can  store  a  lot  of
information,
                   a-screens                    b-printers                    c-mice
d-disks
3-Most people prefer new paper………….recycled paper.
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                   a- on                    b- at                    c- for                    d- to
4-Papyrus………….in the Nile valley.
                   a- cultivates                    b- irrigates                    c- grows
d- makes
5-The drug………….be produced by a national drug company,
                   a- will                    b- was                    c- is                    d-
are
6- Most of our shopping………….on the internet.
                   a- will be doing                    b-will do          c- will be
done        d- may do
7-You  are  not  allowed to  drive  as  long as  you  don't………….a
driving test.
                   a-hold                    b-write                    c-pass
d-strip
8-My daughter has the right………….for a job.
                   a-imagination           b-accommodation         c-kinds
d-qualifications
9-My brother agreed………….me his digital camera .
                   a- to lending       b- to be lent        c- to be lending
d- to lend
10-Mary………….me  that  she  was  moving  to  Cornwall  the
following year.
                   a- said                    b-told                    c- asked
d- advised.
11-My brother said that he………….on holiday the following week.
                   a-will go                    b-will be going     c-was going
d-is going
12-Moner………….that the sweet factory was on fire.
                   a- said                    b-asked                    c- wondered
d- ordered
13-I've always been a conscientious worker and I'm a sociable
person, so I'll………….meeting and talking to customers.
                   a-detest                    b-hate                    c-enjoy
d-dislike
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14-I  should  start  by  saying  that  I  have………….a  lot  of  useful
experience working for my uncle,
                   a- gained                    b- won                    c- beaten
d- earned
15-Do you have a car? She asked me if I…………. a car.
                   a- have                    b- has                    c- had
d- was having
16-He wanted to know how much………….
         a- the suit cost       b- the suit costs    c- did the suit cost     d
does the suit cost
4- Find the mistake in each of the following sentences then write
it correctly.
1)  The monuments of  Abu Simbel  must  been difficult  to  move
here because they are massive.
2) He asked her when would dinner be ready.
3) You should reinvent paper, rather than throw it away.
4) Some people believe that in the future, water will use as a fuel
for cars.
5) Despite he is 68, my grandfather is still working.
6) A civil servant is someone who works for the army.
5- Read the following passage then answer the questions:
When Charles Babbage, a professor of mathematics at Cambridge
University, invented the first calculating machine he could hardly
imagined  the  situation  we  find  ourselves  in  today.  Nearly
everything we do in the modern world is helped by computers.
Computers  are  being  used more  and more  in  the  world  today
because  they  are  better  than  human  beings.  They  have  much
better memories and can store huge amounts of information, and
they can do calculations in a fraction of time taken by a human
mathematician. In fact computers can do many things we do but
faster and better. They can pay salaries, reserve seats on plans,
control machines in factories. And even play chess, or compose
music. Well, computers certainly concern people, so much so that
perhaps .people should be concerned about the growing power of
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computers. Computers can do work very fast and clever but in
fact  they  can  only  do  what  they  are  told.  Human  beings  are
needed to program computers. It is up to us to decide what we
want to use computers for.  They are our servants, and not our
masters yet.
Answer the following questions :
1) Give a suitable title to the passage.            
2) What are the advantages of computers?
3) What does the underlined pronoun (they) refer to?
Choose the correct answer:
4) Computers can do calculations………….than human beings.
                   a) slower                    b) worse                    c) faster '
d) taller
5) One of these jobs don't use computers…………..
                   a) teacher                     b) bank clerk          c) scientist
d) fireman

D- The Novel 
Answer the following questions:
1    -What was Sapt's opinion of Rupert Hentzau ?
2-    Why did Rassendyll feel safe when he set off for Zenda with 
Fritz?
3-    Why did Rassendyll uncover his face in front of the owner's 
daughter?
4-    How was the owner's daughter mistaken about Rassendyll ?
B) Read the following quotation and answer the questions

"I will forgive you if you promise to help us. I wanted to see
Johann." 

a- Who said these words                                          
b-      to whom?

                   c-      What happens
     *Correct the following sentences:-
   1- The Tarlenheim house was on a mountain top
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   2-Rassendyll went to the house with a large party of servants 
and 15 gentlemen Amalia 

8- Write a paragraph about 100 words about:
"The role of youth in developing the society"

9- Translate into Arabic:
Reading is a useful hobby. It is a good means to spend our time
and to increase our general knowledge; we read daily newspapers
and magazines to be aware of all the news of our county as well
as the news of the world. Man can never feel lonely as long as he
has a book or a magazine as friend.

b-) Translate into English:
.يسع اذلع لماا هً ذالكبش فاعسجاللمرذضاذل طيرةاذلبيابه  اذلوشرية -1

. رجاذلمسييأالسحبف ؤاو لذكرىاذلول الثورةايع يراوذسبكم ؤاأه ذفاذلثورة -2

Model exam 28
1- Respond to each of the following situations:
1- You ask your friend about the types of films which he likes to
watch.
2- Your brother asks for your opinion about the old films.
3- Your friend wants to know what your hopes are.
4- Your friend invites you to watch a scientific fiction film with him
after the dinner. You agree.
2- Say where each of the following dialogues take place and, the
speakers are and what the function is:
1- A Why are you throwing this rubbish here?
B: Well, what would you like me to do with B it?
A: You should put it in the garbage bin.
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...………………….…..
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2- A: Please, fasten your seat belt.               B: Are we about to
land?
A: Yes, in a few minutes.
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...……………………..
3- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
1. She's training hard………….the race.
                   a- won                    b- winning                    c- to win
d- of winning
2.  Leila  asked  Mona  whether  she  could  help  her………….the
shopping.
                   a-to be done                    b-done                    c-to doing
d-do
3. She's extremely well………….for the job.
                   a-qualified                    b-replied                    c-applied
d-purified
4. To remain…………., individuals must be good at the jobs they
are doing. 
                   a- employable         b- deniable                    c- avoidable
d- predictable
5.  Thinking  that  the  pearl  is  evil,  Kino  and  his  wife  throw
it………….the sea.
                   a- on                    b- away                    c- out
d- into
6. When it started to rain, we ran to shelter in a mountain………….
                   a- tunnel                    b- subway                    c- slope
d- cave
7. Kino can't………….the pearl anywhere for its big size.
                   a- buy                    b- sell                    c- bury.
d- throw
8. The officer ordered the soldiers………….
                   a- attack                    b- to attack         c- attacking
d- attacked
9. He fired his gun………….the ceiling.
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                   a- on                    b-at                    c- in                    d-
over
10. Kino and his wife got rid of the pearl thinking that it's a source
of………….
                   a- evil                    b- good                    c- favour          d-
wealth
11. This restaurant offers………….food to that cooked at home.
                   a- usual                    b- like.                    c- similar         d-
the same
12. You………….repaint the room. It looks so ugly.
                   a- could have                    b- ought       c- had better
d- may not
13.  His  parents  warned  him………….leave  university  without
getting a degree.
                   a- to                    b- not                    c- not to
d- do not
14. After………….school, he went to Ain-Shams university.
                   a-low                    b-high                    c-primary        d-
preparatory 
15. She asked him what he………….since he left school.
                   a- is doing       b- was doing      c- had been doing      d-
has been
16 ………….is a formal, organised discussion. 
                   a- Interview                    b- Debate         c- Classics       d-
Meeting
4- Find the mistake in each of the following sentences then write
it correctly.
1- If I get sick, I would not go to school.
2- If Suzy had be a better speller, she would have won first place.
3- We heats water to turn it into steam.
4- In some places, sugar cane grown and used to make fuel for
cars and other vehicles.
5- Ahmed has a very good job so he can't have a lot of money.
6- In many parts of the world, wood burnt to heat people's homes.
5- Read the following passage then answer the questions:
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Computers are far more efficient than human beings. They have
much  better  memories  and  can  store,  huge  amounts  of
information and they can do calculation in no time. They can pay
wages,  reserve seats on planes,  control  machines in  factories,
work out tomorrow's weather, and even play chess, write poetry
or  compose  music.  Also,  computerized  shopping  like
computerized banking operations of all kinds are quick safe and
convenient and are kept on computer tape. Moreover, computers
can often do a doctors work better than a human being can. They
don't  suffer  from lack  of  sleep.  So  they never  forget  anything
they've ever been told miss, important points. Some people even
think we should all have regular computer checks on our health
and then we would .be able to cure diseases in the early stages.
Answer the following questions:
1- Why is a computer faster than a mathematician?
2- What is recommended to cure diseases in the early stages?
3- Why is it an advantage that computers don't suffer from, lack of
sleep?
Choose the correct answer:
4- One of these sentences is not true:
a- Computers can be used in health care.    b- Computers need to
have a rest.
c-  Computers could be musicians.  d- Computers are far more
efficient than human beings.
5- The word convenient means………….
                   a- suitable                    b- inefficient                    c- weak
d- durable

D- The Novel
Answer the following questions:
1.   How did the know that the king was at the Castel of Zenda? 
2.   What made Rudolf not throw the letter?
3.   Why is spat sure that the king in the castle?
4.  Why did Rassendyll visit the Princess
B) Read the following quotation and answer the questions
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“He now knows which country he ‘ll be sent to.”     

          a-   Who said these words and to whom?
          b-  What does “he refer to”?
         c-   Which country will he be sent to?. 
*Correct the following sentences:-
     1-   Antoinette was calling for help because The duke was
punishing her.
     2-   The king’s cousin has shown him a true soldier should be.

8- Write a paragraph about 100 words about (6 marks)
"The role of science in our life"

9- Translate into Arabic:
Fog is a major cause of accidents on highways in some areas.
Every year many thousands of people lose their lives because fog
can dangerously reduce visibility. The drivers cannot see very far
ahead so they do not have time to avoid accidents.
b-) Translate into English:

.لايعوغياأأاعكوأامبش ئميأااً ذاو صوصاذلمسبقوؤالأامش كلع ايمكأاأأابحؤ -1
.ياباأأاببع وأا وؤاذلع لمالموذاهةاذلما ع تاذلبياذعبشرتا–ياكثيرامأاذل وؤاذلع مية -2

Model exam 29
1- Respond to each of the following situations:
1- An interviewer asks, if you would work some evenings, during
the week. You'd  be happy to do this.
2- You want to be able to contact a person you have just met, but
you do not have their details.
3- Your friend is applying for a new job. This is a surprise and you
ask him the reason.
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4- You want to know whether someone you are interviewing can
drive.
2- Say where each of the following two mini-dialogues take place ,
who the speakers are and what the function is: 
1- A: Would you mind helping me push my car?
B: No, Problem. But: it's better to ask a mechanic to come.
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...………………….…..
2- A: Can you see A, and B.                   B: I can see A but I can't
see C.
A: Well, you need a pair of glasses.
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...……………………..
3- Choose the correct answer from a. b, c or d: (8 Marks)
1- ………….swimming?
                   a- Do you enjoy             b- You do enjoy          c- You did
enjoy              d- You enjoyed
2- He wanted to know why…………. your last job.
                   a- you left                    b- did you left              c- did you
leave                    d- you did leave
3- She asked him………….he was planning to go to university the
following year.
                   a- that                    b- if              c- to                     d- not to
4- She wanted to know if………….I would enjoy working there.
                   a- do I think            b- I thought        c- I think           d-
did think
5- Ali asked Sadek what………….
                   a- is their first lesson                                      b- their first
lesson is
                   c- their first lesson was                                  d- was their
first lesson
6-  The  people  in  this  part  of  town  are  always
very………….specially if someone needs help.
                   a- neighbours           b- neighbourhood         c-
neighbourly                    d- neighbouring
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7- Even though he has only been here for six months, he can
speak English………….
                   a- fluency                    b- fluently                    c- fluent
d-influent
8-  When  he  was  at  university,  Mr.  Salabi  won  a
prize………….English.
                   a- on                    b- in                    c- to                    d- for
9r She asked what I………….doing since I left university.
                   a-am                    b-have been                    c-was
d-had been-
10- You're the most person I know. You never forget anything and
you're never late.
     a- well-maintained             b- well-established       c- well-
organised                 d-well-educated
11-  If  you  want  them to  interview  you  for  the  job,  send  them
your………….
                   a-BA                    b- VIP                    c-Bsc                    d-
CV
12-  There are '………….skills'  such as a university degree,  and
'personal skills', like being a good leader.
                   a- hard                    b- tough                    c- personal
d- smooth
13-  You need some qualities  if  you  want  to  succeed………….a
particular career.
                   a- at                    b- on                    c- in                    d-of
14- What………….and qualities are needed to succeed in this kind
of work?
                   a- skills                    b- scales                    c-sorts
d- skirts
15 -………….he was at Oxford, he wrote a few poems.
                   a- On                    b- While                    c- During
d- If
16- I've been feeling tired all week………….I'm going to bed early
tonight.
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                   a- if                    b- though                    c- because
d- so
4- Find the mistake in each of the following sentences then write
it correctly:
1 - He wanted to know why you leave your last job.
2- She wanted to know if I think I'll enjoy working there.
3- Ali asked them what was their first lesson.
4-  The  company  received  over  100  CVs  from  interesting
applicants.
5- My bank is an established company. It has been in business for
over 100 years.
6- If you need any medicine, there's a chemist in the village.
5- Read the following passage then answer the questions
Energy experts believe that the world is running out of oil  and
that  there  could  be  serious  shortages  in  ten  years'  time.  The
population explosion means that  each year  many more people
will  be  using  oil  in.  Governments  neglected  other  sources  of
energy.Electricity was generated from oil and power stations were
fired by it. Governments are searching for a suitable alternative;
they have found that neither coal nor natural  gas can take the
place of oil in their economies. Coal is not a popular, fuel with
environmentalists. Coal itself is a heavy pollutant coal mines are
ugly and have a serious effect and, plant life. Natural gas is also
the most limited.The only solution lies in nuclear power station.
They need very little-fuel to produce enormous-amounts of power
and they do not  pollute  the atmosphere.  Their  dangers are  so
great  and  the  costs  of  building  them are  so  high,  that,  some
governments  are  unwilling  to  invest  in  them.  Are  there  other
alternatives  to  nuclear  power?  Scientists  have  turned  their
attention to the sun, the sea, the wind and hot springs, but so far
in vain the sun seems the most promising source for the future.
Houses are heated entirely by solar energy which is acceptable to
environmentalists. The sea is not a very promising solution to the
energy  crisis  because  a  lot  of  energy  is  needed  to  generate
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energy  from the  sea.  The  wind  is  not  a  solution  because  the
amount of energy generated from wind would satisfy only a small
percentage of a nation's needs.
Answer the following questions:
1-  Mention  the  serious  effect  of  the  population  explosion  on
energy?
2- Whose side in the field of energy are you on; the sea or unclear
power stations? Why?
3- Why can the wind not satisfy a nation's needs?
Choose the correct answer
4-  Scientists  do  not  approve  of  natural  gas  to  replace  oil
because ....
                   a) It is a heavy pollutant.                                b) It causes
a lot of dangers.
                   c) Supplies are small in amount                    d) It often
explodes
5- The sun seems the most promising source. This means it
                   a) Keeps the best promise,                    b) Seems likely
to have good results,
                   c) Fulfills its promise.                            d) Is the only
alternative.

D- The Novel
Answer the following questions:
1.   What does the police report say?
2.   Why do Rassendyll and the others go to the castle at night ?
3.   Why does Rassendyll Kill Max Holf?
4.   Why does Hentzau swim across the moat to go back to the 
mansion?
B) Read the following quotation and answer the questions
                                          “We’ve got them ! they can’t say any 
thing without showing   their guilt..” 
a-  Who said this to whom ?
b-  Why does he say this ?
c-  Who is “them”   “We have got them”?
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*Correct the following sentences:-
   1-   If Ruport let the real king go free, the Duke could help 
him.
   2-  The British Ambassador had reported that an English called 
Rassendyll  had disappeared near the town of Paris
8- Write a paragraph about 100 words about: (6 marks)

"How to succeed in your job"
9-Translate into Arabic:
It is difficult to persuade people to change their eating habits. If
everyone  in  Europe,  America,  Russia  and  Japan  ate  one
hamburger less a week; there would be enough grain to relieve
the starving people in India and Bangladesh. Governments must
work together to find ways of dealing with the food crisis.
b-) Translate into English:

بوا امه رذتاصعوةامثؤاذل راةاذلعلميةاومه رذتا  صةامثؤاذلقي  ةاذلحسعة.-1
  .وهع كاصف تاأ رىابحب اه اإذذاأر تاذلعا حا–يامهعةاصعوة
.إأاأ ياذابم عياأكثرامعيا–هوايبو  اإل اكؤاش صايق ولد -2

Model exam 30
1- Respond to each of the following situations:
1- You want to know what "theory" means.
2- You dislike pop music. Express this.
3- You-want to express your interest in animals.
4- A friend wants to know where your dream holiday would be.
You really enjoy beach holidays. What do you say?
2-  Say  where  each  of  the  following  two  mini  -  dialogues  take
place, who the speakers are and what the function is:
A-I'd like to change dollar into Egyptian pounds.
B -How much Euros have you got?                               A- One
thousand.
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...………………….…..
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2-A- I'd like to see the director.                         B -Do you have an
appointment?  
A- Yes, I should meet him now.
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...……………………..
3- Choose the correct answer from a. b. c or d:
1- I wish I had more money. It means I…………..
                   a- have                    b- will have                    c- didn't
have                    d- don't have
2- We're planning to…………..to Europe for our holiday next year.
                   a- flying                    b- to fly                    c- fly
d- to flying
.  3-  In  some countries,  people…………..the  end of  the  year  on
December 31st.
                   a- enjoy                    b- celebrate                    c- have fun
d- party
4- In our town, there are musicians who play………….. music.
                   a- tradition                    b- national                    c- folk
d-- historical
5-  In  some  countries,  people  use  a  passport  instead
of…………..card. 
                   a- an identity         b- personal          c- a national
d- an individual
6-  Sayed…………..the train.  He was at  the station half  an hour
before the train left.
                   a- can't miss                          b- can't have missed
                   c-must have missed              d-didn't miss
7-  My friend  advised  me to  see  a  doctor.  I  wish  I…………..her
advice.
                   a- took                    b- take                    c- had taken
d- have taken
8-  Her parents…………..have meetings with the teachers at  her
school.
                   a- totally                    b- gradually                    c- slowly
d- regularly
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9-  My  brother  and  I  have  just  had  a  phone  conversation…we
discussed our holiday plans.
                   a- which                     b- in which                    c- what
d- to which
10- At the weekend, my aunt asked me what I…………..since we
last met.
                   a- did                    b- was doing           c- have done
d- had been doing
11-Teachers  are  always  encouraging  their  students  to
be…………..and hard-working.
                   a- conventional     b- common     c- confusing
d- conscientious
12- I really…………..phone my parents to tell them I'm going to be
late home today.
                   a-need                    b-must                    c-can
d-could
13-My brother…………..his ambition when he became a doctor.
                   a-achieved                    b-won                    c-got
d-made
14- Sara felt ill all night because she…………..too much the day
before.
                   a-had eaten                    b-was eating                    c-eats
d-has eaten
15- That tower is one of the town's most famous…………..
                   a- landmarks                    b- marks                    c- events
d- products
16- You'll have to hurry. Your lesson…………..in half an hour.
                   a-is going to start                    b-starts                    c-will
start                    d-start
4- Find the mistake in each of the following sentences then write
it correctly. 
1-  Why  is  it  importance  to  research  the  causes  of  serious
illnesses?
2- He regretted didn't paying the tax.
3- He'd like to be better at sport. He wishes he is better at sport.
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4- Which areas of science are you most interesting in?
5- At the end of Van Helmot's experiment, the soil weighed the
same like before .
6- Theory, anyone can travel to the Moon.
5- Read the following passage then answer the questions:
Once Wealth and Poverty approached a merchant and introduced
themselves as visitors. The merchant offered his salutations to
both  of  them  and  said:  "May  I  know  what  brings  you  to  my
humble shop?" Wealth said: "We want you to judge and tell us
who is more beautiful between us two?" The merchant was in a
fix. If he were to declare wealth as more beautiful than poverty,
poverty would curse him. If he were to declare poverty as more
beautiful,  than  wealth,  wealth  would  forsake  him.  However,  he
regained his composure and said: "I have great respect for you
both. Would you please act according to my instructions? Then
only I can judge properly." The visitors agreed. He said: "Mother
wealth, would you please go to the entrance (gates) and wall: into
the house? Mother,  poverty!  Would you please walk from here
towards the gates? I can have a good look at you both, from near
and far." The two visitors did walk as the merchant wished them
to.  Then  the  merchant  happily  declared:  "Mother  wealth!  You
appear very beautiful when you enter the house. Mother poverty!
You look very beautiful when you leave the house!" The visitors
appreciated the wisdom of the merchant. Wealth happily stayed in
his house while poverty cheerfully walked away. When a serious
problem faces us, if we look within and think calmly, a ray of hope
and light will appear and show us the way.
Answer the following questions:
1. What is the moral of the story?       
2. What did the visitors ask the merchant to do?
3. How did the merchant act wisely?
Choose the correct answers:
4. The word visitors refers to…………..
                   a-The merchants                    b-The problems
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                   c- The wisdom                        d- Wealth and Poverty
5. The way to solve a problem is to………….. 
                   a-rush              b-think calmly         c-hesitate          d-
stop thinking

D- The Novel 

7) (A) Answer the following 
questions:

1.   What did the people of Ruritania here about the 
struggle ?
2.   What did Rupert do with the boy riding to the marker ?
3.   What is the moral of the story ?
4.  What did the real king learn from his cousin?

                                    “ Dead ! that’s good . Then I’m your leader 
now .Put down your weapens and do as I say.”
   a-  Who says this to whom?
   b-  Where is the speaker ?
   c-  What happens after that ?

C) Find the mistakes in the following sentences :
   1-  Flavia was helping to look after the king in the castle.
   2-   The Duke is now keeping Antoinette in a prison in his 
mansion because he loves her.

8- Write a paragraph about 100 words about:                   "Life in
the Future"

9-Translate into Arabic:
Most of the energy we use today comes from coal, oil and gas.

But  these  will  not  last  forever,  and  burning  them  is  slowly
harming the environment. So, we need to look for other ways of
supplying energy.
b-) Translate into English:

.بصوواكؤاذل وؤاذلمحوةاللسسماإل اع لمايسو هاذلسسماذلق ئماعل اذلع ؤ -1

B) Read the following quotation. then answer the questions
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.ذلموذطأاذلص لحامسبع ا ذئًم ال  مةاول هاوذلموتامأاأاله  -2

Model exam 31
1- Respond to each of the following situations:
5- Someone thanks you for some help you have done for him.
6- Someone asks you about Cleopatra. Tell him something about
her beauty.
7- A friend asks your opinion about a film director he or she likes.
You don't agree with your friend.
8-  You  ask  a  nurse  to  make  an  urgent  appointment  to  see  a
dentist.
2-  Say  where  each  of  the  following  two  mini  -  dialogues  take
place, who the speakers are and what the function is:
1- A Keep your eyes focused on me and smile.  
B- Can we take another shot. I'm sure I blinked.               A: Of
course, we can. 
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...………………….…..
A: I'm afraid the time has come to say good bye.
B- Good bye. Have a safe flight, dear son.
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...……………………..
3- Choose the correct answer from a. b, c or d:
1-Supposing I had given that man my money! I………….., so I've
still got my money now.
                   a- will                    b- won't                    c- don't
d- didn't
2-If doctors or medical treatments………..a person, they make the
person well again after an illness or injury.
                   a- cure                    b- reflect                    c- care
d-affect
3-It was only when I…………..the room, that I watched TV.
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                   a- had cleaned                    b-cleaned        c-have
cleaned         d-clean
4-I prefer…………..in this swimming pool. 
                   a- swimming                    b- to swim          c- to
swimming       d- swam
5-A…………..is a small  area of something such as dirt  that has
accidentally got onto a surface or piece of clothing.
                   a- mark                      b- remark                    c- region
d- make
6- A butcher is someone…………..sells meat.
                     a-who                    b-where                    c-when
d-when
7-A…………..opinion, quality,  or thing belongs or relates to one
particular person rather than to other people.
a - personal                    b- public                    c- personnel
d- common
8-I don't like this film…………..it's too violent. I don't like action
films.
                   a-since                    b-so                    c- because of
d- despite
9-Someone or  something that  is…………..has a lot  of  influence
over people or events.
                   a- useless                    b- normal                    c- trivial
d- influential
10-When you…………..things, you consider them and discover the
differences or similarities between them.
                   a- compare                    b- knock                    c- correct
d-announce
11-He promised that he…………..late once more. 
                   a- wouldn't be                    b- mustn't be       c- can't be
d- won't
12-We  have  your  telephone  number  and  e-mail…………..at  the
pharmacy.
                   a- surname                    b-name                    c- address
d- title
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13-My father has…………..me to be careful with my money when
I'm on holiday.
                   a- begged                    b- advised                 c- thanked
d-warned
14-She…………..to do it properly
                   a-won't be able           b-doesn't can        c-Did you
could              d-can't
15 - …………..means a move to a better job at work. 
                   a-Promotion                    b-Fine         c- Punishment
d-Department
16- "………….." means right in a particular situation.
                   a- Harmful                    b- Suitable                    c-
Unsuitable       d- Charge
4- Find the mistake in each of the following sentences then write
it correctly.
1- He'd like to be better at sport. He wishes he is better at sport.
2-  "Distinctive"  means  describing  traditional  music  from  a
particular area.
3- You can use my laptop computer, in case of you promise to
take very good care of it. ~
4- Do you think that corrections of CD-ROMs will replace libraries
in the future?
5 - H e wanted to know why you leave your last job.
6-  Most southern European countries have a similarity climate:
hot in summer and cold in winter.
5- Read the following passage then answer the questions
Tennis  is  a  sport  played  between  two players  or  between two
teams of two players each. Each player uses a strung racquet to
strike  a  hollow rubber  ball  covered with  felt  (most  of  the time
Optic Yellow) over a net into the opponent's court. The modem
game of tennis originated in the United Kingdom in the late 19th
century  as  "lawn tennis"  which  has  heavy  connections  to  the
ancient  game  of  real  tennis.  After  its  creation,  tennis  spread
throughout  the  upper-class  English-speaking population before
spreading around the world. Tennis is an Olympic sport and is
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played at all levels of society at all ages. The sport can be played
by  anyone  who  can  hold  a  racket,  including  people  in
wheelchairs.  Tennis  is  played  on  a  rectangular,  flat  surface,
usually grass,  clay,  or  a  hardcourt  of  concrete  or  asphalt.  The
court is 78 long, and its width is 27 feet for singles matches and
36 feet for doubles matches. Additional clear space around the
court is required in order for players to reach overrun balls. A net
is stretched across the full width of the court, parallel with the
baselines,  dividing  it  into  two equal  ends.  The net  is  3  feet  6
inches high at the posts and 3 feet high in the center.
Answer the following questions:
1. Give a definition for the word (tennis).
2. What are the characteristics of the tennis playground (court)?
3. When and where did the modem game of tennis originate?
Choose the correct answers:
4.  The  game  of  tennis  originated  in  the  united  kingdom
as…………..
                   a-upper tennis       b-flown tennis        c- lawn tennis
d-real tennis
5. The hollow rubber ball of tennis is coloured………….. 
                   a- Optic Yellow                    b- Optic green                   c-
purple                    d-black

D- The Novel 
A)Answer the following questions:-
1-Why do they go to the station early instead of waiting for Duke 
Michael's guards?
2-What happens at the end of the meal? 
3-Why does the Duke poison the King?
4-Who does Rassendyll meet in the forest? Why are they 
surprised to see him?
Read the quotations then answer the questions:-
                                   "He's always lived in Ruritania and he cares 
about the people, so people like him."
      a)Who says this to whom?
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      b)Who is the person talking about?

      c)What more does the speaker think about the person?

*Correct the following sentences:-
1-Rassendyll's face is exactly like the King's face.
2-It is Rassendyll's idea to pretend to be the King for the 
coronation.

9-Translate into Arabic:
Money is very important to us. Without money we can't live. *With
enough money people can get what they need. Some people think
that  money  can  buy  anything  and  everything  but  they  are
mistaken. There are things that money can't buy.
b-) Translate into English:

.إأاب  ؤاعلماذلايع تا–ياذلزرذعةامأاذلممكأاأأايؤثراعل اعوعيةاذلطعماذلذياعأكلد -1
بح وؤامصرابحسيأاذقبص  ه اعأاطريقابعفيذاذلكثيرامأاذلمشروع تاذلض مة.-2

Model exam 32
1- Respond to each of the following situations:
1- You warn someone not to forget his keys.
2- It is necessary for you to call your friend Ahmed.
3- Your teacher asks "Why do you like reading detective stories?
4- You express your hope to be the leader of your country.
2- Say where each of the following two mini-dialogues take place,
who the speakers are and what the function is:
1- A: What size and colour do you take?
B: Forty. I want them black with high heels.                 A: Please try
these on.
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P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...……………………..
2- A: This little monkey is cute. Can I feed it, Grandpa?
B: Of course not. It may hurt you.
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...……………………..
3- Choose the correct answer from a. b, c or d:
1. Most of the milk…………..gone bad.
                   a- is                    b- are                    c- have                    d-
has
2.CareIess driving…………..accidents.
                   a- is caused        b- causes                    c- caused       d-
was caused
3.  A…………..is  a  person  whose  job  is  to  find  out  secret
information about another country or organization.
                   a- fly                     b- dry                    c- spoon
d- spy
4.Destroying trees can be stopped by setting and regulations and
punishing people who break them.
                   a- rolls                    b- roles                    c- rules
d- examples
5.To…………..a piece of text means to mark it in a different colour,
either with a special type of pen or on a computer screen,
                   a- highlight                    b- remove c - add                    d-
enlighten
6.When someone or something is in a particular…………..they are
sitting, lying, or arranged in that way.
                   a- position                    b- monument                    c-
average                    d- post
7.What…………..last night? He wanted to know what I had been
wearing last night
   a-did you wear       b- were you wearing        c- do you wear
d- have you worn
8. Your…………..is the natural covering of your body.
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                   a- scales                    b- feathers                    c- skin
d- leathers
9.  A…………..is  a  group  of  people  who are  walking,  riding,  or
driving in a line as part of a public event.
                   a- coronation      b-possession        c-depression
d- procession
10.I wish I hadn't said that means I …………..
                   a-had done                    b- didn't                    c-do
d-did
11.  If  you  describe  something  as…………..,  you  mean  that  it
cannot be seen, for example because it is transparent, hidden, or
very small.
                   a- obvious                    b- hidden                    c- visible
d- invisible
12. A…is a flat vertical surface on which pictures or words are
shown on TV or computers.
                   a- card board                    b- paperback                    c-
skim                    d- screen
13. Nader says that he…………..tired.
                   a- had                    b- was                    c- is                    d-
were
14. Ahmed's parents warned him…………..leave university without
getting a degree.
                   a- don't                    b- to not                    c- not to
d- didn't to
15.I…………..feel anything after the operation last week
                   a-can't                    b-couldn't                    c-wasn't able
d-won't be able
16. People who do not or cannot learn new skills find it difficult to
progress through life or their position or…………..get promoted.
                   a- destroy                    b- decline                    c- prove
d- improve
4- Find the mistake in each of the following sentences then write
it correctly.
1 - Do you still write as that?
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2- The Great Pyramid is about 150 metres height.
3- I really want gone to Hong Kong for the Chinese New Year.
4- One day, Augusta tells Henry she is taking him to Istanbul. He 
is surprise by this sudden announcement.
5- Mr. Salabi is fluent at three languages
6- I would prefer to work as a customer service agency for a big 
company.
5- Read the following passage then answer the questions
People always worry about the danger  of  smoking to smokers
forgetting that smoking is just as dangerous to non-smokers. It
has  been  found  out  that  the  smoke  from  tobacco  can  cause
cancer and other killing diseases in- people who do not smoke
but are passive smokers because they have to live or spend a
great deal of time in the same place with those who do. Thus,
research has shown that healthy non-smokers who are married
to, or are children of, or work for long hours with smokers, risk
their health without being aware of it. They suffer from complaints
with their noses, throats and lungs, that is, respiratory inflections
and from allergies. The babies of such parents are smaller in size
and their lungs don't grow as big as those of other children's, as
they grow up.No wonder then that more people, are asking for
smoking to be  forbidden in public  places and at  work.  In  fact,
Many hottest  and restaurants  overseas now offer  non-smoking
areas or rooms. And some countries are aiming at a non-smoking
land by the year 2000.
Answer the following questions:
1- Why must we worry about passive smokers?
2- In what way do healthy non-smokers risk their health without
being aware of it?
3-  What  made  some  hotels  and  restaurants  abroad  set  aside
certain areas for people who do not smoke?
Choose the correct answer:
4- The underlined word "forbidden" in the paragraph means
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                   a- Allowed                    b- dangerous                    c- free
d- banned
5- Passive smokers are people who
        a- smoke heavily      b- smoke sometimes           c- don't
smoke          d- rarely smoke

8- Writem paragraph about 100 words about:                  "The Nile
water"

9-a) Translate into Arabic:
Over the past few years, it has become obvious that raw materials
such  as  food,  oil,  wood  and  many others  are  getting  scarcer.
Man's demands are, however, growing greater. But there is a limit.
We are quickly approaching that limit.

b-) Translate into English:
  .يع عياذلع سامأابلوثاذلهوذءاوسوباعوذ ماذلسي رذتاو   أاذلمص عع -1

.لق اأثوتاذلب ريخاأأاذلحربالابحؤاذلمش كؤاويأاذل وؤ -2
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Model exam 33
Language Functions

1) Respond to each of the following situations:
1) Someone says they think magazines are a waste of money. 
Disagree, giving a reason. 
2) A friend from England calls and asks about the weather. You 
see dark clouds in the sky.
3) One of your friends watched a football match on TV and found 
it boring. You have a different opinion.
4) You hear someone use a word you do not understand. The 
word is energy.
2)Mention the place, the speakers and the language function 
ineach of the following two mini-dialogues: .
a) A- So, John, could you tell our listeners how you started?
B- Certainly. It was when I was seven. I won first prize in a poetry 
competition.
When I was a student, some of my stories were published in a 
university magazine.
A- And now it's your full-time job?
B- That's right. My second novel was published last year.
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...……………………..
b) A- Could you help me carry the shopping into the house, 
please, Aisha?
B- OK, Mum. Where shall I put it?            A- Just put the bags on 
the kitchen floor for the moment
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...……………………..
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Vocabulary and Structure
3) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
1 This medicine is safe. There are no .............. ..
a) top effects          b) side effects          c) leaks                    d) 
waste
2 I'm going to have lunch with friends tomorrow. We are ................
at the restaurant. at 12.30.
a) going to meet         b) would meet       c) will meet             d) meet
3 The ................ between Cairo and my town is 650 kilometres.
a) district                    b) area                    c) distance              d) 
space
4 It is hard to walk in space because there is no…………………
a) gravity                     b) waiting              c) spin                     d) air
5 In Britain children ……………………secondary school from the 
age of 11 .
a) go                             b) Intend                c) share '                d) 
attend
6 Most furniture ........... from wood.
a) made                        b) is made              c) make                   d) 
makes
7 Many people ............... vegetables in their gardens.
a) growing                    b) are grown          c) grow                     d) is 
grown
8 In very hot weather, ice cream turns to .....
a) water                         b) soft                    c) liquid                   d) 
solid
9 We call oil and coal .............. fuels.
a) fossil                          b)old                      c) renewable            d )
waste
10 She ........ . .. an archaeologist when she leaves university. That 
is her plan.
a) will become     b) am becoming     C) is going to become .       d )
become
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11 He is flying to London at the weekend. His flight... …. at 5.30 in 
the morning.
a) leaving            b) leaves                  c)left                                  d) 
leave
12 We don't have ................. time. We'll have to hurry.
a) many               b) Some                    c) lot                                 d) 
much 
13 My friend and I look very different, but our personalities 
are ............... .
a) alike                b) same                      c) common                      d) 
like
14 Six months ......................... half a year.
a) are                   b) is                            c) be                                 d) 
am
15 The walls of the……........ were built to protect the town.
a) pyramid           b) mission                   c) castle                          d) 
house
16 I am writing ……………….. that my teacher asked for.
a) essay                b) a essay                   c) the essay                     d )
that essay

4)Find   the   mistake in each of the following sentences, then write 
it correctly:
1) She's going meet her sister in town.
2) I fixed the lake in the petrol tank.
3) How many time do I need to drive to the city centre?
4) Oil and gas are find under the ground.
5) Water is the solid form of ice .
6) The married team went to Italy on their honeymoon.

Reading
5)Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
In the winter, many animals and birds travel hundreds of 
kilometres to places with a wormer Climate and more food. This 
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incredible journey takes place every year at about the' same time. 
It is common to see birds sitting on walls or telephone wires 
waiting to travel the long distance between the places where they 
spend their summers and their winters.
Scientists do not know exactly how they find their way to and 
from their winter homes .It is thought that there are different 
ways, for example, using the sun and stars for navigation.Some 
people believe that birds depend on their senses, including their 
sense of smell, to help them find the way. Some animals and birds
travel thousands of kilometres. Blue whales have been known to 
travel up to 20,000 kilometres .
a Give short answers to the fo!lowing questions:
1) Why do some birds and animals spend their winters and 
summers in different places?
2) How do birds and animals use the sun and stars?
3) What is surprising about the blue whale?
b) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
4) Why are the journeys birds and animals make incredible?
  a) They take place at exactly the same time every year.  
  b) They are very long.
  c) The birds and animals do not know where they are going. 
  d) They take place in winter.
  5) Who does the word they refer to in the phrase they find their 
way?
  a) scientists    b) winter homes    c) birds and animals     d) the 
'sun and stars

The Novel
A)Answer the following questions:
1-What do you know about the Six Men?
2-Why couldn't the Duke do anything although he knew Rudolf 
Rassendyll wasn't the real King?

3-Why couldn't Michael come into the guest room when the King 
was there?
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4-Rassendyll realised that he had made a mistake when he kept 
Michael waiting outside the guest room at Flavia's home. How
did he cover up his mistake?

B) Read the following quotation and answer the questions:
"What if the King's already dead?"

1-Who said this to whom?
2- What would happen if the king was dead?
3- What happened to the king?
C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and 
correct it:
1-Rassendyll told all his plans to Sapt and Fritz.
2-Rassendyll wanted to make Michael angry by not asking him to 
enter the guest room at Flavia's palace.

8)Writing
Write a paragraph of about 100 words describing (what families 
can do to save energy)

9)Translation
a Translate into Arabic:
1- Everyone who has travelled in space has described the magical
feeling of looking down on the Earth as it spins. It is impossible to
go for a walk. However, you can do exercises.
b Translate into English:

1هؤابطفئاذلعوذراعع م ابكوأا  رجاذلغر–ة-
2وع م اأعهتا رذسبه اذلم رسيةاذلبحقتاوا معةاذلق هرة-

Model exam 34
Language Functions

1)Respond to each of the following situations:
1) A foreign friend wants to know how to make tea the Egyptian 
way. Tell him/her what to do first.
2) Someone asks what you were doing at eight o'clock this 
morning .
3) A friend asks you what you think about 1V news programmes.
4) A friend wants a job to help poor people. Advise him or her.
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2) Mention the place, the speakers and the language function in 
each of the following two mini-dialogues:
1) A) At last we're here. What time does our flight leave, Dad?
B) At midday. We've still got lots of time.
A) Are you sure we have everything we need?
B) Yes, I'm sure. Please stop worrying, Ali!
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...………………….…..
2) A) So, for your homework, I want you all to make a list of all the 
plants growing in your neighbourhood.
B) Shall we just write the names of the plants?
A) No, write the names and a short description.
B) When is the homework for?
A) Next Thursday, please.
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...………………….……..

Vocabulary and Structure
3 Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
1) I expect I.............. you at the weekend.
a- am going to see           b- am seeing          c- I'll see               d- 
see
2) After the accident, the doctor ................ her to check she was 
not injured.
a- examined                     b- looked at             c- tested              d- 
studied
3) Do you have ................ free time this afternoon?
a- a                                   b- the                       c- many               d- any
4) We went to the opening of a new school last week. It was a very
interesting ............. 
a- occasion                       b- time                      c- view                d- 
situation
5) Petrol…………… from oil.
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a- made                            b- is made                   c- makes             d- 
are made'
6) Wind and wave power are  typos of…………….. energy.
a- new                             b- waste                       c- renewable         d- 
cheap 
7) When I was younger, I ................ go swimming every day.
a- usually                        b-used                        c- use                       d-
used to
8) My sister ................ at university for three years. She comes 
home every weekend .
a- is                               b- has been                  c- is being                 
d- had been
9) The police think he did it. He is the main ................ .
a- suspect                      b- pioneer                   c- publisher                
d- agent
10) I really enjoy reading Agatha Christie novels. I particularly like 
her ............... .
a- way                         b- style                      c- system                        
d- design
11) It .............. that air travel will become more popular in the 
future.
a- is thought               b- was thought           c- thought                      
d- thinks
12) He did nothing wrong. He's ................ .
a- suspect                  b- guilty                      c- innocent                     
d- sensible
13) If he doesn't get eight hours sleep every night, he ................ 
really tired the next day.
 a- will feel               b- feels                       c- would feel                   d-
is feeling
14) If I have any free time tomorrow, ................ for a walk in the 
park.
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a- I went                     b- I go                      c- I'd go                           d- 
I'll go
15) The piano is our favourite musical .................... .
a- tool                        b- instrument           c- equipment                     
d- device

16) Her uncle can't remember his accident. The doctor thinks he 
may have .............
a- a headache            b- phobia                  c- amnesia                        
d- injury
4)Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write 
it correctly.
1) I need to get fit, so I've made a decision. I do more exercise.
2) The Prisoner of Zenda was wrote by Anthony Hope.
3) We moved 'to this house two years ago today, so we lived here 
for exactly two years.
4) Before I entered the university, I had to show my credit card.
5) If you heat water, it melts.
6) Ra'fat EI-Haggan and Goma'a EI-Shawwan were very famous 
Egyptian kings.

3 Reading
5)Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
The Taj Mahal, which is outside the city of Agra in India, was built 
by the Emperor Shah Jahan. It is a tomb for his favourite wife, 
Mumtaz Mahal. Her body is buried under the building. The Taj 
Mahal was started in 1633 and took 22 years to build. Today, it is 
one of the most popular buildings in the world for tourists.The Taj
Mahal is built of white stone which is covered with beautiful 
designs. The highest part of the roof of the Taj Mahal is shaped 
like an onion. In front of the building is a lake. At night! in the light
of the moon, you can see the Taj Mahal in this lake - it is a 
beautiful sight.
a Give short answers to the following questions:
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1) Who was Mumtaz Mahal?
2) In what year did they finish building the Taj Mahal?
3) Describe the Taj Mahal.
b Choose the cormct answer from a, b, c or d: 
4) Why was the Taj Mahal built? 
a) in memory of Shah Jahan.                          b) to attract tourists 
c) in memory of Shah Jahan's wife                 d) as a castle. 
5) Why can visitors sometimes see the Taj Mahal in the lake?
a) The water is like a mirror                 b) The building is in the 
middle of a lake.
c) The Taj Mahal is on an island.           d )The city is often flooded
6) Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
People suddenly started seeing the strange plants in their 
gardens last spring. No one had ever seen anything like them 
before, and no one knew where they had some from: At first Some
r people pulled them out and burned them because they thought 
they looked horribleBut most people left them where they were, 
without touching them. The next summer, people. enjoyed the big 
purple-coloured flowers that the plants produced. 
It Was not until August that people read in their newspapers the 
first reports that the plants Could walk  and run and even catch 
people and kill them. There is never much interesting news in 
august so people thought that journalists had made up these 
stories about waling plants to sell a few  more newspapers and 
make money. Then in September, there was terrible news……….
a) Give short answers to the following questions:
1 Why did some people destroy the plants?
2 How were the plants dangerous to people?
3 What did people think when they read the newspaper stories for
the first time?
b) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
4) Where is this text from?
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a- a newspaper                                                        b- a science 
fiction story 
 c- a detective story                                                 d- a book on 
gardening
5) What does them refer to in the plants could walk and run and 
even catch people and kill them?
a- the plants                b- the journalists         c- the newspapers      
d- the people

The Novel
A) Answer the following questions:
1- Why did the Duke's men go to the hunting lodge?
2- How did Rassendyll speak to Detchard?
3- How could Rassendyll make the Duke so angry?
4- According to Rassendyll, what should a good King do to 
have the support of his people?

B) Read the following quotation and answer the questions:
"Go and get the body."

1-Who said this to whom?
2-Whose body was the speaker talking about?
3-What would they want to do with that body?

C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and 
correct it:
1-Rassendyll's hand was hurt because he had been bitten by 
a wild animal.
2-Rassendyll realised that two of Michael's Six Men knew that
he wasn't the real King.
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 8) Write a paragraph of about 100 words about (a novel or a short
story you have enjoyed reading).

Translation
a) Translate into Arabic:
Yahia Haqqi was born in 1905 in the Sayyida Zeinab district of 
Cairo. He graduated in law and worked for a short time as a 
lawyer. In 1929, he began his career as a diplomat.

b) Translate into English
لواكعتاقلق اعليكاأأابس ؤاوذل يكاذلعصيحة-1

م اعوعيةاذلعشطةاذلبيابحباأأابم رسه ا سؤاعه يةاذلسووع-2
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Model exam 35
Language Functions

Respond to each of the following situations:
1) You do not understand why it goes dark at night. Ask someone 
to explain it.
2) A friend suggests that swimming is a good way to keep fit. 
State another way. 
3) A friend suggests that you join a squash club together. Suggest
something else.
4) Someone asks where your friend Ali is. You have not seen him 
for a long time. You are almost certain he is on holiday.
f) Mention the place, the speakers and the language function in 
each of the following two mini-dialogues: .
a) A : Excuse me, sir. The captain has asked everyone to return to 
their seats.
B: Does that mean we are going to land soon?
A :Yes, in about 15 minutes.
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...……………………..
b) A : Have you seen Tarek?
B: No, sir. He was at his desk on the phone a few minutes ago.
A: Isn't he there now? 
B: No, maybe he's gone home already...
A : He can't have gone home. He's preparing a report me.
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...…………………..

Vocabulary and Structure
Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
1) Don't worry. I'm sure ................ them again soon.
a) you see       b) you're seeing      c) you'll see       d) you're going

to see
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2) Wanting friends is part of human ................ .
a) nature         b) conflict             c) will                d) life

3) They have just received this photo as an e-mail ................ .
a) post             b) attachment         c) letter            d) part

4) lightning is a dangerous but natural ................ .
a) Sight            b) response             c) eclipse          d) phenomenon
5) She didn't see her brother this morning. He ................ the flat 
very early.
a) must have left   b) must leave     c) can't have left      d) can't

leave
6) He left his glasses at school yesterday. I'm hoping 
someone ................ found them.
a) must have      b) might have      c) can't have           d) can have
7) The quickest way for Sawsan to get to school is to ................ a 
train.
a) go                    b) bring              c) come                    d) take

8) That plant has been ................ so that it gets lots of light.
a) explored           b) raised             c )positioned          d) put

9) Taha's mother asked him where ............... .
a) he had been       b) had he been     c) has he been      d) he has

been
10) She promised she ................ me as soon as the plane landed.
a) will phone     b) phoned           c) would phone          d) phones
11) Is that someone ................ on our door? I'll see who it is.
a) hitting           b) knocking         c) smashing                d) beating
12) Their uncle is a scientist. He's ................ research into new 
forms of energy.
a) making         b) taking               c) getting                    d) doing

13) If you ................ earlier, you wouldn't have missed your train.
a) had left         b) leave                 c) would have left        d) left

14) ................ you work harder, you'll fail your exam.
a) If                   b) Unless              c) When                        d) As

15) I'm hot today. How about ............. to the beach?
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a) gone              b) going                c) went                        d) go
16) Accidents ................ more frequently when the roads are busy.
a) take part        b) come in             c) cause                      d) occur
Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it 
correctly:
1) Let's try to find them. They can't have went very far.
2) Teachers and supervisors belong to the teaching confession .
3) He asked me if saw his newspaper.
4) The statue of Ramses II is a very important Ancient Egyptian 
magnet.
5) People can waste lots of money by using the underground.
6)The accident wouldn't happen i,f he hadn't been using his 
mobile phone.

THE NOVEL
A) Answer the following questions:
1-How did Rudolf Rassendyll know that the Six Men also 
knew his secret?
2-What did Rudolf Rassendyll do to gain popularity?
3-According to Rudolf Rassendyll, what is a pretend king's 
life like?
4-Where were the other half of Michael's Six Men and what 
were they doing there?
B) Read the following quotation and answer the questions:
"We should make sure that some of those evil men join Josef."

1-Who said this to whom?
2-What happened to Josef?
3-What did the speaker mean by these words?
C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and 
correct it:
1- King Rassendyll looked so happy when he met the French 
ambassador.

2- If the King was popular with the poor people, they wouldn't 
want to follow Johann if there were a fight.
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Writing
Write an e-mail to a friend describing a book you have recently 
read.

Translation
Translate into Arabic:
Peace gives us a golden chance to carry out useful projects. It 
saves the money spent on wars and destructive weapons. In 
peace, this money can be used for building new factories, 
improving health care and solving the problems of housing and 
transport.
Translate into English:

1إأاذلهبم ماوبطويراذلبعليمامأاأهماذله ذفاذلبيابسعيامصرالبحقيقه .-
2سيبغيراذلع ماذلق  ماشكؤاوامحبوياذلكب باذلم رسي.-

Model exam 36
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Language Functions
1)Respond to each of the following situations:
1- Your brother looks worried. You want to know whether he has a
problem.
2- Your mother was very busy yesterday. You regret not helping 
her.
3- An English friend asks you how you celebrate Sham E/-Nessim.
4- You forgot to thank a friend for a present he/she gave you.
2) Mention the place, the speakers and the language function in 
each of the following two mini-dialogues:
1) A) Is there anything I can do to help, Miss Salma? 
B) Could you give these books back to the class after break? 
A) Yes, of course. Is that the homework we did last week? 
B) Yes, that's right. Your homework was very good.
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...………………….…..
2) A) Excuse me. I need to find out about modern farming in Egypt
for a university project.
B) All the information on agriculture is on the second floor. Place:
A) Thank you. Can I take any of the books out? 
B) Yes. Just bring them to the desk near the entrance.
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...……………………..

Vocabulary and Structure
3- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
1- You'll have to hurry. Your lesson................... in half an hour,
a)  is going to start           b) starts               c) will start                     
d) start
2- That tower is one of the towns most famous................
a)  landmarks                   b) marks              c) events                        
d) products
3- I'd like to get a job in the medical..............
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 a) work                             b) career              c) occupation              d)
profession
4- I wish I ................ where I left my jacket.
a) know                     b) had known             c) knew                     d) 
could know
5- Heba wishes she. ........ all her money at the weekend.
a) didn't spend           b) doesn't spend          c) hasn't spent           
d)hadn't spent
6- My brother ................ his ambition when he became a doctor.
a) achieved              b) won                           c) got                         d) 
made
7- After the storm, there was a huge... ……….. of water on the 
roads.
a) floods                  b) number                      c) amount                  d) 
lot
8- Sara felt ill all night because she............... too much the day 
before.
a) had eaten              b) was eating                 c) eats                   d) 
has eaten
9- Hamdi was very tired yesterday evening because he............... 
for a school test all day.
a) has revised            b) had been revising      c) revised             d) 
revising
10- I really ................ to very loud music in public places.
a) disagree             b) argue                  c) can't stand                 d) 
object
11-Ahmed's friends didn't ................ him when he returned from a 
year abroad. He looked so different.
a) recognize               b) remember              c) see                    d) 
look
12- My friend suggested ................ for a picnic in the park.
a) go                b) to go              c) going                      d) goes
13- We're planning........... to Europe for our holiday next year.
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a) f1ying               b) to fly               c) fly                         d) to flying
14 In some countries, people ............... the end of the year on 
December 31st.
a) enjoy                b) celebrate         c) have fun           d) party
15 In our town, there are musicians who play.... music.
a) tradition             b) national         c) folk                  d) historical
16 Whose ................ is it to make sure children arrive safely at 
school?
a) responsible          b) responsibility        c) response         d) 
respond
4-Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write 
it correctly:
1- I want to make some sandwiches. Have we got a bread?
2- Soha shouldn't eat too many sweets because she is chronic.
3- I asked my mother whether had she seen my English book.
4- Sylvia is on a low-fat diet because recently she's lost a lot of 
weight.
5- She has always enjoyed to go to the theatre.
6- Alfred Farag is a famous Egyptian playwrite.
5-Reading o Read the following passage, then answer the 
questions:
II Polio is the name of Italy's most famous horse race. It has taken
place in the main square of the city of Siena on 2nd July and 16th 
August every year for hundreds of years. Siena has 17 districts, 
each with its own flag. The people who live in these districts used
to be enemies who, fought each other, and though there are no 
longer fights, each district is still very proud of its riders and 
hopes they will win the race. On the morning of the race, the 
horses and the riders can be seen walking through the city. 
People wear bright clothes and hold their district's flag. The 
horses have to run round the square three times and the race 
lasts around 90 seconds. The winner is not always the rider: a 
horse can win the race even if the rider falls off.
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a) Give short answers to the following questions:
1- Where does II Polio take place?
 2- How long does the race last?
3- What do the people of Siena have in their hands when they 
watch the race?
b) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
4- How many times a year does the race take place?
a) once           b) twice             c) three times             d)seventeen 
times
5 What does the word (each) refer to in Siena has 17 districts, 
each with its own flag?
a) each rider          b) each district            c) each horse           d) 
each race
6- Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
Scientists are very important to our future. What kinds of 
problems can they help us to solve. Here are just a few of these. 
Scientists can help farmers to produce good quality food for the 
world growing population. They can also develop new crops 
which do not suffer from diseases. Scientists and engineers can 
work with car companies to produce cars and other vehicles 
which use fuel more efficiently. At the same time, research 
scientists are looking for new types of energy to replace oil and 
petrol. Other scientists, too, are doing research into new 
treatments for serious illnesses. But perhaps the most important 
work scientists are doing is to find ways of reducing global 
warming. 
a) Give short answers to the following questions:
1- What is the main subject of this text?
2- In what two ways are scientists helping farmers?
3- How are scientists helping the medical profession?
b) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
4- Scientists are helping car companies by producing ...
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a) cheaper cars.         B) faster cars    c) more efficient cars     d) 
safer cars.
5- What does these refer to in Here are just a few of these?
a) the scientists           b) kinds of food            c) the farmers   d) 
the problems

THE NOVEL
A) Answer the following questions:
1-How did Rudolf Rassendyll escape when Michael's men were 
about to trap him?

2-Rassendyll decided to keep some of his plans secret from Sapt
and Fritz. What were those plans?

3-Why was the King held prisoner by Duke Michael?
4-What did Rassendyll do during the fight against Michael's men 
at the hunting lodge?

B) Read the following quotation and answer the questions:
"They'll do whatever Michael asks them to do."

1-Who said this to whom?
2-Who was the speaker talking about?
3-What did Michael ask them to do?
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C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and 
correct it:
1-Duke Michael's men kidnapped Josef and killed the King.
2-If there wasn't a King in Strelsau, the city would belong 

to Fritz within 24 hours.

8 Writing

Write a paragraph of about 100 words about 
                                           what you think i5 the most important 
scientific discovery or invention of the last 50 years.

9 -Translation
a)Translate into Arabic:
By the time Alexandre Dumas was 20, his mother had spent all 
her money. He then went to live in Paris. There he found work as a
secretary to an old friend of his father .

b Translate into English: '
ليبع اذسبذكرتاو ابه  اعع م اك أاذلوقتامب ح  -1

  م اعوعيةاذلموسيق اذلب ابحباسم عه  -2
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Model exam 37
Language Functions

1- Respond to each of the following situations:
1- Your friend starts to cross a road when you see a car coming. 
Warn your friend.
2- Someone asks if you think people will ~till have cars in 50 
years.
3- You hear the word magnet on the radio. Ask a friend what it 
means.
4-A friend asks you why you have such an expensive mobile 
phone. You have two reasons.
2- Mention the place, the speakers and the language function in 
each of the following two mini-dialogues:
1- A) Do you remember what happened?.
B) No, I just remember waking up in the road.
A) How do you feel now?
B) Not too bad. Will I have to stay here tonight?
A) We're not sure yet. We'll have to check you have no broken 
bones.
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...………………………..
B) Your Biology Department has a very good reputation.
A) And if we accept you, what do you hope to do when you 
graduate? '
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B) Well, I'd like to work for a food company.
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...………… …………....

Vocabulary and Structure
3- Choose the correct answer from a; b, C or d:
1- Five pounds................ a lot for a cup of coffee.
a) are                        b) cost                 c) pay                            d) is
2- In some countries, people use a passport instead of ……… 
card.
a) an identity          b) a personal           c) a national                d) an 
individual
3- Sayed ................ the train. He was at the station half an hour 
before the train left.
a) can't miss          b) can't have missed    c) must have missed      
d) didn't miss
4- My friend advised me to see a doctor. I wish I .............her advice
now.
a) took                  b) take                       c) had taken                    d) 
have taken
5- Did they ever discover the …………of the fire?
a) reason              b) purpose                 c) explanation                   d) 
cause
6- My sister promised ................ me after school this afternoon.
a) meeting          b) to meet                   c) met                              d) 
meet
7- I've just finished a novel.... ........the main character is an 80-
year-old man.
a) which             b) in which                 c) who                             d) 
whose
8- Have you heard? They've discovered a/an………….. new 
treatment for flu.
a) effective              b) useless                  c) real                            d) 
cruel
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9- She............sport as a very important part of her life.
a) thinks                 b) believes                 c) regards                      d) 
looks
10- On ................ that he had passed his driving test, Taha was 
very happy.
a) heard                 b) he heard                c) to hear                       d) 
hearing
11- There was great …………..when our team won the football 
match.
a) procession         b) imprisonment       c) excitement             d) 
attachment
12- He wasn't getting enough exercise………… he joined a sports 
club.
a) because             b) although               c) and                           d) so
13- I've seen an interesting article on the internet which I 
have ............ onto my computer.
a) received              b) done                   c) downloaded              d) 
written
14- By this time next week, the exam results will........... .
a) have been published        b) have published         c) publish    d) 
be publishing
15- I like that photograph on your computer..............
a) glass                   b) screen                 c) film                       d) front
16- Nader is really ............ about all kinds of sport. He loves 
playing and watching it.
a) interested           b) active                   c) enthusiastic            d) 
keen
4- Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write 
it correctly.
1- When I have nothing to do, I feel really boring.
2- The person who's job is to clean the school is not here today. 
He's ill.
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3- When Umm Kalthoum died, thousands of people attended her 
wedding.
4-You should reinvent paper, rather than throw it away.
5- Some people believe that in the future, water will use as a fuel 
for cars ..
6- Despite he is 68, my grandfather is still working.

Reading
5-Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
I have never been a fast reader. As a child, it took me two weeks 
to read a book that my friends could read in a few days. This 
worried my parents, so they took me for an eye test. The doctor 
said there was nothing wrong with my eyes' and, said he thought I
was probably, lazy. This was very annoying, but I was pleased to 
know that I did not need to wear glasses. Now I am older, I 
understand my problem better. The truth is that I cannot 
concentrate on what I am reading if there is any noise around me, 
so, for example, I cannot read in dl room where people are talking 
or watching television. I sometimes read in bed where it is quiet, 
but If I am tired, I  fall a sleep after a few minutes and forget what I
have read the next day.
a) Give short answers to the following questions:
1- What is the writer's problem? 
2- What did the writer's parents do?
3- Why is reading in bed not the answer to the writer's problems?
b) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
4- The doctor said that the problem was...............
a) that he needed glasses.                         b) he had serious eye 
problems.
c) he was lazy.                                         d) he found it difficult to 
concentrate.
5- What does the writer think caused the problem?
a) Noises make it difficult for him to read.   b) He does not like 
people watching television . ..
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c) He is usually tired.               d) He is not interested in the books 
he reads. 119

THE NOVEL
A)Answer the following questions:

1- Sapt brings news of the real King. What is it?
2- What was Duke Michael's men's generous offer to Rudolf 

Rassendyll in order to
3- Why didn't Rudolf Rassendyll accept the offer made by Michael's 

men?
4- What responsibilities did Rudolf Rassendyll have as a King?
B) Read the following quotation and answer the questions:

"Flavia, there is something you should know. I'm not really…..."
1- Who said this?
2- What do you think the speaker was trying to say?
3- Why couldn't the speaker complete his sentence?
C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and 
correct it:
1-In her letter to Rassendyll, Antoinette de Mauban asked him to leave 
Ruritania.
2-Flavia received a letter from Rose warning her not to accept 
Michael's invitation.

Writing
Write an e-mail to a friend describing where and when you most 
enjoy reading.

Translation
a) Translate into Arabic.
Every year, millions of trees are cut down to make new paper. 
Fortunately, the trees that give us the
best wood for paper grow very quickly. Old paper can also be 
recycled.
b) Translate into English:

ذذذالمابابه اذكثرا– ا روسكاسوفابفشؤا– اذل بو ر -1
 ذعبق اذأاذلع ساسوفابسبملرا– اقرذءةاذلكببامأاذاؤاذلمبعة -2
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Model exam 38
Language Functions

1-Respond to each of the following situations:
1- You are interviewing someone for a job. Find out about their 
qualifications and experience.
2- Your friend looks like he/she hasn't been sleeping for days. 
Advise him/her.
3- An interviewer has asked you why you have applied for a job in 
a particular company. Give reason.
4- You do not understand what distance learning is. Ask a friend.
2- Mention the place, the speakers and the language function in 
each of the following two mini-dialogues: '.'
1- A) Are you in your first year?
    B) Yes. I'm studying English. but it's only my third week.
    A) My parents would like me to apply here. Would you 
recommend it?
    B) Yes, definitely.
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...………………………..
2- A) Well, your application has been successful.
    B) That's great when do I start? , 
    A) At the beginning of next month. You'll be working at our 
Cairo branch.
    B) I'm looking forward to starting.
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...………………………..
3 Choose the correct answer from a,   b,   c or   d:
1- In some modern homes, water ................ by energy from the 
sun.
a) are heated               b) heat              c) is heated             d) is

heating
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2- My daily ................ starts when my alarm clock goes off at 6.30.
a) routine                     b) habit               c) custom             d) way

3- There's water all over the floor. Someone...............to turn off the
shower.
a) must forget                                                                  b) must have

forgotten
c) can't have forgotten                                                  d) can have

forgotten
4- Her parents ……. have meetings with the teachers at her 
school.
a) totally                     b) gradually                   c) slowly             d)

regularly
5- My brother and I have just had a phone conversation........ we 
discussed our holiday plans
a) which                      b) in which            c) what                      d) to

which
6- At the weekend, my aunt asked me what I since we last met.
a) did                         b) was doing             c) have done             d)

had been doing
7- Teachers are always encouraging their students to be 
…………..and hard-working.
a) conventional          b) common                c) confusing             d)

conscientious
8- He wanted to know whether anyone ………… the book he was 
reading.

a) had1seen                 b) has seen                c) sees
d)saw

9- My sister hasn't finished her course yet. She's still.............
a) a trainer                b) an employee            c )an employer            d)

a trainee
10- The best writers force their readers ………. about serious 
questions.
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a) to think                 b) thinking                    c) thought                 d)
think

11- A new supermarket in our town was opened by a well-
known .......... yesterday.
a) celebrity                b) famous                     c) character               d)

somebody
12 I think someone may have.................. today's newspaper by 
mistake.
a) wasted                     b) thrown                    c) refused                 d)

thrown away
13 I really ............... phone my parents to tell them I'm going to be 
late home today.
a) need                        b) must                          c) can                      d)

could
14- At her first school, she ............... to wear a blue uniform.
a) had                          b) must                        c) could                      d)

has
15- He is thinking of..............on a Business Studies course at the 
local college.
a) entering                 b) applying               c) enrolling                   d)

beginning
16- Pupils don't have to pay for their books. The 
school……….them.
a) pays               b) provides                c) takes               d) affords
4-  Find the mistake in each' of the following sentences, then write 
it correctly:
1- I wish I can read more quickly.
2- She asked her friend weather she had finished her homework.
3- My parents have invited one of my friends stay for the 
weekend.
4- When Wagdy was five years old, he was sting by a scorpion.
5- I need to go to the university to buy some medicine.
6- A civil servant is someone who works for the army.
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Reading
5-Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
Most students find university very different from school. One of 
the biggest differences is that university students are expected to
manage their time themselves. Although staff will help, it is .the 
students' responsibility to be in the right place at the right time 
and to hand homework in on time. The way teaching is organised 
is also very different from school. At university, lecturers teach 
classes that may last two or three hours and can include 300-400 
students. There are usually other smaller classes where students 
can discuss subjects they find difficult, and from time to time 
lecturers spend time with individual students, talking about work 
they have done. If students are not living at home while they are 
at university, there are many ordinary things they may have to do 
for themselves, such as cooking.
a) Give short answers to the following questions:
1 What two places does this passage compare? 
2 How many students can be)n a university class? 
3 Why are smaller groups sometimes necessary at university? , 
b) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
4 Who does (they) refer to in talking about work they have done?
a) lecturers          b) classes               c) students.         d) subjects
5 What does the writer suggest students should be prepared to 
do when they go to university?
a) Be organised.    B) Read many books.     c) Find a job.     D) 
Discuss ideas.

THE NOVEL
A) Answer the following questions:

1- Why did Rassendyll decide to go to Zenda?
2-Princess Flavia received a letter from Duke Michael. What did he 

ask her to do?
3-Why did Rassendyll become good at pretending he had forgotten 

rules or people?
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4-Why did Rudolf Rassendyll want to tell Princess Flavia the truth 
about himself?

B) Read the following quotation and answer the questions:
           "Every evening, I'll send you a message. If you don't get a 

message for 3 days, you have the authority to say that you are now
the head of Strelsau."

1- Who said this to whom?
2- When was this said?
3- What other orders did the speaker give?
C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and 
correct it:
1-Almost everyone realized that Rudolf Rassendyll was not the 
real King.
2-Three of Michael's men were at the Castle of Zenda guarding 
the treasure.

Writing
Write a letter to a friend telling him or her what you hope to do 
next year.

Translation
a) Translate into Arabic:
Thirty years ago, most university students believed that when 
they graduated, their education had finished. They expected to 
get a job and work for one employer. They would work in one 
place until they retired.
a) Translate into English:

هؤا–كرتا– اذللبح قاوا معةا– اذل  رجاوع اذلب رج -1
كثرةاذلم ؤالبو–راو ضرورةاحلولاللمش كؤ -2

Model exam 39
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A- Language Functions
1-   Respond to the following situations:  
1- Your teacher asks you about the problem of overpopulation in 
Egypt. 
2- You are asked about the reason for building the Aswan High 
Dam. 
3- Ayman said that Morsi is fragile president . what do you say to 
assure him?
4- You are asked to suggest a suitable place to spend a happy 
night. 
2- Say where these mini-dialogues take place and who the 
speakers are: 
A: Could you help me carry the shopping into the house, please, 
Aisha?
 B: Ok, mum. Where shall I put it?                                                        
A: Just put the bags on the kitchen floor for the moment.
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...……………………..
A: At last we are here. What time does our flight leave, dad?           
B: At midday. We have still got lost of time.                                        
 A: Are you sure we have everything we need?                                  
B: Yes, I am sure .please stop worrying, Ali!
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...……………………..

B- Vocabulary and Structure 
3- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d
1- My brother and I aren’t twins, but we are very ……………….
a) same b) alike c) like d) 
correct 
2- They will ……………… their awards at a ceremony in Cairo.
a) import b) buy c) receive d) 
sell
3- I think holidays in space is a ……………. Fiction. 
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a) science b) scientific c) scientifically
d) scientist 

4- Egypt celebrates October’s Victory…………….. every year. 
a) mourning b) anniversary c) ceremony d) 
feast 
5- The slower drivers travel, the …………. road accidents there 
will be. 
a) many b) most c) fewest d) fewer
6- How ……………… is Magda?- Everyone admires her.
a) successfully b) successful c) succeed

d) success
7- I expect …………… next Friday. 
a) she is going to come  b) she will com c) she is coming

d) she comes
8- The wind is used to …………… electricity.
a) bear b) consume c) manufacture

d) generate
9- Our behaviour ………… a lot during the last 20 years. 
a) change b) have changed c) has changed d) 
are changed
10- For many people going on holiday is a form of ………….   .
a) criticism b) terrorism c) escapism d) 
symbolism 
11- Physics ……………… a hard subject. Many students don’t like 
it. 
a) is b) were c) are d) 
have
12- My son ………………… 10 tomorrow. 
a) is going to be b) can be c) will be d) 
may be
13- A buckle has come off my shoes and I don’t know how to 
…………….. it back on again. 
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a) attack b) attend c) attach d) 
attempt 
14- Coal, oil and natural gas are all ………… fuels. 
a) renewable b) fossil c) nuclear d) 
energy
15- Holes ………….. into the earth to find hot water. 
a) drill b) are drilled c) drilled d) are 
drilling 
16- ---------  means the study of the language and history of the
ancient Greeks and Romans.
a) classic b) classify c) classical

d) classics 

4- Find the   mistake in each of the following sentences, then write them 
correctly: 
1- My plane is leaving Cairo today at 10 pm.
2- Making gymnastics helps us to see a doctor. 
3- Your fuel tank lacks. You should see a doctor. 
4- From selling, he could do a lot of money. 
5- The coronation of the new king is a historic accusation. 
6- Million of cars produce by Japanese companies every year. 
5) Read the following passage then answer the questions:    
Did you think of money? Is it important to us or not ? Aristotle, 
the Greek philosopher, summed up the four chief qualities of 
money some 2000 years ago. It must be lasting and easy to 
recognize, to divide, and to carry. This means it must be,“ 
durable, distinct, divisible and portable ? “. When we think of 
money today, We picture it either as round, flat pieces of metal, 
which we call coins or as printed paper notes. But there are still 
parts of the world today where coins and notes are of no use 
.They will buy nothing, and a traveller might starve if he had none 
of the particular local “ money “ to exchange for food .Among 
isolated people, who are no often reached by traders from outside
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commerce usually means barter . This is a direct exchange for 
pots, baskets, or other manufactured goods. For this kind of 
trading, money is not needed, but there is often something that 
everyone wants and everybody can use, such as salt to flavour 
food, shells for ornaments, or iron and copper to make into tools 
and vessels. These things :Salt, shells or metals are still used as 
money in some primitive parts of the world today.
A) Answer the following questions :
Which of the four qualities of money, do you think, is the most
essential?
How would you describe money at present ?
What does the underlined word ( barter ) mean ?
Give a suitable title for the passage ?
B) Choose the correct answer :
In some isolated parts of the world money is …………………….
a) needed for trading               b) not needed for trading 
c) needed for buying thing           d) wanted as coins or paper
notes 
In some parts of the world today where coins and notes are of no
use we can………………
a) exchange goods           b) use local money only 
c) use any other money         d) buy nothing 
According to the passage, everyone in the isolated parts needs
……………………
a) only salt to flavour food      b) iron and copper to make
into tools 
c) salt , shells , iron and copper      d) tools and vessels 

THE NOVEL
A) Answer the following questions:
1-Why had they prepared a ball for the Princess?
2-After the ball, the Princess received two letters. Discuss
B) Read the following quotation and answer the questions:
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"We should make sure that some of those evil men join Josef."
1-Who said this to whom?
2-What happened to Josef?
3-What did the speaker mean by these words?
C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and 
correct it:

1- Sapt had Rudolf Rassendyll followed everywhere in order to arrest 
him.

2- Detchard was wounded in the leg by Rassendyll's bullet.
\D) Writing

8-Write a paragraph of about 100 words about:      "a novel or a short
story you have enjoyed reading"
9- A) Translate into Arabic:
Celebrating the new millennium at the foot of the Pyramids of 
Giza was marvelous. That was the best place from which we 
could pass to the new century. The celebration aimed at 
combining the ancient and the modern and reviewing the history 
of human civilization. 
B) Translate into English:

بوذؤاذلحكومةاأقصيااه ه اليا  ا–رصاعمؤاللشو باواوع ءامس كأالهما.-1
ياباعليع اأأاعشاعاذلسي حةاذل ذ ليةاالععوضام اح ثا–ياذلسي حةاذلق  مةامأاذل  رج-2

Model exam 40
 (Longman )
Test : One 

A. Language Functions
1. Respond to each of the following situations:-
a. Your friend wants to know what your plans are after finishing 

school.
b. You are told that you have just been accepted to the best 

university in Egypt. Express how you feel about this.
c. You want to know the number of countries which use nuclear 

power.Ask your teacher.
d. Your friend thinks there are better things to spend money on 
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than space travel. Agree, giving a reason.
2. Mention the place, the speakers and the language function 
in each of the following two mini-dialogues:-
a. A Thank you for coming, sir. I’m sure our listeners will enjoy 

the show.
I hope so.
So what is going to be today’s dessert?
Today we are going to talk about how to make Swiss 
chocolate cake.

 B
 A
 B

Place: …………..……   Speaker A :……………..…… Speaker B :
……….…..… Function……….……….

b. A May I help you?
Yes, I’d like to buy this book, please.
Great choice! That’ll be LE 24, please.
Here you are.

 B
 A
 B

Place: ……………  Speaker A :………….…… Speaker B :………..…   
Function…………….

B. Vocabulary and Structure
3. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d.

1. Although the medicine made my headache better, it had some
terrible _____.

 a) stomach aches b) side effects c) spokes d) treatment
2. _____, the cost of meat is very high, but if we all eat less 

meat, prices will drop.
 a) Luckily b) Currently c) Completely d) Probably

3. Tomorrow morning I’m _____ to Tanta.
 a) traveling b) travel c) will travel d) travelled

4. We… probably have ice cream for dessert since it’s so hot 
today.

 a) going to b) will c) are d) won’t
5.  We have one litre of milk. _____ enough.

 a) That are b) These are c) Those are d) That’s 
6. In our social studies class we had a big _____ about whether 

women should be judges or not.
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 a) debate b) team c) suspect d) match
7. The police… trying to solve the mystery of the stolen Van 

Gogh painting.
 a) are b) is c) will d) can

8. The people on the bus… afraid when the bus suddenly 
stopped.

 a) was b) are c) were d) is
9. Not all twins look exactly _____.

 a) apart b) alike c) different d) same
10. One of the _____ on my bike wheel broke. I need to fix it.

 a) distances b) secrets c) leaks d) spokes

11. There is a .. in this pipe. That’s why there’s water all over the 
place.

 a) spoke b) leak c) system d) waste
12. Wind turbines along the Red Sea ____ large amounts of 

electricity.
 a) 

generate
b) is generated c) are 

generated
d) generating

13. _____ can we use wind to generate electricity? 
 a) How b) How much c) What d) How many

14. Below the earth’s surface rocks are in liquid form. They are 
____.

 a) water b) cold c) molten d) hard
15. When _____ split, nuclear power is produced.

 a) plants b) atoms c) turbines d) fossils
16. Wood _____ to heat some people’s homes.

 a) are burnt b) is burnt c) burned d) burning
4. Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then 
write it correctly:

1- Statistics were my favourite subject at school.
2- Travellers to the moon feel waitless because there is no 
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gravity in space.
3- Coal is a renewable source of energy.
4- Water is pump to the surface from underground lakes.
5- Energy from the sun is unexpensive.
6- Sunlight reaches the solar panels and is produces electricity.

C. Reading Comprehension
5. Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
 Although hydroelectric power plants cause less pollution than 
other types of power plants, they cause other environmental 
problems. Firstly, when a dam is built, a large area of land is 
flooded and often many people are forced to leave their farms and 
homes. Secondly, the rotting plants in the flooded area make the 
greenhouse gas methane, whose emissions can be very high. 
Thirdly, the dam prevents fish from swimming upstream to get to 
the places where they reproduce, so fish populations are reduced. 
There are other problems. The water exiting the turbines has a 
different oxygen level and is much warmer. This harms the plants 
and animals living downstream from the dam. Finally, because the 
water exiting the turbines has less sediment (solid substances) in it,
it wears away the river banks downstream. Scientists must 
examine all the possible side effects of a new dam while it is in the 
planning stages.
a. Give short answers to the following questions:-
1. Tell two ways that hydroelectric dams harm fish.
2. How is the water different after it goes through the turbines?
3. Why must people leave their farms and homes when a dam is 

built?
b. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
4. What does whose refer to?

 a) the rotting 
plants

b) 
methane

c) pollution d) the flooded 
area

5. When should scientists study the side effects of a new dam?
 a) while it is being built b) after it is built
 c) while it is being planned d) after it is planned
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The novel
A)Answer the following questions:

1- Sapt brings news of the real King. What is it?
2- What was Duke Michael's men's generous offer to Rudolf 

Rassendyll in order to
3- Why didn't Rudolf Rassendyll accept the offer made by 

Michael's men?
4- What responsibilities did Rudolf Rassendyll have as a King?

B) Read the following quotation and answer the questions:
"Flavia, there is something you should know. I'm not really…...

1- Who said this?
2- What do you think the speaker was trying to say?
3- Why couldn't the speaker complete his sentence?

C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and 
correct it:
1-In her letter to Rassendyll, Antoinette de Mauban asked him
to leave Ruritania.
2-Flavia received a letter from Rose warning her not to accept
Michael's invitation.
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D. Writing
8. Write a paragraph of about 100 words expressing whether you

think modern technology saves or wastes people’s time.
Translation

9. a. Translate into Arabic:-
 Anthony Hope was born near London in 1863. After finishing

school,  he  went  to  Oxford  University  where  he  studied
Classics.  He  was  interested  in  politics  and  was  a  good
speaker in university debates.

 b. Translate into English:
             .  في المستقبل، سوف تساعدنا التكنولوجيا على قيادة السيارات بأمان أكثر-1 
2في رأيك، كيف تبدو الكرة الرضية من (على سطح) القمر؟- 
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Model exam 41
 (Longman)
Test : Two 

A. Language Functions
1. Respond to each of the following situations:

a. Your friend wants to know your opinion of Yehia Haqqi the 
man and the writer.

b. Your friend has just witnessed a road accident. Advise him on 
what he should do.

c. Your little sister is having difficulty drawing a picture for her 
story. Give her advice.

d. A new student at your school wants to know the way to the 
headmaster’s office. Instruct him.

2. Mention the place, the speakers and the language function 
in each of the following two mini-dialogues:

a. A Please turn right at the traffic lights. 
Here we are!
Yes, thank you. How much?
That’ll be ten pounds, please.

 B
 A
 B

Place: ……………  Speaker A :………….…… Speaker B :………..
…    Function…………….

b. A Where were you at ten o’clock last night?
I was at home, watching television.
But your neighbours saw you break into Mr Mazen’s 
house.
I didn’t break in! I went over to his house to borrow some
CDs.

 B
 A
 B

Place: …………… Speaker A :………….…… Speaker B :………..…
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Function…………….

3. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d.
1. After hitting her head in an accident, Salwa couldn’t remember

anything. Doctors think she has _____.
 a) influenza b) amnesia c) diabetes d) fever

2. It is believed that Cleopatra died from the _____ of a snake.
 a) poison b) perfume c) crime d) murder

3. Everybody communicates by e-mail now. Paper mail has 
become ____.

 a) modern b) routine c) fashionable d) old-fashioned
4. Trees absorb water from the ground through their _____.

 a) bark b) fruits c) roots d) leaves
5. There was a mouse in the house, so Dad set up a _____.

 a) criminal b) murder c) mousetrap d) poison
6. All suspects should be treated as _____ people until we know 

for sure that they have committed a crime.
 a) shy b) innocent c) dead d) dangerous

7. A Border Passage _____ by Leila Ahmed.
 a) written b) wrote c) was written d) write

8. Salma _____ tennis every week since she was five years old.
 a) has been 

playing
b) was 
playing

c) plays d) is playing

9. __ Hossam had an injury in his left leg, he finished the match.
 a) So b) When c) Because d) Although

10. If a plant does not get any water, it _____.
 a) dead b) dies c) would die d) would be dead

11. If you don’t stop listening to that loud music, your headache 
_____ worse.

 a) got b) will get c) would get d) gets
12. There is a big __ where engineers are building the new metro 

line.
 a) routine b) invasion c) excavation d) district

13. Please _____ the file to your e-mail and send it quickly.
 a) attach b) establish c) connect d) enclose

14. After the terrible fire, _____ damage was done to the factory.
 a) a lot of b) many c) little d) lots
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15. You should go and _____ that film. It’s great!
 a) seeing b) see c) saw d) seen

16. Turpentine _____ paint and is made from the sap of trees.
 a) removes b) removed c) has removed d) is removed

4. Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then 
write it correctly:

1. I want to be a sailor one day, so I can protect the rights of 
innocent people.

2. Archaeologists find valuable treasures during there 
excavations.

3. Whose the suspect for the murder of John Doe?
4. Tommy Beresford and his wife were two secret agencies.
5. The more rain there is in a year, the more wide the tree rings 

are.
6. Covers of books are usually made of sap.

C. Reading Comprehension
5. Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
   Flowers produce a fine powder called pollen, which is carried by 
the wind or by insects to other flowers of the same type so that they
can produce seeds. Pollination, the carrying of pollen from one 
flower to another, is necessary for the reproduction of plants and 
for the production of food. Scientists estimate that one third of our 
food depends on insects, mostly bees, for pollination. But in recent 
years, there has been a big drop in the populations of pollinators 
worldwide. There are several reasons. The use of pesticides has 
had the side effect of killing pollinators. Air pollution prevents 
insects from smelling and finding flowers, which they need for food.
Diseases are killing many insects. Growing cities are destroying the
environments where pollinators live. Recently, shortages of fruit 
and vegetables in India were blamed on the loss of pollinators. 
Clearly, it is important that we find solutions quickly.
a. Give short answers to the following questions:
1. What is a pollinator?
2. Is all pollen carried by insects? Explain.
3. Give two reasons why the number of pollinators has dropped.
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b. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
4. Which is the best title for this text?

 a) The Importance of Bees b) Pollinators in India
 c) The Loss of Pollinators d) Where Have All the Flowers 

Gone?
5. How does air pollution affect pollination?

 a) Flowers can't make pollen.
 b) Insects can't smell the flowers, so they can't find them to 

pollinate them.
 c) Insects can't pollinate the flowers because they can't see 

them. 
 d) Pollution kills insects.

Model exam 42
 ( Longman ) 
Test : Three 

A. Language Functions
1. Respond to each of the following situations:
a
.

Your friend thinks your teacher is absent today but you disagree 
because you saw her during the morning lines.

b You are at a restaurant. Your friend thinks you should both order
fish, but you have other preferences.

c. You do not understand what happens during an eclipse of the 
moon. Ask your teacher. 

d Someone asks you about your opinion concerning storm 
chasers.

2. Mention the place, the speakers and the language function 
in each of the following two mini-dialogues:
a. A The thief probably jumped off.

He can’t have jumped off. Look at the tracks. We’re going 
too fast.
Maybe he’s hiding in the baggage car. 
OK. Let’s go check it out.

 B
 A
 B

Place: ……………  Speaker A :………….…… Speaker B :………..
…  Function…………….

b. A I recommend the fried chicken, sir.
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No, I’d rather have something healthier.
A How about the shish kebab, then?

Yes, one shish kebab for me, please. B

Place: …………… Speaker A :………….…… Speaker B :………..…   
Function…………….

B. Vocabulary and Structure
3. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d.

1. She _____ gone far. I just saw her car leave a minute ago.
 a) must have b) should have c) can’t have d) can have

2. Be careful when you’re driving up the mountains. Some cars 
have fallen off the _____.

 a) rays b) rocks c) cliffs d) stairs
3. I can’t find my mobile phone. I ____ left it in the car because it

rang while I was driving.
 a) must have b) should have c) can’t have d) would have

4. It is human _____ to make mistakes.
 a) culture b) nature c) will d) evil

5. Jack tried to _____ Paul by threatening to tell Paul's father 
what Paul had stolen at the weekend.

 a) commit b) blackmail c) admit d) recuperate
6. If you use this skin cream, it ___ you from harmful ultraviolet 

light.
 a) protect b) protected c) would protect d) 

protects
7. The lightning ___ the entire sky. The night almost seemed like

day for a second.
 a) illuminated b) illustrated c) occurred d) absorbed

8. If you hadn’t taken your umbrella,you _ been soaking wet by 
now.

 a) won’t have b) would have c) will have d) have
9. The rainbow is a beautiful ___ that occurs after it has just 

rained.
 a) cause b) drought c) phenomenon d) eclipse

10. Mum _____ that she would take us to the zoo next Friday.
 a) promised b) promise c) promises d) will promise
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11. In some places in Africa where there is little or no rain, ___ 
have caused people to die.

 a) floods b) droughts c) cliffs d) barriers
12. In the last ten years, Egypt __ large areas of desert into farm 

land.
 a) had turned b) will turn c) has turned d) turns

13. The Eiffel Tower is the most important _____ in France.
 a) base b) monument c) tourist d) biography

14. The thief admitted that he ___ the necklace from Mrs. 
Morrison’s bag the night before.

 a) would steal b) steals c) had stolen d) was stolen

15. I asked Nora if she was enjoying the book she _____.
 a) is reading b) was reading c) will read d) would read

16. Mum said it was _____ that I even consider going into that 
dangerous cave.

 a) unthinkable b) old-fashioned c) massive d) 
respectable

4. Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then 
write it correctly:

1. Mr. Maher has just had a serious illness and he needs time to 
regenerate.

2. Maryam asked him the teacher was in school. 
3. He can’t have left his keys because he can’t get into the car.
4. I have decided to leave Cairo permanent and I am not coming 

back.
5. It is impolite to walk into an office before you nock on the door.
6. Leila Ahmed wrote a long geography about her life in a book 

called A Border Passage.
C. Reading Comprehension

5. Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
 I think that we should start a book club for secondary and 
university students in our town. We could read both Arabic and 
English books. We could have meetings every week or two in the 
summer, and once a month during the school year. Here is why I 
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think we should do it. First, if we have a book club, it will 
encourage us to read more. It is known that if people read a lot, 
they write better. So this will help us in two ways. Secondly, we will 
develop some responsibility if we take turns leading the discussion 
at meetings. The leader will have to read the book carefully. 
Thirdly, discussing books will help us to overcome any shyness. 
Everyone will have to say something. Reading good books will be 
a better way to use our time than playing games or reading comic 
books. Don't you agree with me? 
a. Give short answers to the following questions:
1. What kinds of students does the author want to have in the 

book club?
2.   Do you think it's a good idea to have these kinds of students 

together?Give your reason.
3. How will the book club members develop responsibility?

b. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
4. What happens if people read a lot?

 a) They join a book club. b) They learn to write better.
 c) They lead a discussion. d) They are less shy.

5. What does overcome mean here?
 a) to not behave normally b) to fight and win against 

someone
 c) to control a feeling that 

prevents you from   achieving 
something

d) to be made extremely 
sick or unconscious

The novel
A) Answer the following questions:

1-Why had they prepared a ball for the Princess?
2-After the ball, the Princess received two letters. Discuss

B) Read the following quotation and answer the questions:
"We should make sure that some of those evil men join Josef."

1-Who said this to whom?
2-What happened to Josef?
3-What did the speaker mean by these words?
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C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and 
correct it:
1-Sapt had Rudolf Rassendyll followed everywhere in order to 
arrest him.
2-Detchard was wounded in the leg by Rassendyll's bullet.

D. Writing
8. Write a paragraph of about 100 words about a crime you heard 
about, read about or saw yourself. You can make up your own 
crime story if you do not know one.

Translation
9. a. Translate into Arabic:

   Dr Jekyll has now proved that human nature is both good and
evil, but soon he starts to enjoy being Mr. Hyde. He changes 
into Mr Hyde more often. Eventually, it becomes more difficult 
to change back into Dr Jekyll.

 b. Translate into English:
.كان من غير المقبول أن تفقد مصر (أبا سمبل)، فتم عمل خطط لنقاذه -1 
2يمتص الجو معظم إشعاعات الشمس الضارة.-  

Model exam 43
 ( Longman ) 
Test : Four 

A. Language Functions
1. Respond to each of the following situations:-

a. Your friend has just lost his or her purse and has no money 
to go home. Offer help.

b. Your friend is worried about tomorrow’s English exam. 
Reassure him or her.

c. You are at a bookshop and can’t find a certain book, so the 
shop assistant offers to help. Accept her offer.

d. Your father has just promised to buy you a new bike. He 
wants to know what kind you like.

2. Mention the place, the speakers and function in each of the 
following -dialogues:

a. A Excuse me, can I borrow this book?
 B
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Certainly. Good choice. May I have your card?
When is this book due?
Please return it by next Monday.

 A
 B

Place: ……………  Speaker A :………….…… Speaker B :………..
…     Function…………….

b. A May I have 3 kilos of tomatoes, please?
Here you are.
How much?
That’ll be 15 pounds, please.

 B
 A
 B

Place: …………… Speaker A :………….…… Speaker B :………..
…     Function…………….

3. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d.
1. I wish I _____ where I parked my car!

 a) known b) knew c) know knows
2. I really wish I _____ breakfast before I left for school. I’m 

starving now!
 a) had eaten b) ate c) eat d) will eat

3. The patient has to control how much sugar he eats because 
he has _____.

 a) influenza b) amnesia c) cancer d) diabetes
4. Scientists hope they will find a _____ for cancer soon.

 a) cure b) theory c) result d) chemistry

5. Salma intends to _____ in criminal law when she goes to law
school.

 a) 
specialise

b) achieve c) gain d) release

6. After Mum _____ dinner, she fell asleep on the couch.
 a) cooks b) had cooked c) will cook d) cooking

7. By the time Judy was 20 years old, she _ three national 
championships.

 a) won b) wins c) had won d) will win
8. Before Basem left for Canada, he __ away all his toys to 

charity.
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 a) would give b) will give c) gives d) gave
9. When we arrived at the park, we were soaking wet. It had 

_____ all the while we were walking.
 a) raining b) been raining c) has rained d) rains

10. Alfred Farrag and William Shakespeare are famous _____.
 a) lawyers b) players c) playwrights d) plays

11. My friend had lost so much weight that I hardly _____ him.
 a) envied b) accused c) realised d) recognised

12. The spy was accused of _____ and taken to court.
 a) cancer b) treason c) revenge d) responsibility

13. Dad just got an increase in his salary and we are all going 
out to _____.

 a) celebrate b) object c) finance d) achieve
14. If you have a weight problem, you should avoid… fatty foods.

 a) to eat b) eating c) eat d) ate

15. Ginger has a very _____ taste. It is hotter than most spices.
 a) invisible b) regular c) similar d) distinctive

16. I remember _____ your glasses on the table next to the door.
Look for them there.

 a) see b) to see c) seeing d) saw
   4. Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then 
write it correctly:

1. If you work hard, you will achieving great results.
2.  I wish I had been kissing my mother’s hand every day 

before she died.
3. My brother agreed lending me his MP4.
4. The victime was found dead on the floor of the bank.
5. The Sphinx is a modern Egyptian monument.
6. Please water the plants regular while I’m gone.

C. Reading Comprehension
5. Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
 One hundred years ago, diabetes always killed. A victim of 
diabetes would often have a damaged body organ called the 
pancreas, but doctors didn’t understand why. In 1921, a young 
doctor called Frederick Banting had a theory that the pancreas 
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released a substance that controlled the sugar in the blood. 
Professor John Macleod at the University of Toronto, Canada, 
gave him a laboratory, ten dogs, and medical student Charles Best
as a research assistant. Banting and Best showed that an extract 
from the pancreas, which they named ‘insulin’, could control blood 
sugar in dogs. Biochemist Bertram Collip joined them. He made 
the insulin pure so it could be tested on humans. The discovery of 
insulin was a landmark. Diabetic patients no longer died from the 
disease. Banting and Macleod received the Nobel Prize in 
Physiology or Medicine in 1923, but they shared their prize money 
with Best and Collip.
a. Give short answers to the following questions:
1. Before Banting’s discovery, what didn’t doctors understand?
2. What happened to diabetic patients before insulin was 

discovered?
3- Why do you think Banting and Macleod shared their prize 

money with Best and Collip?
b. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
4. What does landmark mean in “The discovery of insulin was a 

landmark”?
 a) something that is easy to 

recognise
b) one of the most important 
discoveries

 c) a celebration d) a Nobel Prize
5. Who was the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine given to 

in 1923?
 a) Best and Collip b) Banting and Best
 c) Banting, Macleod, Best 

and Collip
d) Banting and Macleod

The novel
A) Answer the following questions:

1- What does Sapt think of Rupert Hentzau?
2- Why did Rassendyll feel safe on his way to Zenda?
3- What did the innkeeper's daughter apologise to Rassendyll 

for?
4- Why couldn't Duke Michael and his men say in public that 
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Rassendyll wasn't the real King?
B) Read the quotations and answer the questions:

"There are two ways in which the King can come out of Zenda
alive?"

1- Who said this to whom?
2- Where was this said?
3- What are the two ways in which the King can come out of 

Zenda alive?
C) Find and correct the mistake in each of the following 
sentences:

1- If one of Michael's men betrayed him, there would be a chance 
for the King to get killed.

2- If Michael’s plan to take the crown succeeded, Fritz would be in
trouble because he knew too much.

D. Writing
8. Write a letter to your friend describing a famous Egyptian 
festival.

Translation
9. a. Translate into Arabic:

 Van Helmot used to believe that plants get their food from
soil. He tested his theory with an experiment, but he found
that he was wrong. He did not realise that there was another
invisible food which was feeding his tree. 

 b. Translate into English:
ل إلى عدد من اللت الموسيقية الحديثة -1 .تم أخذ العود إلى أوربا، حيث تحو 

.حرية التعبير مباحة ولكن دون جرح مشاعر الخرين -2
Model exam 44
 ( Longman ) 
Test : Five 

A. Language Functions
1. Respond to each of the following situations:

a. Your friend says it was wrong for Dr Aisha Abd El-Rahman to 
spend most of her life on her work. Disagree, giving a reason.

b. Someone asks you who you think the most important man in 
Egypt is. Give a reason.

c. Your friend is just about to cross the road, and he doesn’t see 
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a fast car coming.
d. Someone asks your opinion about how you think newspapers

will be in the future.
2. Mention the place, the speakers and the language function 
in each of the following two mini-dialogues: 

a. A Shady just pushed me in the playground.
That’s awful. Why did he do that?
He wanted my sandwich but I wouldn’t give to him.
Bullying is terrible. Don’t worry, I’ll make sure he gets the 
proper punishment. 

 B
 A
 B

Place: ……………  Speaker A :………….…… Speaker B :………..
…   Function…………….

b. A Watch out! That knife’s sharp.
Don’t worry. I need to cut these tomatoes quickly.
Why?
The customers outside have complained that their salad is 
late.

 B
 A
 B

Place: ……………  Speaker A :………….…… Speaker B :………..… 
Function…………….

  B. Vocabulary and Structure
3. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d.

1. Ramy earned a _____ in medicine from Cairo University.
 a) licence b) degree c) roller d) role

2. Most famous people don’t like to talk a lot about their _____
lives.

 a) personal b) positive c) suitable d) impressive
3. Mohamed Nagy, ______ is known as ‘Gedo’, is a famous 

footballer.
 a) which b) that c) whom d) who

4. Samir’s house, _____ had consumed all his savings, left 
him with very little money.

 a) which b) who c) in which d) where
5. Umm Kulthum always sang _____. She never joined 

another singer in a song.
 a) spontaneously b) folk c) gradually d) solo
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6. _ Robinson Crusoe is a long book, I finished it very quickly. 
 a) So b) Because c) Although d) Despite

7. I didn’t have much money, _____ I bought a cheap shirt.
 a) so b) because c) although d) despite

8. My cousin is very __ and likes to travel to unknown places.
 a) conventional b) adventurous c) suitable d) personal

9. Thousands of people attended the _____ of Sheikh 
Shaarawi after he died.

 a) funeral b) lifestyle c) flight d) event
10. Can you please repeat the name of the medicine _____ 

you just took.
 a) in which b) where c) that d) who

11. I met Hamdy only yesterday, _____ I feel like I’ve known 
him for years.

 a) so b) but c) and d) because
12. The internet is very slow and it’s taking a long time to _____

that file.
 a) download b) regard c) bully d) recycle

13. If you want to get that dirt out of your shirt, you need to 
_____ it in hot water before you wash it.

 a) press b) soak c) recycle d) bleach
14. Do you think Dad will ever _____ me drive his car.

 a) letting b) have let c) let d) had let
15. By 3 o’clock tomorrow, all the tickets will _____ out. 

 a) have been sold b) sell c sold d) be selling
16. Some people_their teeth so they look very white and shiny. 

 a) soak b) bleach c) press d) pull

   4. Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then 
write it correctly:

1. Although not knowing much Chinese, Eman managed to 
communicate with the Chinese people.

2. In Egypt, Naguib Sawaris is a very influence businessman.
3. My new computer has a much bigger screene.
4. I think most of Mum’s cake will be ate because it’s so 

delicious!
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5. This is the place which I dropped my purse.
6. Bigger boys sometimes bull the smaller boys at school.

C. Reading Comprehension
5. Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
  The American Civil War began in 1861. Things were not well 
organised when the first soldiers returned to Washington, DC, 
where Clara Barton was working. Many soldiers were wounded 
and hungry, and many had lost their belongings. Barton collected 
supplies and took them to the young men. Throughout the Civil 
War, she took clothing, food and supplies to soldiers. She also 
read to them, wrote letters for them, and did other things to 
encourage them. President Lincoln made her in charge of 
searching for missing prisoners of war.After the war ended in 1865,
Barton travelled in Europe, where she learned about the Red 
Cross Movement. She was influential in getting the United States 
to sign a treaty (in 1882) to protect people in wartime. In 1881, at 
the age of 60, she established the American Red Cross, which she
directed for 23 years. 
a. Give short answers to the following questions:
1. How old was Clara Barton when the Civil War began?
2. Name three things that Clara Barton did during the war.
3. Name two things that she did after the Civil War.
b. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
4. What was the treaty which the United States signed in 

1882?
 a) to end the Civil War b) to establish the 

American Red Cross
 c) to protect people in wartime d) to be influential

5. What do the underlined words young men refer to?
 a) the soldiers returning to 

Washington, DC
b) missing prisoners 

 c) school children     d) army officers
The novel

A) Answer the following questions:
1-Why did Rassendyll, Sapt and Fritz decide to make a move 
against Michael?
2-What did Princess Flavia blame Rassendyll for?
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3-Rupert Hentzau told Rassendyll about Michael's new offer to 
him. Illustrate.
4-Why do they send Johann back to the castle?
B) Read the quotations and answer the questions:

"So, you’d prefer to hunt animals than do your duties in the
Capital?”

1-Who said this to whom?
          2-When did the person say this?
         3-What animal was Rudolf Rassendyll going to hunt?
C) Find and correct the mistake in each of the following 
sentences:

1- Rassendyll thought it would be easy to rescue the King.
2- Johann worked for Duke Michael because he loved him.

D. Writing
8. Write a brief story of the life of someone you think is important to
you or to the world.

Translation
9. a. Translate into Arabic:

   Amy  Johnson  was  from  the  north  of  England.  She  first
became  interested  in  flying  while  she  was  working  as  a
secretary in  London. In 1929, she was awarded her pilot’s
licence and a year later she made a solo flight from Britain to
Australia.

 b. Translate into English:
-نأمل ان يعود الهدوء والمن والستقرار للشارع المصرى حتى تتحقق التنمية.1
-تتطلع مصر إلى أداء اقتصادي مختلف، يجعل منها دولة قوية اقتصاديا وسياسيا. يحقق آمال2

الشباب.

 

 
Model exam 45

A) Language Functions
1- Respond to each of the following situations:-
1- You ask your friend doctor's advice how to keep fit
2- A pen friend asks you about the places of interest in Egypt 
3- Your brother got a good job at a big company
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4- You suggest going to the theatre at the weekend, 
2-Mention the place, the speakers and the language function:
1- A: I'd like to book a return ticket to Aswan.                       
    B: Here you are. Platform No. 5. Have a good trip.                             
    A: Thank you.

Place: ……………Speaker A :… …….…… Speaker B :………..… 
Function………..

2- A: I have a severe headache what should I do now? 
    B: Take this medicine, regularly. And you have to take some rest    
    A: Thank you.

Place: ……………Speaker A :… …….…… Speaker B :………..… 
Function………..

B: Vocabulary and structure 
3) Choose the correct answer from a ,b ,c or d 
1-The moon has less........than the earth so you could jump much 
higher there 
a) power       b) energy       c)gravity d) strength  
2-..............he understand the lesson if be read the summary. 
a) Will       b) Did c) Can d) would 
3- The prisoner of Zenda…… in the nineteenth -century . 
 a) took part b) took run c) took place d) took form 
4- Ali ……….. travelling by sea 
a) used to b) using to b) is used to d) uses to 
5- Modern ……. are the tall tower which are built where there is a lot of
wind. 
a) waste          b) wind turbine c) fossil d) hydroelectric 
6- How ……… information have you got from the story? 
a) many b) much c) lots    d) different 
7- This mice story ……. By Taha Hussein 
a) is written b) writes             c) wrote d) was written
8- Yehia Haqqi graduated in law and worked for time as a …..
a) lawyer               b) diplomat          c) sailor d) journalist
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9- It's a month ……. Hand last visited her uncle.
a) for                         b) since             c) of             d) to 
10- The ….…… are the parts of trees that grow under the ground and 
find water.
a) branch                b) bark                   c) rings d) roots 
11- He will catch the train ………. coming in time. 
a) if                 b) in case of     c) unless d) in spite of 
12- The cover of the book is made of ………. 
a) rubber            b)glass c) wood d) cardboard 
13- The teacher asked Ahmed …….........all the way on foot
a) if he came           b) if did he come          c) would he come           d) 
if does he come
14- ………….. makes light shine on something.
a) Grass           b) Cliff                 c) Illuminate                 d) Carve 
15- They left two ago, so they.........arrived by now. It's not far.
a)must              b) must have      c) can't have                     d) have
16- He did nothing wrong. He's ……….. 
a) suspect                b) guilty           c) innocent          d) sensible 

4- Find the mistake  in each of the following  sentences, then write
them correctly
1- All scientists are interested of space. 
2- My brother had a good educated. He to one  of the best university . 
3- Despite she is clever , Mona fell in the final exam.
4-1 went to the university to buy some medicine. 
5- Before you go to London, you should practice to speak English. 
6- My father is a good tennis playing.

C- Reading Comprehension
5- Read the following passage , then answer the question 
        Amy Tan is a Chinese American writer. She writes about the lives
of second generation Chinese American. She was born in California in
1952,  several  years  after  her  mother  and father  immigrated to  San
Francisco  from China.  Her  father  John,  was  an electrical  engineer.
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When Amy was eight, her essay, "What the Library means to me" won
first prize Her father died in 1967 from brain trouble as her brother. Tan
has written several novels including "The Joy Luck Club", published in
1989, This novel has been translated into 15 languages," The Kitchen
God's Wife"  and ''Saving Fish from Drawing".  Theses deal  with  the
difficulties  mothers  and  daughters  have  in  truly  understanding  one
another. She also wrote a collection of non-fiction essays entitled the
Opposite of Fate. Tan lived New York with her husband, a lawyer whom
she met and married in 1973. Tan received her bachelor's and master's
degrees in English and linguistics.
A) Answer the following questions:-
1- Where were Amy Tan's parents born?
2- What did she do when she was eight?
3-How did her father meet his end?
B) Choose the best answer from a. b, c or d:-
4- Amy Tan was married when she was .........
   a) 25          b) 52          c) 22          d) 74
5- The underlined word (This) refers to .............
  a) The joy Luck Club.                     b) The kitchen God's wife 
  c) The hundred secret senses             d) Saving fish from drawing

the novel
A) Answer the following questions:

1-When could Duke Michael legally become King?
2-What did Rassendyll ask Flavia to do if he didn't come back from 

Zenda?
3-How did Michael plan to get rid of the King's body?
4-Who was Bernenstein?

B) Read the quotations and answer the questions:
                              "If you do not know how to address the King, my 

brother must find another messenger.”
1- Who did Rassendyll say this to?
2- Where were they?
3- Why did he say this?
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C) Find and correct the mistake in each of the following 
sentences:

1- Rassendyll's writing was identical to the real King's writing.
2- Fritz owns the country house called Tarlenheim.

D Writing
Write a paragraph of about 100 words about :

"The Importance of Reading"

E- Translation
A) Translate into Arabic:- 
 Co-operation among nations of the world will result in spreading peace
and  security.  They  should  help  each  other  to  improve   the  living
conditions of their people. 
B) Translate into English:- 
                                             .يجب أن ننشئ الطفال على حب الوطن واحترام الوالدين-1

Model exam 46
 ذمبح ع تاموقعاوزذرةاذلبرويةاوذلبعليم   

Test : 1
A – Language Functions (8 Marks)

1- Respond to each of the following situations: (4 Marks(
1- You ask your friend if he took part in the 25th January revolution.
2- You want to know about a friend's studying habits. What do you 
ask?
3- You are asked about the reason for building the Aswan High Dam.
4-You advise your little sister not to let the water tap run all the time.
2- Mention the place, the speakers and the language function in 
each of the following two mini-dialogues :( 4 Marks (
1- A: So how do you see the protestors at Al- Tahrir Square now?
B: The situation here is dramatic. There are People charged into
the square on horses and camels, lashing people with whips,
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while others rained firebombs and rocks from rooftops.

Place: ……………Speaker A :… …….…… Speaker B :………..… 
Function………..

2- A : Have you seen Mustafa?
    B: No, sir. He was at his desk on the phone a few minutes ago.
    A: Isn't he there now?
    B: No, maybe he's gone home already.
    A : He can't have gone home. He's preparing a to report me

Place: ……………Speaker A :… …….…… Speaker B :………..… 
Function………..

B- Vocabulary and structure ( 14 marks (
3- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d : (8 marks)
1- Her uncle can't remember his accident. The doctor thinks he may 
have …….
    a- a headache b- phobia              c- amnesia     d- injury
2- You can ..................... a new ship and a rocket.
    a- launch          b- lunch           c- harsh         d- lash
3- The car stopped because there was a ........... in the petrol tank.
    a- peak             b- peek           c- leak         d- lake
4- The piano is our favourite musical .....................
    a- tool    b- instrument      c- equipment d- device
5- The police think he did it. He is the main .................
    a- suspect      b- pioneer           c- publisher  d- agent
6-…. is a ceremony when someone becomes the new king or queen
    a- Coordination b-Coronation         c- Celebration d- Cooperation
7- If you ................ earlier, you wouldn't have missed your train.
    a- had left       b- leave               c- would have left   d- 
left
8- Yehia Haqqi was born …. 1905 in the Sayyida Zeinab district of 
Cairo.
    a- on   b- by          c- at            d- in
9- At her first school, she ............... to wear a blue uniform.
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    a- had            b- must           c- could d- has
10- She does not need to wear glasses. There is nothing wrong with 
her….
    a- tongue       b- sigh    c- sight          d- site
11- Don't worry. I'm sure ................ them again soon.
    a) you see         b) you're seeing        c) you'll see           d) you're 
going to see
12- In many countries, the wind ………. to generate electricity.
    a- used      b- use     c- are used        d- is used
13- A/An ……….. student is a university or college student who is older
than 25.
    a- stupid      b- mature         c- elderly     d- genius
14-The Mousetrap ……………. as a radio play in 1947.
     a- wrote    b- writes         c- is written    d- was written
15- Their uncle is a scientist. He's ... research into new forms of 
energy.
    a- making       b- taking           c- getting    d- doing
16-The ......... lit up the sky on the day the president stepped down..
   a- fireworks   b- landmarks            c- folks     d- cures
4- Find the mistake in each of the following sentences then write 
it correctly : (6 marks)
1-The good news are that Hebe had twin baby girls
2-He asked me where had I put the bag the day before.
3-My plane is leaving Cairo today at 10 pm.
4-When Umm Kalthoum died, thousands of people attended her 
wedding.
5-The pyramids are very important Ancient Egyptian magnet.
6-Doctors and nurses belong to medical confession.

C – Reading Comprehension (17 Marks (
5-Read the following passage then answer the questions(5 
marks ):-
   People may be divided into two types: winners and losers. Because
our families and friends have a great influence on us as we grow, we
are born  helpless and dependent  on our  environment.  Winners  are
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able  to  change  their  situation  and  become  independent  by  being
responsible  for  their  own  lives.  They  don’t  blame  others  for  their
mistakes. They do their own thinking, they listen to others, evaluate
what they say, and then they make up their minds. Although they may
fail  at  times, yet they keep self-confidence. Winners overcome their
bad experiences. They enjoy work, play, food and the world of nature.
They freely enjoy themselves but they can postpone it  if  duty calls.
Losers, on the other hand never learn to take responsibility for their
own lives.  There are many causes why people can become losers:
disease,  poor  nutrition,  cruelty,  unhappy  relationships  and  bad
experiences.  These  can interfere  with  the  normal  progress  towards
becoming a winner. But whereas winners fight these situations, losers
hang  on  to  them,  and  use  them  as  excuses.  Losers  usually  feel
anxious, unhappy and bored. They are afraid to try new things and
often repeat their own mistakes again and again. Losers spend their
lives waiting for  something wonderful  to  happen to save them from
their problems with their lives but never try to change .
A)Give short answers to the following questions :
1-What are the qualities of the winners ?
2-What does the underlined word ( these ) refer to ?
3-Find in the text words which mean :
    a) to put off until a later time                      b) to get rid of
B) Choose the correct answer from a ,b , c , or d :
4- When winners fail at times, they …………………..
   a) are afraid to try new things      b) never keep their self – 
confidence
   c) spend their time waiting         d) never repeat their own mistakes
5- Losers are people who ……………
   a) blame others for their mistakes          b) overcome their bad 
experiences
   c) learn to take responsibility                d) try to change

the novel
A) Answer the following questions:
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1-Who was the Chief of Police looking for? 
2-Why couldn't Rassendyll. Sapt and Frits wait any longer to save the 

king? 
3-Why did Duke Michael and Rassendyll act out a war? 
4-How many people knew about the war between Michael and 

Rassendyll? 
B) Read the following quotation and answer the questions:

"No, they don't know who the prisoner is."
1- Who said this to whom?
2- Where was this said?
3- Who were "they" and who was "the prisoner"?

C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and 
correct it:
1-If Fritz let the King go free, Rassendyll would help him.
2-Rassendyll used a ladder that was tied to a tree so that he could 
climb down into the moat.

D- Writing (11 marks(
8- Write a paragraph about 100 words describing What youth can do to
make the future of their countries better.)   (6 MARKS)

Translation ( 5 Marks)
9) A) Translate into Arabic:- (3 Marks)
   The Egyptian people have suffered a lot from corruption, injustice
and unemployment and these made them gather in Tahrir square and
revolt to express their inner feelings without fear. They gave the whole
world a good example to follow. The Egyptians want to free themselves
from all restrictions and aggression .
B)Translate into English: ( 2 Marks )

 - شعب مصر كريم2اقترح شباب الثورة أفكارا جديدة لبناء الوطن.                                -1
 .وطيب معروف بالشهامة ويحب العيش في كرامة

Model exam 47 
Test :2  

A – Language Functions (8 Marks)
1-Respond to each of the following situations: (4 Marks?
1- You invite your Friend to go to the theatre.
2- At the beginning of the new year. What would you say?
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3- When you don't think politely that something is true.
4- A friend asks you what you think about TV news programmes.
2- Mention the place , the speakers and the language function in 
each of the following two mini-dialogues:
( 1) A: Excuse me, sir. The captain has asked everyone to return to 

their seats.
      B: Does that mean we are going to land soon?
      A: Yes, in about 15 minutes.

Place: ……………Speaker A :… …….…… Speaker B :………..… 
Function………..

 ( B) A: Is there anything I can do to help?
B:Could you give these books back to the class after break?
A: Yes, of course. Is that the homework we did last week?
B: Yes, That' s right. Your homework was very good.

Place: ……………Speaker A :… …….…… Speaker B :………..… 
Function………..

 ( B ) Vocabulary and Structure.
( 3 ) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d.
1 ) My brother and I are not twins, but we are very …………………….
     a ) alike             b ) same          c ) like          d ) correct
2 ) Electricity is produced in a / an …………………. station.
    a ) bus              b ) railway      c ) power   d ) energy
3 ) Agatha Christie's books ……………. into more than 40 languages.
   a ) have been translated                b ) have translated

c ) translated    d ) were being translated
4 ) Her uncle can't remember his accident. The doctor thinks he may 
have ……………..
   a ) headache   b ) phobia        c ) amnesia     d ) injury
5 ) Lightning is a dangerous but a natural ……………………………
   a ) view         b ) response    c ) eclipse   d ) phenomenon
6 ) Wanting friends is part of human ……………………..
   a ) nature        b ) conflict              c ) will        d ) tradition
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7 ) It is hard to walk in space because there is no …………………
   a ) gravity       b ) waiting    c ) spin        d ) air
8 ) Wind and water power are types of ………………………… energy.
   a ) new       b ) waste             c ) renewable  d ) expensive
9 ) We went to open a new school last week. It was a very interesting 
…………...
   a ) occasion  b ) time     c ) view     d ) situation
10 ) She didn’t see her brother this morning. He ………………… the 
flat very early.
   a ) must have left    b ) must leave  

c ) can't have left         d ) can't leave
11 ) …………… you work harder, you'll fail.
   a ) If         b ) Unless     c ) When     d ) As
12 ) My sister ………. at university for three years. She comes home 
every weekend.
   a ) is              b ) has been  c ) is being    d ) had been
13 ) She asked me whether ………………… there before.
   a ) I had been     b ) I went   c ) I go        d ) had I been
14 ) We arrived half an hour late. The film …... half an hour earlier.
   a ) began       b ) was beginning  c ) had begun d ) has begun

15 ) She promised She …………. me as soon as the plane landed.
   a ) will phone  b ) is going to phone  c ) would phone  d ) phones
16 ) The Romans ……………….. Petra nearly two thousand years ago.
   a ) have captured  b) were captured  c) captured  d) had captured
4- Find the mistake in each of the following sentences , then write 
it correctly:
1- Ra'fat El-Haggan and Goma'a El-Shawwan were very famous 
Egyptian kings.
2- I fixed the lake in the petrol tank.
3- The married team went to Italy during their honey moon.
4- He asked me if I saw his newspaper.
5- The prisoner of Zenda was wrote by Anthony Hope.
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6- He doesn’t like pasta. He always eats it.
C- Reading Comprehension

5- Read the following passage , then answer the questions:-
 I have never been a fast reader as a child, it took me two weeks to
read a book that my friends could read in two days. This worried my
parents, so they took me for an eye test. The doctor Said there was
nothing wrong with my eyes and said he thought I was probably lazy.
This was very annoying, but I was pleased to know that I did not need
to wear glasses. Now I am older, I understand my problem better. The
truth is that I cannot concentrate on what I am reading if there is any
noise  around me,  so,  for  example,  I  cannot  read in  a  room where
people  are  talking  or  watching  television.  I  sometimes  read  in  bed
where it is quiet, but if I am tired, I fall asleep after a few minutes and
forget what I have read the next day.
( a ) Give short answers to the following questions:-
1- What is the writer's problem?
2- How did the writer's parents solve his problem improper for the 
writer?
3- Why is reading in bed improper to the writer?
( b ) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
4- The doctor said that the problem was ……………………………..
    a ) that he needed glasses.           b) he had serious eye problems.
    c ) he was lazy.                          d) he found it difficult to concentrate.
5- What does the writer think about the cause of the problem?
   a) Noise makes it difficult for him to read. 
   b) He does not like people watching T.V.
   c) He is usually tired.
   d) He is not interested in the books he reads.
6- Read the following passage , then answer the questions:

Computers in the classroom
 Over the past twenty years, computers and the internet have become
more  and  more  important  to  us.  In  fact,  depending  on  computer
technology continues to grow every day. We seem to use computers
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for  almost  everything  these  days;  in  shopping,  driving  our  cars;  or
communicating  with  relatives  and  colleagues.  This  explosion  in
computer  technology  has  resulted  in  a  rush to  install  computers  in
every classroom and to " wire " every school to the internet.  In the
USA,  between  1984  and  1997  alone,  the  number  of  computers  in
secondary  schools  increased  to  more  than  8  million  units.Both
educators and students alike have been forced to keep up with this
new wave of technology. Teachers have found that even though they
themselves are still trying to learn the most basic computer skills. They
are expected to teach students about computer know-how. Few people
would question the role that computers could play in education.Some
educators claim that students, given the opportunity to use them in a
classroom setting, will get better grades than those who learn without
having had any computer experience. These people say that just as
computer technology has improved the way cars work, computers will
make the classroom a better place to teach concepts and ideas that
students need to become brighter, more successful adults.
( A ) Answer the following questions:-
1- How could computers help students become more successful?
2- In your opinion, what are the possible disadvantages of using 
computers?
3- Give some examples of every day uses of computers in our lives?
B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d.
4) The expression " keep up with " means.
       a) keep in touch   b) support  c) manage  d) continue to learn
5) " Few people are unaware of the role played by computers .." 
means..
a) Many people are certain about the importance of computers.
b) Some people ask questions about computers.
c) Not many people doubt the importance of computers.
d) Some people want more computers.
A) Answer the following questions:

1- Why did Sapt tie a rope to a tree? 
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2- Why did Rassendyll and the others go home with heavy hearts? 
3- What did the British ambassador report to the police? 
4- Who did George feathery think Rassendyll was traveling with? 

B) Read the following quotation and answer the questions:
"At two o'clock in the morning, open the front door to the mansion?"

1-Who said this to whom?
2-Where was this said?
3-Why would the addressed person open the front door to the 
mansion?

C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and 
correct it:
1-It was strange that Rassendyll and Michael acted out a party for
the life of a sick King, with just a few people knowing about it.
2-Michael's men fired their guns at Rassendyll's men and killed 
four of them.

E- Writing
8- Write a paragraph of about 100 words about:-

What would you like to do after you finish school?
9- ( A ) Translate into Arabic:-
  Many studies have shown that it is better to wear your seat belt when
you are driving a car. Seat belts greatly reduce the risk of death or
injury  in  accidents.  The  fact  is  widely  recognized  and  many
governments have passed laws imposing seat belt use.
( B ) – Translate into English:-

.اعتقد أن الناس سوف تستمر في قراءة الكتب من اجل المتعة -1
ما نوعية الموسيقى التي تحب سماعها؟ -2
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Model exam 48
Test : 3 

A) Language Functions
1) Respond to each of the following situations:
1- Your friend thinks that the television has many disadvantages. You 
agree.
2- Someone asks if you had a good stay in Luxor. You enjoyed the time
there.
3- A friend asks you if you think people will read newspapers in a 
hundred years time. You think they won't.
4- You see a boy throwing litter in the street.
2- Mention the place, the speakers and functions in each of the 
following mini-dialogues
2- A- I'd like to deposit 20,000 pounds into my account, please.
    B-Ok. First fill in this form.

Place: ……………Speaker A :… …….…… Speaker B :………..… 
Function………..

3- A- Excuse me. What are you doing here?
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    B- I came to this square to demonstrate.
    A- For What?
    B- For more freedom.

Place: ……………Speaker A :… …….…… Speaker B :………..… 
Function………..

B) Vocabulary d Structure
3- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
1- The car stopped because there was a ----------- in the petrol tank.
    a) tap          b- launch                     c-fuel       d- leak
2- --------------------is a ceremony in which someone officially becomes a
queen or a king.
  a) Corporation    b) Coronation              c) coordination  d) 
cooperation
3- Pupils don't have to pay for their books. The school --------- them.
  a) pays      b) takes                   c) provides     d) affords
4- That tower is one of the town's most famous -------------------.
   a) marks      b) landmarks   c) products       d) events
5- My father is very ---. He loves meeting and talking to new people.
   a) ambitious    b) well organized  c) sociable       d) optimistic
6- We are having a/an ----------- at school next month about ways of 
reducing global warming.
   a) debate        b) escapism     c) publication      d) production
7- Twenty kilometers ---------------- a long way to run.
   a) has          b) have               c) are                 d) is
8- My brother and I are not twins, but we are very -------------.
   a) same        b) alike                c) like                 d) correct
9- I sent an e- mail with three --- .They were photos of my wedding.
   a) attachments  b) collections               c) missions   d) 
organizations
10- The hard outside part of a tree is called the --------------.
   a) root      b) bark                   c) ring                d) leave
11- Nearly two million ----------- travel to and from Cairo every day.
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   a) commuters    b) pilots           c) rescuers          d) travellers
12- Electrical storms are a common ------ in our part of the country.
   a) occurrence  b) occur                  c) current               d) 
occurred
13- I get headache if I ---------------- for a long time.
   a) had read    b) read                   c) will read    d) would 
read
14- I expect I ----------------you at the week end.
   a) am seeing     b) will see       c) am going to see  d) see
15- Wave power and winds are types of ----------------- energy.
   a) waste     b b) new                 c) renewable    d) non- renewable
16- Magdy objected -------------- his friends' accusations.
   a) with       b) at                   c) to           d) of
4- Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, and then 
write it correctly:
1-I wish I can read more quickly.
2-We have to show our credit cards before entering the university.
3-I will never forget the day where I first saw my husband.
4-Mr. Ezz is thought being an honest man.
5- They are working for five hours before the light went off.

C-Reading Comprehension
5- Read the following passage, and then answer the questions:
   The idea of Mother's day is a very old idea. The idea dates back to 
the ancient Egyptians' who celebrated a day to honour Isis, the mother 
of the pharaohs. The Egyptians were not the only ones who felt the 
need to honour their mothers. The ancient Greeks celebrated a day to 
honour Rhea, the mother of gods. The Romans built a temple to the 
mother of the gods, named Magna Mater. They also held a celebration 
every March in her honour. The Christians celebrated a day to honour 
Mary, The mother of Jesus. Later, English Christians expanded the 
celebration to honour all mother. The English holiday was called 
"Mothering Sunday" When the English colonialists came to America, 
they didn't have time for "Mothering Sunday" so the holiday was not 
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celebrated there. The grieving mothers after the US Civil War from 
both sides had meetings. They established a "Mothers, Friendship 
Day" for mother who had lost sons in the war.
A: Give a short answer to the following questions:
1- How did the Romans honour Magna Mater?
2- When did the "Mothering Sunday" holiday stop?
3- Give words from the passage that give the meaning of :
    a) treat with special respect         b) feeling extremely sad
B- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
4- The underlined word "they" refer to ----------------
    a) the Greeks     b) the Romans       
    c) the ancient Egyptians    d) the early Christians
5- There are-----------goddesses mentioned in the passage.
    a) four    b) three   c) five                d) six

the Novel 
A) Answer the following questions:
1-What would the new servants at the castle think if they saw 
Rassendyll? 
2-What did Rassendyll promise to give Johann if he did what he 
was asked to do? 
3-What did the doctor advise Duke Michael to do? 
4-Why did Duke Michael ask for a doctor? 
B) Read the following quotation and answer the questions:
                           "I hear there are new servants at the castle. Do these 

servants know the King's a prisoner there?"
1- Who says this to Johann?
2- What does Johann answer?
3- Why is that important?

C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and 
correct it:

1- Rassendyll didn't worry that anyone would hear the boat while 
rowing back to the rope because it was a quiet night.

2- Fritz did not want to return to the castle as he didn't feel safe there.

D) Writing
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8) Write a paragraph of about 100 words about:
A Football Match you saw and enjoyed it very much.

9)  A) Translate into English:
The Supreme Council of the Armed Forces is paying towards a new 
civil democratic regime by making radical amendments to the 
constitution. At the same time, the Egyptian People, at different levels, 
have started to draw up the image of their new state that they hope 
would soon be classified among the countries of the First World.
B) Translate into English:-

الرتفاع المستمر في السعار وزيادة معدلت البطالة أدت إلى قيام ثورة الخامس والعشرين من -1
.يناير

.تحث الديان على السلم والرحمة والتعايش السلمي -2

Model exam 49
A- Language Functions

1- Respond to each of the following situations:
1- You do not understand why it goes dark at night. Ask someone to 
explain it.
2- A friend suggests that swimming is a good way to keep fit. State 
another way.
3- A friend suggests that you join a squash club together. Suggest 
something else.
4- Someone asks where your friend Ali is. You have not seen him for a 
long time.You are almost certain he is on holiday.
2-Mention the place, the speakers and the language function in 
each of the following two mini-dialogues :
1- A: Excuse me, sir. The captain has asked everyone to return to their 

seats.
B: Does that mean we are going to land soon?
A: Yes, in about 15 minutes.
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Place: ……………Speaker A :… …….…… Speaker B :………..… 
Function………..

2- A: Have you seen Ahmed?
B: No, sir. He was at his desk on the phone a few minutes ago. 
A: Isn't he there now?
B: No, maybe he has gone home already. 
A: He can not have gone home. He's preparing a report for me.

Place: ……………Speaker A :… …….…… Speaker B :………..… 
Function………..

B-Vocabulary and structure
3) Choose the correct answer from a ,b ,c or d 
1-  Don't worry. I'm sure ................ them again soon.
a) you see b) you're seeing   c) you'll see d) you would see
2- Wanting friends is part of human .................
a) nature      b) conflict c)will d)life 
3- They have just received this photo as an e-mail.... 
a) post         b) attachment c) letter d) part
4- Lightening is a dangerous but natural ................ .
a) sight b) response      c) eclipse          d)phenomenon
5-  She didn't see her brother yesterday. He ....... the flat very early.
a) must have 
left

b) must leave   c) can't have 
left   

d) can't leave   

6- He lost the book .......... him last week.
a) which lent b) which I lent it c) who lent     d) I lent
7- The quickest way for Sawsan to get to school is to .......... a train.
a) go b) bring  c) come d) take
8- That plant has been ................ so that it gets lots of light.
a) explored b) brought up   c) positioned d) set
9- Taha's mother asked him where ............... .
a) he had been b) had he been c) has he been d) he has been
10- She promised ................ me as soon as the plane lands.
a) to phone b) phoned c) would phone d) phones
11- Is there anyone ................ on our door? I'll see who it is.
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a) hitting b knocking) c) smashing d) depending
12- Their uncle is a scientist. He's .. research into new forms of energy.
a) making b) taking  c) getting d) doing
13- If you ................ earlier, you wouldn't have missed the train.
a) had left b) leave c) would have left   d) left
14- I wish she ................ the test successfully last year.
a) would pass b) could pass   c) had passed  d) passes
15- I'm hot today. How about ............. to the beach?
a) gone b) going c) went d) go

16- Accidents ................ more frequently when the roads are busy.
a) take part b) come in        c) cause           d) occur
4- Find the mistake  in each of the following  sentences, then write
them correctly:
1-Let's try to find them, did I ?
2-Teachers and supervisors belong to the teaching confusion. 
3- He asked me if he had saw his newspaper.
4- The statue of Ramses II is a very important Ancient Egyptian 
magnet.
5- People can waste lots of money by using the underground.
6- I have been learning English since 2 years.

5-  Read the following passage, then answer the questions -:

Flowers produce a fine powder called pollen, which is carried by the 
wind or by insects to other flowers of the same type so that they can 
produce seeds. Pollination, the carrying of pollen from one flower to 
another, is necessary for the reproduction of plants and for the 
production of food. Scientists estimate that one third of our food 
depends on insects, mostly bees, for pollination.But in recent years, 
there has been a big drop in the populations of pollinators worldwide. 
There are several reasons. The use of pesticides has had the side 
effect of killing pollinators. Air pollution prevents insects from smelling 
and finding flowers, which they need for food. Diseases are killing 
many insects. Growing cities are destroying the environments where 
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pollinators live. Recently, shortages of fruit and vegetables in India 
were blamed on the loss of pollinators. Clearly, it is important that we 
find solutions quickly. 

A)Give short answers to the following questions:
1- What is a pollinator?
2- Is pollen only carried by insects? Explain.
3- Why has the number of pollinators dropped? 

B) Choose the best answer from a. b, c or d:
4- Which is the best title for this text?
a) The Importance of Bees b) Pollinators in India
c) The Loss of Pollinators d) Where Have All the Flowers Gone?

5- How does air pollution affect pollination?
a) Flowers can't make pollen.
b) Insects can't smell the flowers, so they can't find them.
c) Insects can't pollinate the flowers because they can't see them.
d) Pollution kills insects.

The novel
A) Answer the following questions:

1-What would happen if Rassendyll and his men did not return from 
the castle of Zenda?

2-When would Sapt and his men tie the servants at the castle of 
Zenda?

3-Where did Rassendyll leave his horse and his gun before he 
climbed down into the moat?

4-When did Rassendyll believe that his game had almost been 
discovered?

B) Read the following quotation and answer the questions:
 "Go back to Strelsau and tell the Ambassador what you know. I'll look 
into this for you."

1- Who does Rassendyll say this to?
2- What is it that Rassendyll will look into?
3- Why doesn't he want the Chief of Police to investigate about the 

missing man?
C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and 
correct it:
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1-Madame de Mauban was helping to look after Countess Rose.
2-Duke Michael kept the doctor at the castle until the king was 
better or lived.

D- Writing
8-  Write a paragraph of about 100 words about :    "The internet is

one of the most recent inventions in our life".
E- Translation

9-  A) Translation into Arabic 
Living things respond to changes in their environment. For example, if 
an object causes you pain, you respond by moving away from it. For 
protection, some animals change colour to hide in their surroundings.

B-Translate into English:
.يقال ان معظم الشياء التى نستخدمها تأتى من الخشب -1

.كان يحيي حقى أحد رواد الدب المصري الحديث والثقافة العربية -2
Model exam 50
2011  ث عويةاع مةا وراأوؤا

A- Language Functions
1] Respond to each of the following situations:
1- Your younger brother is very busy. You would like to help him.
2- A classmate asks you why you enjoy playing sports. Name one 
reason.
3- Someone asks you the time of the next train to Aswan.
4- Your sister asks you your opinion about the importance of e-books. 
2) speakers and the language function in each of the following 
two mini-dialogues:
1- A: Well, your application has been accepted. 
B: Wow! That's great! When can I start?
A: Next Sunday. You'll be working at the Garden City branch.

Place: ……………Speaker A :… …….…… Speaker B :………..… 
Function………..

2- A: I'd like to deposit this sum, please. 
B: Sure. Just fill in this form.
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Place: ……………Speaker A :… …….…… Speaker B :………..… 
Function………..

B- Vocabulary & Structure:
3) Choose the correct answer from a, b. c or d:
1- Samir has two sisters;....................... of them are older than him.
a) neither b) none c) both d) each
2- The astronauts are going to................... a space station in space.
a) build b) invent c) analyze             d) arrest
3- Mona promised that she............................. home tomorrow.
a) be                     b) would have been c) will have been         
d) will be
4- Arab countries shouldn't be in... as they face the same challenges.
a) condition b) confidence  c) harmony            
d)conflict
5- If you can't dictate your conditions, you ……………. negotiate.
a) will  b) should c) need d) ought
6- A/An... is a ceremony in which somebody officially becomes a king.
a) occasion  b) debate            c) organization                     
d) coronation
7- I want to buy a new villa, so I...................... save a lot of money.
a) am going to b) will      c) going to             d) will be
8- The medical condition of not being able to remember anything is 
called …..
a) megalomania b) insomnia          c) amnesia                 
d) phobia
9- The play is suggested to ............. because the leading actor is ill.
a) being cancelled b) cancel              c) have cancelled                d) 
be cancelled
10- All the Egyptians should co-operate to save the country from any 
foreign ……
a) evaluation  b) invasion             c) excavation             d) 
exploration
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11- For centuries, the wind has been used........................ ships.
a) to sailing b) sailed c) sailing          d) to sail
12- There is a special............. in our kitchen for cutting vegetables.
a) budget b) bracelet            c) gadget                      d)
saw
13- Samia asked Hala..... she was doing anything the next day.
a) unless b) whether            c) without                      d) 
except
14- Most creatures have some........................... features.
a) common b) comment             c) complain                     d) 
insulated
15- Had it rained so heavily, we............................. floods.
a) wouldn't have had b) would have               c) would have had            
d) may have
16- Mr. Ali is very.......... He wants to have a company of his own.
a) ambitious b) grateful                c) graceful                 
d) sociable

4)Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write 
them correctly:
1- Peace knows to be constructive.
2- Splitting of cells produces nuclear power.
3- That's the boy which dog bit me last Friday.
4- Manufacturers reinvent paper, rather than throw it away.
5- There was a lake in the oil tank, so the car broke down.
6- Eighty kilometers is along way to travel using two liters of petrol.

C- Reading
5) Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
What is love? The writer of "The Chemistry of Love" believes that 
falling in love is influenced by our brain chemistry. This connection 
between the way we feel and the way our bodies function is his main 
concern. Falling in love gives you extra energy. Your heart beats faster 
and you feel optimistic. Love meets our emotional needs, this makes 
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everything look possible and rosy and we work better. The book says 
we are programmed at birth to produce endorphins when we are in 
close relationships. It is nature's way of keeping us together. When the 
relationship ends - or we are afraid it might end - production of 
endorphins stops.What is remarkable in a relationship is the newness. 
You need newness, sharing and growth. The brain has to experience a
change which creates excitement. That is why the great romances of 
literature are never between people who stay together.
A) Give short answers to the following questions:
1- Mention briefly the main idea of the passage.
2- Why does the world look rosy when you are in love?
3- What does the underlined word refer to?
 Choose the correct answer from a. b. c or d:
4- Endorphins could be the name of a......................................... 
a) love story b) chemical substance 
c) part of the brain d) sort of literature
5- According to the passage, everlasting love ................................. 
a) must lead to marriage                  b) makes you pessimistic
c) uses up a lot of your energy           d) is determined by inner 
chemistry

the novel
A) Answer the following questions:

1-Why did Rupert want to get rid of Duke Michael?
2-Why did Rupert Hentzau swim across the moat to go back to the 

mansion? Why didn't he use the drawbridge?
3-What did Rupert Hentzau think of Michael? 
4-How did Max Holf, the brother of Johann, meet his end? 

B) Read the following quotation and answer the questions:
"Please, if you can, rescue me from this house of murderers."

   1- Who said this to whom?
   2- Which house did the speaker refer to?
   3- Why was that house called 'house of murderers'?
C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and 
correct it:
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1- Duke Michael was so happy to know that Flavia and Rassendyll 
were going to get married.

2- The king had become so ill that Duke Michael asked for an 
ambulance.

D- Writing
Write a paragraph of about 100 words about:

How to share in the progress of our country
Translation

A. Translate into Arabic:
To enjoy the quality of being right and fair, you should have justice. It is
one of the basic values in all social systems. It is also recommended 
by all religions and called for by all prophets. 
B. Translate into English:

1 مارس. -19لقد وضعت مصر اول لبنة فى صرح الديموقراطية الحقيقية يوم  -
2يرى الكثيرون ان العولمة تخدم الدول الغنية على حساب الدول الفقيرة .- -

Model exam 51
A- Language Functions

1) Respond to each of the following situations:
1- A tourist wants to visit some places of interest in Egypt.
2- A friend asks about your plans for the next holiday.
3- Your father wants to know your opinion about the TV serials.
4- The teacher asks Samia which language skill she would like to 
improve.
2-Mention the place, the speakers and the language function in 
each of the following two mini-dialogues: 
1- A: What do you think this word means?
B: Generous? 
A: Well done.

Place: ……………Speaker A :… …….…… Speaker B :………..… 
Function………..

2- A: How much is this cream?                             
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B: Only LE. 12.
A: Here you are. How often should I use it?
B: Once before bedtime and once more in the morning.

Place: ……………Speaker A :… …….…… Speaker B :………..… 
Function………..

B- Vocabulary & Structure
3) Choose the correct answer from a. b. c or d:
1- In 1954, the government decided…………………. The High Dam .
a) built                       b) building                      c) to build                     d )
had built
2- July 2010 was the 41st………. of man's first landing on the moon.
a) anniversary                b) anonymous             c) anomalous                 
d) advisory
3-Yehia Haqqi ……….. of as the father of the Egyptian modern short 
story and novel.
a) still is thinking              b) still is thought         c) is still thought           
d) is still thinking
4-…. is the entertainment that helps people to forget about their 
worries.
a) Euphemism                b) Escapism                 c) Publication               
d) Presentation
5- Monira has just told Amira that they..to their friend's wedding tonight.
a) would go                 b) have gone                c) were going                   
d) are going
6 - A / An ……. is a set of books dealing with every branch of human 
knowledge.
a) encyclopedia             b) brochure               c) literature                     
d)anti-media
7-………………..his old age, my uncle is very energetic.
a) Although                     b) Despite               c) Because of                  
d)In spite of
8- Lightning is a natural, but dangerous……………..
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a) sight                          b) view                    c) phenomenon                 
d)eclipse
9- Name the actor…………..plays Salah El Deen.
a) which                        b) whose                   c) whom                           
d)who
10- I think that the new skills in this course will make you more …..
a) employment              b) employer              c) unemployed                   
d) employable
11 - I wish I ………..my time last weekend.
a) didn't waste              b) hadn't wasted        c) wasted                      d) 
had wasted
12 - A good director is the one who ……….. his employees' efforts.
a) neglects                  b) degrades                c) communicates             
d) appreciates
13 - I traveled by train, but I…………………..by car.
a) might have travelled                                b) could travel
c) could have travelled                                 d) can travel
14 - Many teenagers think that they have the ……….to understand life 
properly.
a) maturity                b) mortality                   c) majority                    d) 
morality
15 - It began to rain and there were no taxis. At last I..arrive home.
a) was able to            b) couldn't                    c) wasn't able to            d) 
managed

16 - Folk songs were made up to describe important ………… events.
a) historian               b) historic                     c) history                      d) 
historical
4-Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write 
them correctly:
1- Most girls I know like music.
2- A space job can take several years.
3- Ten minutes are not long for you to wait for the train.
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4- Teachers and supervisors belong to the teaching confession.
5- He sends to prison for his crime.
6- The winners feel ashamed when they receive medals

C- Reading
5 ) Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
 A scientific principle is often understood long before it is made into an 
invention. This was the case with the power of steam and steam 
engines, but not with laser. The word laser stands for Light 
Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation. Simply laser is a 
device that produces a very strong light called coherent light or laser 
beam. The light derived from electric bulbs or the sun - incoherent light 
- moves in all directions. Laser beam moves in only one direction and 
is much stronger.
Laser uses are countless. One of its earliest uses was measuring 
distances and speeds and it was amazingly accurate. For example, the
exact speed of light was determined to be 186, 282. 397 miles per 
second. Now laser is used in the military field, surgery, factories, 
supermarkets, telephone work, video disc players and so many others. 
The laser can truly become the light of the 21st century.
A. Give short answers to the following questions:
1- Prove that laser is a very accurate device.
2- What does the underlined word refer to?
3- Laser light is different from the familiar light. Explain.
B. Choose the correct answer from a. b. c or d:
4- Laser is used in video disc players to ……………………
a) establish exhibitions                     b) show pictures on TV
c) record sound waves                     d) publish magazines
5- ……………is more concentrated than electric light.
a) Laser beam b) Incoherent light
c) Sun beam d) Speed of light
6) Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
What does it mean to be lucky? It commonly means someone who 
gets something valuable without really trying, someone who is in the 
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right place at the right time. The person who buys a winning lottery 
ticket or who discovers a lost painting by a famous painter - these are 
lucky people. Yet, luck does not guarantee happiness.Accepting 
ourselves exactly as we are at this present moment provides the 
courage to move forward. Believing that all our choices in the past 
were the best we could have made frees us from regret. It also 
reinforces our belief that we are as good as we can be now.The best 
preparation for the future is self-acceptance in the present. Self-
acceptance and trust in people are the foundations of confidence and 
courage. Added to action, they lead to more opportunities for 
unexpected events - which people call luck - that can enrich our lives.
A) Give short answers to the following questions:
1- Why is self-acceptance important?
2- How can we best prepare for the future?
3- What does the underlined word refer to?
B. Choose the correct answer from a. b. c or d:
4- Trust in people……………
a) leads to unexpected events            b) reminds us of the past
c) means a good choice d) leads to confidence and courage
5- A person who………………is a lucky person.
a) passes a final exam                            b) breaks a record
c) runs into an old friend                       d) buys a car of the latest model

The Novel
Answer the following questions:
1. How old is Rudolf Rassendyll when the story begins?
2. Why is Johann, the Duke's forest guard, surprised to see 
Rassendyll?
3. Why does Rudolf decide to stop at Zenda?
4. Could they wake up the King? Why?

Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:
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"I don't know if you can be good friends if you want the same 
thing."

a) Who says this to whom?
b) About whom is the speaker talking?
c) What is the same thing they want?

Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it:
1- Rudolf Rassendyll was on the same train as George.
2- Because Robert Rassendyll is carefree, Rose isn't pleased.

D- Writing
8- Write a paragraph of about 100 words about:  A day you will 
never forget

9) A. Translate into Arabic:
I am busy looking after thirty distributors in my area. Therefore, I 
continually contact them. I also attend conferences and do 
presentations to explain to clients about the industry. 

B. Translate into English:
.علينا بترشيد استخدام المياه العذبة وإل سنواجه الظمأ مستقبل -1

 لكي تزدهر السياحة يجب أن يعتبر كل مصري نفسه مرشدا سياحيا -2
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Model exam 52
A- Language Functions

1-   Respond to the following situations:  
1- Your teacher asks you about the problem of overpopulation in 
Egypt. 
2- You are asked about the reason for building the Aswan High 
Dam. 
3- Ayman wants to know your favourite sport. 
4- You are asked to suggest a suitable place to spend a happy 
night. 
2- Say where these mini-dialogues take place and who the 
speakers are: 
1) A: Could you help me carry the shopping into the house, 
please, Aisha?
          B: Ok, mum. Where shall I put it?                                               
         A: Just put the bags on the kitchen floor for the moment.
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...………………….…..
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  A: At last we are here. What time does our flight leave, dad?     
   B: At midday. We have still got lost of time.                                 
   A: Are you sure we have everything we need?                            
   B: Yes, I am sure .please stop worrying, Ali!

P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...………………….…..

B- Vocabulary and Structure 
3- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d
1- My brother and I aren’t twins, but we are very ……………….
a) same b) alike c) like d) 
correct 
2- They will ……………… their awards at a ceremony in Cairo.
a) import            b) buy c) receive d) 
sell
3- I think holidays in space is a ……………. Fiction. 
a) science                   b) scientific c) scientifically

d) scientist 
4- Egypt celebrates October’s Victory…………….. every year. 
a) mourning                   b) anniversary c) ceremony

           d) feast 
5- The slower drivers travel, the ……. road accidents there will be.
a) many b) most c) fewest d) fewer
6- How ……………… is Magda?- Everyone admires her.
a) successfully                       b) successful                    c) 
succeed d) success
7- I expect …………… next Friday. 
a) she is going to come  b) she will com c) she is coming   

d) she comes
8- The wind is used to …………… electricity.
a) bear                  b) consume           c) manufacture d) 
generate
9- Our behaviour ………… a lot during the last 20 years. 
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a) change                        b) have changed c) has changed
d) are changed

10- For many people going on holiday is a form of ………….   .
a) criticism                  b) terrorism         c) escapism

d) symbolism 
11- Physics ………… a hard subject. Many students don’t like it. 
a) is                        b) were c) are

d) have
12- My son …………………………..… 10 tomorrow. 
a) is going to be b) can be          c) will be d) may 
be
13- A buckle has come off my shoes and I don’t know how to 
……….. it back on again. 
a) attack b) attend        c) attach             d) 
attempt 
14- Coal, oil and natural gas are all ………… fuels. 
a) renewable            b) fossil         c) nuclear

d) energy
15- Holes …….. into the earth to find hot water. 
a) drill                        b) are drilled       c) drilled

           d) are drilling 
16-  --------  means the study of  the language and history of  the
ancient Greeks and Romans.
a) classic             b) classify         c) classical

d) classics 
4- Find the   mistake in each of the following sentences, then write them 
correctly: 
1- My plane is leaving Cairo today at 10 pm.
2- Making gymnastics helps us to see a doctor. 
3- Your fuel tank lacks. You should see a doctor. 
4- From selling, he could do a lot of money. 
5- The coronation of the new king is a historic accusation. 
6- Million of cars produce by Japanese companies every year. 
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5) Read the following passage then answer the questions:    
Did you think of money? Is it important to us or not ? Aristotle, 
the Greek philosopher, summed up the four chief qualities of 
money some 2000 years ago. It must be lasting and easy to 
recognize, to divide, and to carry. This means it must be, 
“durable, distinct, divisible and portable ? “. When we think of 
money today, We picture it either as round, flat pieces of metal, 
which we call coins or as printed paper notes. But there are still 
parts of the world today where coins and notes are of no use 
.They will buy nothing, and a traveller might starve if he had none 
of the particular local “ money “ to exchange for food .Among 
isolated people, who are no often reached by traders from outside
commerce usually means barter . This is a direct exchange for 
pots, baskets, or other manufactured goods. For this kind of 
trading, money is not needed, but there is often something that 
everyone wants and everybody can use, such as salt to flavour 
food, shells for ornaments, or iron and copper to make into tools 
and vessels. These things :Salt, shells or metals are still used as 
money in some primitive parts of the world today.
A) Answer the following questions :
1-Which of the four qualities of money, do you think, is the most
essential?
2-How would you describe money at present ?
3-Give a suitable title for the passage ?
B) Choose the correct answer :
4-In some isolated parts of the world money is …………………….
a) needed for trading               b) not needed for trading 
c) needed for buying thing            d) wanted as coins or paper
notes 
5-In some parts of the world today where coins and notes are of
no use we can………………
a) exchange goods           b) use local money only 
c) use any other money                  d) buy nothing 
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The novel
A) Answer the following questions:
1- What is the setting (time and place) of The Prisoner of Zenda?
2- How old is Rudolf when the events of the story start?  
3- According to Rose, how is Rudolf Rassendyll different from his 
brother Robert?
4- Mention three skills that Rudolf Rassendyll has. 
B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:
                "Why should I do anything? I have nearly enough money
to do anything I want to (no one ever has quite enough money to 
do that, of course
1- Who said this?  
2- To whom was it said?  
3- Do you agree that people who have a lot of money should do 
nothing? Explain your point of view. 
C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and 
correct it:
1- Rudolf Rassendyll told Rose he was going to go walking in the 
West Indies.
2- The King invited Rassendyll to stay with his family in 
Strelsau.Johann invited Rassendyll to stay with his family in 
Strelsau. / 

D) Writing
8-Write a paragraph of about 100 words about:
                                              "a novel or a short story you have 
enjoyed reading" 
9- A) Translate into Arabic:
Celebrating the new millennium at the foot of the Pyramids of 
Giza was marvelous. That was the best place from which we 
could pass to the new century. The celebration aimed at 
combining the ancient and the modern and reviewing the history 
of human civilization. 
B) Translate into English:
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بوذؤاذلحكومةاأقصيااه ه اليا  ا–رصاعمؤاللشو باواوع ءامس كأالهما.-1
ياباعليع اأأاعشاعاذلسي حةاذل ذ ليةاالععوضام اح ثا–ياذلسي حةاذلق  مةامأاذل  رجا.-2

Model exam 53
A- Language Functions  ( 8 marks)

1 -  Respond to each of the following situation:    (4 marks)
a- Your friend tells you that about 100 people have lost their lives 
since the revolution started .
d- your brother looks worried ,you want to know the reason .
c- You politely interrupt someone to say something .
d- you apologize to a friend because you broke his DVD.

2 -  Say the function and the speakers in the following:(4 marks)
1- A) Good morning, how can I help you? 
    B) Yes, I want to make two copies of this document 
    A) ok , just one minute .
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...………………….…..
2-  A) you forgot to write your name 
     B) oh , sorry , the time passed so quickly and I was worried to 
forget any item   
A) Never mind , but I wish you didn’t do that yesterday! 
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...……………………..

B- vocabulary and structures         (14 marks)
3 -  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:           (8 marks)

1-Did you just see that? The car …………by a monkey !
 a) was being driven b) was being driver                 c) will 
be driven        d) are being driven
2- A simple ……..has a spring catch and can be baited with 
cheese .
 a) poison b) mousetrap                         c) spy                          
d) science fiction
3- Rubber is made from the ……..of a rubber tree.
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a) tube b) turpentine                        c) sap                           
d) toothpaste         
4- Please put those books in the sturdy ………..boxes .
a) transmitter                     b)instrument                     c) cardboard    
d) tube
5-The children …….tails to their donkey pictures then hung them 
up .
a) are attaching                 b) have attached             c) attached         
d) had attached 
6-On the farm we ……………chickens .
a) raise b) farm                                c) rise                             
d) position
7- I have to ……….that Wael  was right 
 a) understand                   b) admit                   c) steal            d) 
knock
8- Randa spent three days in hospital to ……….after her accident.
 a) commit                      b) profess                      c) excavate              
d) recuperate 
9- jone left a …….to say who would receive what after his death .
a)  biography                   b) will                      c) form                 
d) well 
10- The soil couldn’t ………all the rain , so there was flood. 
a) occur                           b) commit                   c) take out                  
d) absorb
11- the child was struck by ……..yet survived .
 a) lightening                   b) lighting                    c) thunder                 
d) balls
12- Taking the metro would decrease the time we have to…… .
 a) commute                b) commuter                     c) being 
commuting           d) commuting  
13- She ……understood the question because she got it wrong.
a) shouldn’t have           b) can’t have              c) won’t have              
d) wouldn’t have
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14-The test ……. Been very difficult . You got an A .
 a) can’t have           b) might have           c) must have                       
d) could have
15- Huda is under a lot of …….because she has exams coming 
up.
   a) pressure             b) pressured                      c) pressed                
d) power 
16- Many people travel by ……or on foot to save energy .
 a) car                        b) lorry                    c) taxi                     d) 
bicycle 
4  - Find the mistakes in the sentences then write them correctly: (6
marks)
1- Ahmed has a very good job so he cant have a lot of money .
2- Nadine mightn’t have left because her coat is still here .
3- I asked her how long she had be waiting .
4- If I start now , I will finishing in an hour  .  
5- Sarah asked me if I was mailed the letter the previous day .
6- It’s impolite to enter an office before you nock on the door  .

C- Reading                        (17 marks)
5 -  Read the following passage then answer the questions; (5 

marks)
The Asian Tigers are Thailand, Indonesia, South Korea, Malysia, 
Singapore, Taiwan and Hong Kong. They are countries with 
growing economies. The whole world acknowledges their 
superior status in world economy nowadays. If you follow the 
example of these miracle economies in East Asia, you can be very
rich. A great amount of stories circulate about the success of 
Asian families and peasants who moved from poverty to wealth. 
The number of Asian companies went from two in 1988 to 30 in 
1997. American money in Asian funds grew 18- fold in five years. 
This rapid growth of Asian Tiger economies has been due to the 
special characteristics and mind-set in Asia. People are hard-
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workers. They care about their children’s education. Add to this, 
foreign investment is the key to success there. 
a. Answer the following questions :

1 .What is so special about Asian Tigers ?
2 .Why do you think people in those countries succeeded in their 

life ?
3 .Mention two reasons for Asian Tigers’ success .

b.Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, or d: 
4 .The word circulate means……………. in the passage .

a- move in circles          b- spread             c- spring                d- 
disappear 

5 .The word poverty is the antonym of 
a- health                      b- wealth                c- poor                d- 
fortunate 

The novel
A) Answer the following questions:
   1- Why couldn't the Duke say anything about Rassendyll even 
though he knew Rassendyll was not the King?
2- How did Sapt explain Rassendyll's injured finger to Freyler?
3- Why was Rassendyll keen on getting the people of Ruritania to 
like him more than they liked the Duke?
4- Why couldn't the Duke ever become King unless he married 
Flavia?
B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:
                            "You do know that Michael will be very angry. Is

that a good idea?"
1- Who said this?  
2- To whom was it said?   
3- What was it that would make Michael very angry?
C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and 
correct it:
1- Freyler was Sapt's farmer.  
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2- Rassendyll was worried when the French prince asked him a 
question which he could not answer. 

D- Writing  (  11 Marks )
8 -Write a paragraph of about 100 words about:                 (6 

marks)
The National unity 

E- Translation  (5 marks)
9-  A) Translate into Arabic :  (3 marks)

It’s a magical feeling to fall in love .You whisper as every one on 
this planet is hearing your tender voice saying cute words that 
trying to catch up with your heart beats . Your eyes sparkle , your 
lips tremble and finally you say , “ Hey , I’m deeply in love with My
dear country Egypt , I adore her !!” 
A) Translate into English  :   (2 marks)

-اذثوتاشو بامصراذعهماق  روأاعل ابحقيقاطموح بهماواقي  هاوس همالوراذلم أا.1
-اق ماع هاموذطعيأاقوؤاذلثورهاوحرقاذعفسهمامح وليأاذلعبح راذحبا ا اعل ابا هؤاذلحكومد2

لمط لوهما

Model exam 54
A. Language Functions

1) Respond to each of the following situations : 
1-You ask your friend if he has any information about cloning.
2 -You are doing a survey about energy in your town. You would 

like to ask someone some questions. Explain the situation.
3 (Someone says they think magazines are a waste of money. 

Disagree, giving a reason.
4( You ask your friend about the weather today 

2 - Say where each of the following mini-dialogues takes place 
and who the speakers are : 

1 -A: What's wrong?
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 B: I complain of a sore throat and I feel dizzy.   
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...………………….…..

     2 -A: You have made a severe foul.
         B: Sorry, sir.

        A: If you do that again, I’ll send you out.
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...………………… …..

B. Vocabulary and Structure  
3- Choose the correct answer from a , b , c or d :

1- I've felt extremely tired today…………………………. I went to bed 
early last night.
a) because                   b) however                        c) although             
d) so
2- The doctor recommends that you take two weeks to …….......... 
before going back to work.
a) regain                      b) recuperate                     c) restore                
d) recapture
3- I think one day every new book.......... as an e-book.
a) will publish                b) is published                  c) will be 
published           d) is publishing
4- "It's rather late and it's time for you to go to sleep." The 
mother ......... that the children are still awake.
a) remembered             b) inquired                        c) promised           
d) complained
5- It is said he was a man .......... to have the sight of an eagle and the 
coinage of a lion.
a)  who appeared          b) he appeared                c) that appears  
d) and appears

6- The world's ancient wonders are great.......... about the glory of the 
past.
a) cityscapes               b) landscapes                     c) trademarks       
d) landmarks
7- On my way to the station, I stopped.......... about Fatma.
a) asking b) ask                            c) to ask                            d)
asked
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8- Many people's jobs and businesses were affected by the 
economic............
a) impression b) depression                  c) compression                
d) submission
9- What I said yesterday upset my close friend; I wish I.......... so.
a) hadn't said b) haven't said                c) didn't say                      
d) wouldn't say
10-Oliver Twist is a ..........character created by Charles Dickens in 
1838.
a) fictional b) familiar                    c) historical                           
d) critical
11- The kids' bedroom .......... upstairs on the 2nd floor.
a) it is b) are                     c) there are                                  
d) is
12- Dr. Zewail is more than just a Nobel Prize winner; he's a/an .......... 
in chemistry.
a) investor               b) explorer              c) pioneer                         
d) politician
13-Ahmed asked me where ..........the day before.
a) I had gone b) I went             c) had I gone                              d) 
did I go
14- .......... not only study storms but they also follow and understand 
them.
a) Wind followers b) Storm chasers
c) Weather forecasters d) Climate researchers
15- It.......... very windy during the night. There are leaves all over the 
ground.
a) must have been                b) must be c) can't have been         
d) can't be
16- The company.......... training courses for its employees.

a) qualifies                b) provides                     c) promotes             
d) practises
4 - Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write 
them correctly:
1- My plane is leaving Cairo today at 10 pm.
2- Statistics were my favourite subject at school.
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3- Travellers to the moon feel waitless because there is no gravity 
in space.

4- I write from nine in the morning till three in the afternoon, with a
ten-minute

  break for coffee in midday.
5- He won't leave until he had met the boss.
6- Using a computer for a long time sometimes makes me a 
headache.

C. Reading Comprehension
(5)Read the following passage then answer the questions:

 People may be divided into two types: winners and losers. 
Because our families and friends have a great influence on us as 
we grow, we are born helpless and dependent on our 
environment. Winners are able to change their situation and 
become independent by being responsible for their own lives. 
They don’t blame others for their mistakes. They do their own 
thinking, they listen to others, evaluate what they say, and then 
they make up their minds. Although they may fail at times, yet 
they keep self-confidence. Winners overcome their bad 
experiences. They enjoy work, play, food and the world of nature. 
They freely enjoy themselves but they can postpone it if duty 
calls. Losers, on the other hand never learn to take responsibility 
for their own lives. There are many causes why people can 
become losers: disease, poor nutrition, cruelty, unhappy 
relationships and bad experiences. These can interfere with the 
normal progress towards becoming a winner. But whereas 
winners fight these situations, losers hang on to them, and use 
them as excuses. Losers usually feel anxious, unhappy and 
bored. They are afraid to try new things and often repeat their 
own mistakes again and again. Losers spend their lives waiting 
for something wonderful to happen to save them from their 
problems with their lives but never try to change.
A) Give short answers to the following questions :
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1- What are the qualities of the winners ?
2- What does the underlined word (these) refer to ?
3- Find in the text words which mean :
a) to put off until a later time ……………………..    b) to get rid 
of…………………….
B) Choose the correct answer from a ,b , c , or d :
4- When winners fail at times, they …………………..
    a) are afraid to try new things             b) never keep their 
self-confidence
    c) spend their time waiting            d) never repeat their 
own mistakes
5- Losers are people who ……………
     a) blame others for their mistakes b) overcome their bad 
experiences
     c) learn to take responsibility               d) try to change

D)The Novel
A) Answer the following questions:
1- Rassendyll has never liked responsibilities. Now he has many. 
What responsibilities does he have?
2- Why does Rassendyll become good at pretending he has 
forgotten rules or people he has met?
3 Rassendyll tells the Princess that when he was younger, he 
thought he didn't need to worry about society.  Why does he say 
this?
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4- How does the Princess react to Rassendyll's recalling that he 
thought he had no need to worry about  society? 

B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:
                           "It would be very useful for Michael if you 
disappeared. And if you disappear, the game's over."
1- Who says this?
2- Why does the speaker say this?
3- What game would be over if the person disappeared? Explain.

C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and 
correct it:
1- No one goes into the castle without Michael's or Sapt's 
permission.
2- The letter from Antoinette tells the King to come to the summer 
house with a friend.

D. Writing

8. Write a paragraph of about 100 words about:
The importance of water and how to conserve it

E)Translation

9. A) Translate into Arabic
It is said that television has destroyed the art of conversation and 
made people unhappy by forcing them to want things they don’t 
need. On the other hand, it helps people to update their 
knowledge of the world affairs as they can see current events in 
different parts of the world the moment they occur.

B) Translate into English
لق اأحرزتامصرابق م اكويرذا–يام بلفاما لتاذلصع عةاوذلبعليماوذلبكعولواي اذلح يثة.- 1
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-امصراهياول اذلسسما.اوهيابسعيا ذئم العشراذلسسما–ياذلمعطقة.2

Model exam 55
1) Respond to each of the following situations(È4)

1) Someone says they think watching TV is a waste of time. 
Disagree, giving a reason. 
2) You are asked about the weather. You see dark clouds in the 
sky.
3) One of your friends watched a film and found it interesting. You
have a different opinion.
4) You hear someone use a word you do not understand. The 
word is collection.

2)Mention the place, the speakers and the language function in 
each of the following two mini-dialogues: .(4)
 1) A: Could you help me carry the shopping into the house, 
please, Aisha?                          
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     B: Ok, mum. Where shall I put it?                                                    
    A: Just put the bags on the kitchen floor for the moment.
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...……………………..
2) A: Do you remember what happened?         B: No, I just 
remember waking up in the road.
    A: How do you feel now?                                B: Not too bad. Will 
I have to stay here tonight?
    A: We are not sure yet. We will have to check you have no 
broken bones.
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...……………………..

Vocabulary and Structure
3) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: (13)

1.A forest is a large area of land which is covered  …………….. 
trees.
a- on b- at  c- with d-by

2.  If those goats eat the bark  ………….. my trees, the trees the trees
will die.
a- by b- at c- of d-on

3.You ….....................… see the rings if you cut the tree down.
a- could b- would c- might d- can

4.  Compare your answers ……. your friend to make sure you are 
right.
a- of b- on c- at d- 
with

5. turpentine is a …………. liquid used for removing paint.
a- strong-smelt b- strong-smell c- strong-smells

d- strong-smelling
6.murder means the crime of ………….. killing someone.
a- deliberate b- deliberates  c- deliberately d- 
deliberated

7.Since then, the play has been performed without a ………
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a- bark b- breaks c- breaking d- break
8.Her best books have been published in over ……  
a- a hundreds countries b- a hundred country           c- a 
hundred countries        d-hundred countries

9.At the moment I’m too busy ………..  school work.
a- of b- at c- by d-
with

10. Most furniture .......... from wood.
a- made                        b- is made              c- make                

d- makes
11. Many people ............... vegtables in their gardens.
a- growing                    b- are grown          c- grow                   
d- is grown

12. She .......... an archaeologist when she leaves university. That is 
her plan.
a- will become     b- am becoming     c- is going to 
become         d -become

13.We don't have ................. time. We'll have to hurry.
a- many               b- Some                    c- lot              
d- much 

14. My friend and I look very different, but our personalities 
are ............... .
a- alike                b- same                    c- common   

d- like
15. The walls of the……........ were built to protect the town.
a- pyramid           b- mission                 c-castle              
d- house

16. He is …………………. . He doesn't like using the computer.
a-fashion                b- old fashionable   c- old-
fashioned     d -fashionable 
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4)Find   the   mistake in each of the following sentences, then write 
it correctly(L8)
1.How many time do I need to drive to the city centre?
2.Oil and gas are find under the ground.
3.Water is the solid form of ice .
4.The married team went to Italy on their honeymoon.
5.Water will freeze if the temperature is zero or below.
6.How did the lawyer manage to prove Sara’s innocent?

The novel

A) Answer the following questions:
1- What is the reason Rassendyll claims is the cause of his 
handwriting being different from the King's?
2-"The thing I hunt is a very big animal," Rassendyll explains. 
What is Rassendyll really hunting?
3- To whom did the large, modern country house called 
Tarlenheim belong?
      4- Rassendyll, Sapt and Fritz took ten brave and strong 
gentlemen that they trusted to hunt down Michael. What reason 
did they give to the gentlemen?

B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:
                      "As you know, his mother was not royal and he can 
only legally become King if he marries the Princess."
1- Who said this?
2- To whom was it said? 
3- Who cannot become King unless he marries the Princess? 

C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and 
correct it:
1- The owner's wife at the inn thought that Rassendyll was the 
King. 
2- Of the Six Men, four of them were Ruritanians.
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  Writing(6)
Write a paragraph of about 100 words describing (what families 
can do to save energy)

 Translation

a Translate into Arabic:
Cutting off trees in cities is an ill deed. Trees give us shade in 
summer and the green colour makes us feel at ease. Trees also 
purify the air and they give off oxygen by day. That’s why we 
should do our best to spread the green colour all over our 
country.

b Translate into English:
ذأاذلضوض ءاذلب ابسووه اذلم يعةاذلح يثةابؤثرابأثيرذاسيئ اعل اسمعع .ا-1
-ابشاعاذلحكومةاذلصع ع تاذلمحليةاحب ابسبطيعاأأابسبغعياعأاكثيرامأاذلوذر ذتاذلب -2

بحب جاذل اعمليةاصعوة.ا

Model exam 56
A – Language Functions (8 Marks)
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1- Respond to each of the following situations:   (4 Marks)  
1- Someone says that computers are a bad thing. You do not 
have the same opinion. Say why.

2- You are told that Gedo scored 10 goals. Express how you feel
about this.

3-  You want to know about a friend's studying habits. What do 
you ask?

4- A friend asks you what you used to read when you were five.
2- Say where each of the following two mini – dialogues take 
place, the function and who the speakers are: :       ( 4  Marks )   
1) A) At last we're here. What time does our flight leave, 
Dad?
B) At midday. We've still got lots of time.
A) Are you sure we have everything we need?
B) Yes, I'm sure. Please stop worrying, Ali!

P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...………………….…..
2- ) A : Have you seen Mustafa?

B: No, sir. He was at his desk on the phone a few minutes 
ago.

A: Isn't he there now? 
B: No, maybe he's gone home already.
A : He can't have gone home. He's preparing a report me

P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...……………………..

B- Vocabulary and structure ( 14 marks )
3- Choose the correct answer from a,b,c or d :   (8 marks )          
1- You can ..................... a new ship and a rocket.

a- launch b- lunch c- harsh d- lash 
2- The car stopped because there was a ........... in the petrol 
tank.

a- peak b- peek c- leak            d- 
lake
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3- Novels are usually works of ……, but they are often based on
real life.

a-fictional b- faction c- factual 
d- fiction

4- Classics ……… a required subject long ago.
a- was               b- were c- are         
d- be

5- ……………… is a ceremony when someone becomes the new
king or queen 

a- coordination b-coronation c- celebration                 
d- cooperation

6- Water is the .................. from ice.
a- liquid b- from c- equal          d- 
liquefy 

7- I really enjoyed this book. It is written in a very simple …….
a- steal b- style           c- frame            d- 
formation

8- Yehia Haqqi was born ….. 1905 in the Sayyida Zeinab district 
of Cairo

a- on b- by c- at             
d- in

9- She does not need to wear glasses. There is nothing wrong 
with her….

a- tongue b- sigh             c- sight
d- site

10-I............................ next weekend. It's already arranged.
a- will leave b- leave c- have lived              d- 
am leaving

11-In many countries, the wind ………. to generate electricity.
a- used b- use c- are used            d- 
is used

12-I………. my own computer for three years now.
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a- had b- have had c- am having                         
d- had had

13-The Mousetrap ……………. as a radio play in 1947.
a- wrote b- writes c- is written            d- was 
written

14-Water ………. if the temperature is zero or below.
a- will freeze b- would freeze c- freezes         
d- freeze.

15-Your bag is not here. You ……… have left  it on the train
a- can't b- mustn't c- might d- can

16-He admitted that he ………..late the night before.
a- had arrived b- has arrived         c- arrived d- 
arrives
4- Find the mistake in each of the following sentences then 
write it correctly   :   (6 marks )  
1- If it had been an eclipse, the sky would have gone dark.
2- He asked me where had I put the bag the day before.
3- My plane is leaving Cairo today at 10 pm.
4- Aswan in the southern of Egypt.
5- The pyramids are very important Ancient Egyptian magnet.
6- Doctors and nurses belong to medical confession.

C – Reading  ( 17 Marks )
5- Read the following passage then answer the questions   ( 5 
marks ) 

Egyptology is the science of Egyptian antiquities. Many 
universities all over the world teach their students that interesting
science. Students who study this science are interested in 
searching for the treasures of the Pharaohs. They come to Egypt 
and cooperate with the Egyptian universities to choose the 
important sites.They draw maps that help them follow the hidden 
towns, temples and tombs. modern technology is used to make 
their search safe and fruitful.  Archaeologists are experts who are 
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concerned with the study of ancient civilization based on objects 
or parts of buildings that are found in the ground. Champollion 
was the French archaeologist who found the key to the ancient 
Egyptian language. He was able to read the Egyptian text written 
on the Rosetta stone. Champollion came to Egypt with Napoleon 
in 1799. It was the Rosetta stone that helped us to learn about our
ancient Egyptian grandfathers who were great in the human 
history.

A- Answer the following questions:
1- Why do foreign and Egyptian universities cooperate?
2- How was the Rosetta stone helpful to us?
3- What does the underlined pronoun “ he” refer to?
B- Choose the correct answer:
1. … is the science that deals with the Egyptian discoveries.
a) Antiquities b) Egyptology c) Archaeologists

d)Rosetta stone
2.  Using modern technology is ……………  
a) useless b) helpful c) use d) 
wasteful
3.  Champollion ………….

a)was interested in the Egyptian civilization.             b)Never 
read about Egypt  
c)Never visited Egypt             d)Was an English 
expert.

The novel
A) Answer the following questions:
1- What did Johann tell Rassendyll about the real King's 
condition? 
2- Why does Rassendyll say he was forced to stab Max Holf to 
death?
3- What did the Chief of Police in Strelsau tell Rassendyll (the 
King) about what they had learned about the  real Rassendyll?
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4- Why was Michael keeping Madame de Mauban as a prisoner in 
his castle?
B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:
               "He's not a good man. He makes me angry. I nearly killed
him myself last night. Think carefully about my plan."
1- Who said this?     
2- To whom was it said?   
3- What is the speaker's plan? 
C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and 
correct it:
1- Max Holf is Johann's uncle. ax Holf is Johann’s brother.
2- Mr Featherly from Paris believed Rudolph Rassendyll was 
travelling with Flavia.

D- Writing (11 marks)
8- Write a paragraph about 100 words about  the weather in 
Egypt.   (6 m) How to achieve your goal in life?

Translation  (5 marks)
(a) – Translate into Arabic : (3 Marks )
1- The government has set up a number of new cities in the 
desert to solve the problem of housing. Also, Our deserts are
rich in minerals which are necessary for industry.

2-  Thanks to President Mubarak's wise policy, Egyptian 
products began to invade world markets and they are 
received everywhere with great welcome.
b Translate into English:  ( 2 Marks )

-الق اوهبا 2مصراهياول اذلسسما.اوهيابسعيا ذئم العشراذلسسما–ياذلمعطقة.ااااااااااا-1
مصراكثيرذامأاذلمص  راذلطويعيةالواأحسأاذسبغسله الصوحتامأاأغعياذل وؤ.

Model exam 57
  A- Language Functions        

1- Respond to each of the following situations:(4 Marks)1mark 
each
1-A friend suggests that you join a squash club together. Suggest 
something else.
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2-You ask your mother for instructions to operate the vacuum 
cleaner.
3-Someone asks where your friend Ali is. You have not seen him 
for a long time. You are almost certain he is on a visit to Tahrir 
Square.
4- Someone asks if you had a good holiday. You enjoyed your 
holiday, but the weather was not very good. This was a 
disappointment.
2- Say where each of the following two mini – dialogues take 
place and who the speakers are  (4 Marks)
1-A :Excuse me, sir. The captain has asked everyone to return to 
their seats.
 B: Does that mean we are going to land soon?
 A: Yes, in about 15 minute
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...………………….…..
  2-A) Do you remember what happened?            B) No, I just 
remember waking up in the road.
A) How do you feel now?                                 B) Not too bad. Will I 
have to stay here tonight?
A) We're not sure yet. We'll have to check you have no broken 
bones.
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...……………………..

3- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:  (8 Marks)
1-You can use ……………boxes to store these books.
 a) blackboard              b) credit card                   c) cardboard           
d) board card 
2- Hany's mother asked him where ............... .
a) he had been         b) had he been                  c) has he been          
d) he has been
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3- Abu Simbel is the……of two temples, carved into a cliff in about
1250 BE.
a) sight                       b) location                         c) site                        
d) destination 
4-Huda wishes she. ........ all her money at the weekend.
a) didn't spend         b) doesn't spend              c) hasn't spent           
d)hadn't spent
5- Ali ......... the train. He was at the station half an hour before the 
train left.
a) can't miss           b) can't have missed    c) must have missed      
d) didn't miss
6-Two men have been accused of ……………… a parliament 
member.
a) blackmailing       b) appearing        c) committing         d) 
knocking 
7- At the weekend, my aunt asked me what I ………….since we 
last met.
a) did                         b) was doing               c) have done              d) 
had been doing
8- At least 300 people are believed to …… and thousands injured 
since January 25.
a) have been killed       b) have been killing      c) have killed          
d) have be killed 
9- She............ sport as a very important part of her life.
a) thinks                          b) believes                  c) regards                  
d) looks
10-The …………………..of the pipe was 13 millimeters, perfect for 
the passage of the thick liquid.
a) commuter                    b) diameter                c) base                        
d) mass
11- She promised she ................ me as soon as the plane landed.
a) will phone                  b) had phoned            c) would phone          
d) phones
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12-The …..…between them went on long after the court battle was
decided.
a) conflict           b) appearance            c) disaster                  d)  
human nature
13- When the Yellow River………….. in 1887, a million people were
killed . 
a) occurred            b) erupted                c) flooded                      d) 
blew 
14- If you ……… to the party, you would have a happy time with us
there.
 a) invited            b) had invited           c) were invited         c) had 
been invited 
15- When Samira paints, she uses turpentine as a paint…………….
     a) improver               b) recover              c) revolver                 d) 
remover              
16-Ali wasn't badly injured in the accident, but his……. took 
longer than we thought 
a) recuperate            b) recuperation          c) reputation       d) 
repetition
4-  Find the   mistake in each of the following sentences, then write them 
correctly:   
1- Teachers and supervisors belong to teaching career  .
2- My friend advised me to see a doctor. I wish I took her advice 
now.
3-After the storm, there was a huge number of water on the roads.
4- Alfred Farag is a famous Egyptian playright.
5- If the climate is rainy, the rings on a tree grew wider.
6- I asked him what he is doing the following day .
5- Read the following passage then answer the questions
  As a result of the sometimes lax معحؤ  state of security following 
the withdrawal of the police from the streets, many Egyptians 
have improvised their own security measures, including 
neighbourhood patrols, reinforced locks and doors and more 
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attention to .As American politician Tom Barrett puts it, "chaos 
brings uneasiness, but it also allows the opportunity for creativity
and growth." And creativity is exactly what many people have 
resorted to when faced with the possibility of danger. During the 
days when the police disappeared altogether from the streets, 
people organised committees in self-defence, and some of them 
even started to acquire firearms or guard dogs, or to install steel 
doors or reinforced locks. "I was astonished to realise that almost
everyone in my area seemed to own a gun or sword," said 
Haitham Abdel-Sabour, a resident of Giza, commenting on what 
he had witnessed during the days when there were no police on 
the streets and the threat of crime seemed to be highest. "I have a
registered firearm myself, and I went out and bought some 
bullets. I also thought about getting a dog," he added.In an 
attempt to make their homes safer, people also started to install 
steel doors and windows. According to Haj Sobhi, owner of a 
metal workshop in Giza, "companies 
making steel doors are doing very well at the moment, and the 
price of steel has gone up in the wake of increased demand. We 
are doing our best to maintain the old prices for finished 
products, as we share our customers' concern about insecurity 
and the need to protect homes."
A) Give short answers to the following questions :-
1)Why has the price of steel gone shortly after the withdrawal of 
the police ?
2)What does creativity mean ?
3)What do the residents do where there is no safety ?
B) Choose the correct answer from a,b,c or d:
 4) According to the passage , live without  police is getting 
…………….
      a- worse                b- better                  c- healthier               d- 
brighter
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 5-The underlined word ' chaos ' refers to 
………………………………….
     a- harmony            b- helter-skelter        c- coordination         d-
fittings

The novel
A) Answer the following questions: (4 Marks) 
1 - How old is Rudolf when the events of the story start? 
2 - Why did Fritz and Sapt lock up Johann's mother with the 
King?
 3 - Why couldn't the Duke ever become King unless he married 
Flavia?
 4 - What is the reason Rassendyll claims is the cause of his 
handwriting being different from the King's? 

B)Read the quotation and answer the questions: (2 Marks) 
                           "You do know that Michael will by very angry.
Is that a good idea" 
1-Who says this to whom? 
2-What is that will make Michael angry? 
3-How does the addressee reply? 

C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and 
correct it: (1 Mark) 
1- The real King wants to punish Rassendyll for deceiving 
people. 
2- Rassendyll thinks it will be easy to rescue the King.

8- Writing
8- Write an e-mail to your American pen friend, Jack, telling him 
about the Egyptians' joy of 25th Jan Revolution. Jack’s e-mail 
address is   Jack2005@yahoo.com. Your e-mail address is 
nassif@yahoo.com.
9- a) Translate into Arabic:
Egypt deserves a better future so we all have to work hard for 
its progress and prosperity  We need a radical change in many 
systems and ways in our life to able to attain  real progress  . 

mailto:nassif@yahoo.com
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We have to uplift some banners as no for cheating, no for 
favoritism, no for bribe and no for any form of corruption.
b- Translate into English

.-االق اأذهؤاذلشو باذلمصرىاذلع لماأامعاوبم سكهماواشا عبهماواثو بهم1
.-اعمتاذلحبف لتاك –ةاأرا ءامصراعقباذلعسأاعأاب لياذلرئيساعأاذلسلطة2

Model exam 58
  A- Language Functions        

1- Respond to each of the following situations:  (4 Marks) One 
mark each 
1- Your friend  thinks that young people should play an important 
role in the political field. You agree. 
2- Someone suggests building a memorial for the martyrs of the 
revolution .You approve the idea. 
3- You ask someone if he is going to take part in the parliamentary
elections. 

4-Someone asks about the best qualities of a successful leader.
2- Say where each of the following two mini – dialogues take 
place and who the speakers are  (4 Marks)
 1-A: Welcome to our programme.                                           B: 
Thank you .
   A: Could tell us what happened in the demonstrations on the  
Friday of fear?
   B: We were peacefully protesting against the bad conditions  in
Egypt and suddenly the security forces started to bombard us 
with bullets and many young people were killed.
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...………………….…..
2- A: Our children want to visit El Tahrir square. 
    B: Ok ! I will take you next Friday and we will carry the 
Egyptian flags.
 P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...……………………..
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3- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:  (8 Marks) 

1 He … to London at the weekend. His flight leaves at 5.30 in the 
morning.
a) is flying                         b) flies                            c) will fly               
d) is going to fly
2- Nobel Prize winner Ahmed Zewail is seen as a ………figure in 
chemistry. 
a) pioneering b) customary c) 

developing  
d) stylish

   3-Yehia Haqqi had a unique writing …………, which is respected today.
 a) bark         b) 

district
c) 
pioneer

             d) style

4-The walls of the castle …………………….to protect the town.
a) was built                       b) were built                      c)  had built     
d) has been built 
5- Many people ............... vegetables in their gardens.
a) growing                         b) are grown           c) grow                     d)
is grown
6- It is………… to offer your guests something to drink.
a) customary    b) 

secretive
c) 
poisonous   

d) shy

7 -Atomic energy is created by ……………atoms.
    a) sitting                         b) spitting                      c) situating          

d) splitting 
8-If you are riding a bicycle, fifty kilometres …….. not such a long 

way
   a) are                               b) is                    c) were                     

d) was 
9 -Molten lava comes from under the ……………… 

   a) power stations          b) earth’s surface      c) stones                 
d) geothermal energy

10………… -Egypt has programs for the development of 
renewable energy.
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   a) Currently                   b) Sometimes          c) Silently                    
d) Once in a while 

11 -The city has eight ……… each with a representative on the 
City Council.
a) distinctions                 b) disruptions            c) districts                 
d) disputes

12-Many types of trees …………in large gardens like the Orman 
Gardens.

   a) is found                     b) is finding                   c) are found           
d) finds

13-It ………….that trees protect us from global warming.
a) is believed      b) was 

believing
c) had 
believed

  d) 
believes

 14-He was a very strong believer in the …………….of education .
   a) energy                            b- power                   b- leader              d-
support 
 15-He did nothing wrong. He's ................ .
  a- suspect                      b- guilty                      c- innocent                
d- sensible

 16-He worked for three years to……….himself as an engineer in a
big company  .

 a) publish                       b) criticize                     c) establish             
d) escape     

4- Find the mistake in each of the following sentences then write 
it correctly. (6 Marks one mark each)

1- How many time do I need to drive to the city centre?
2- This story is very interesting ,so no one can write it down. 
3- We saw a lot of photographs, but we couldn’t identity the man 
we’d met.
4- I’ve tried using a computer, but it did me a headache.
5- Haqqi died in 1992, but is still thinking of as the father of the 
modern short story.
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6-We moved to this house two years ago today, so we lived here 
for exactly two years.
5- Read the following passage then answer the questions
  After 15 days of continuous protests every where in Egypt on 
the 11th Feb 2011 President Hosni Mubarak resigned and 
passed power to the army, all requested were met,  he has 
changed all the ministers in his Cabinet and the constitution 
has been changed so that anyone can choose to stand for 
election. Justice has also been served on the Minister of 
Interior and all the other corrupted ministers who are now 
facing court proceedings. There have also been many other 
political reforms, for example: Egyptian parliament will be re-
elected in a free election with international control – without 
this protest Egypt would have stood under the dark clouds of 
control for maybe another 30 years and more. Changes made in
Egypt through the original youth protests have also secured 
democracy for people across the whole of the Middle East: 
similar constitutional changes have happened in China, Jordan 
and Yemen. Syria and Bahrain have also started demonstrating 
to achieve what Egyptians all across the land have achieved in 
2 weeks.
A) Answer the following questions :
1-How did the protests in Egypt affect the Middle East.
2-Who took over after president Mubarak?
3-Give an example of the political reforms that took place.   
B) Choose the correct answer.
4- President Hosni Mubarak resigned and passed power to the 
army after........of the demonstrations.
a-  a month    b- nearly a fortnight          c- a decade d-
a week  
 5- One of these sentences is not true………   .
a- the events in Egypt didn't affect the other countries.
b-Egyptian parliament will be re-elected in a free election .
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c- Changes were made in Egypt    d- Mubarak ruled Egypt for 3
decades.

The novel
A) Answer the following questions: (4 Marks) 
1 - Where do the two roads at forks of the road lead?
2- What will happen if they don't have a King in Strelsau?
3- Who does Rassendyll see on the train? What do you Know 
about her?
 4-- What does Rassendyll mean by "a very big animal"? 
B) Read the quotation and answer the questions: (2 Marks) 
                          "Go back to Strelsau and tell the Ambassador 
what you know. I'll look into this for you." 
1- Who does Rassendyll say this to? 
2-What is it that Rassendyll will look into? 
3- Why doesn't he want the Chief of Police to investigate about 
the missing man?
C-Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and 
correct it: (1 Marks)
 1- When the inn Keeper's daughter sees the King, she cries and 
almost dies. 
2- Duke Michael cannot legally become King if he marries 
Princess Flavia.
B) 8- Write a paragraph about 100 words about …   (6 Marks) 

" The role of our youth in building the country"     
9- a) Translate into Arabic:
 The military salute performed by the assistant minister of 
defence and official spokesman of the HCAF, in honour of the 
revolutionaries who had sacrificed their lives in the course of 
the revolution , was a proof of the council's sympathy with the
revolution's demands and its determination to win the 
confidence of the protesters.
b- Translate into English
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اياباعليع اذلحف ظاعل اول ع اواثروذبه اوذللكاوأأاعبح اواعوذاداك –ةاذلبح ي تاا.-1

الق اأثوتاشو بامصراأعهماق  روأاعل ابحقيقاطموح بهماوقي  ةاوس هم.-2

                
Model exam 59

A- Language Functions:  ( 8 marks)
1- Respond to each of the following situations:    (4 marks)
a- A friend wants to visit Egypt. He doesn't know the places of 
interest.
d- You want to know how to operate a new mobile. What do you 
ask?
c- You are asked about the benefits of planting trees.
d- Someone thinks that reading crime fiction is the best way of 
escapism. Express your own opinion. 

2- Say the function and the speakers in the following:   (4 marks)
1- A: Why are you getting out of water so quickly? 
B: The waves are getting higher and higher. 

P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...……………………..
2- A: What do you think of the essay I wrote?
B: The first draft was not well-written.

P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...…………………..

B- Vocabulary and Structure:       (14 marks)
3- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:           (8 marks)
1-John left a………….. to say who would receive his properties 
after his death.
 a) biography b) form                      c) will                           d) 
conscience
2- Hanna will be a good girl if you ………….. her something to 
read.
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 a) has given b) had given             c) giving                                d) 
give
3- Soha is so excited; her mother was invited …….. the Queen of 
Spain’s coronation. 
a) to attend b) to extend             c) to intend                       d) to 
offend
4- It……….. that trees protect us from global warming.
a) is believed              b) was believing       c) had believed                
d) believes
5-After the accident, mother had ……………, so she didn’t 
remember who we were.
a) suspect                    b) invention           c) sap     d) amnesia
6-She ……. understood the question because she couldn't answer
it.
a) shouldn’t have b) can’t have     c) wouldn’t have   d)
won’t have
7- Put some ……………....on a brush, and then clean your teeth for
two full minutes.
 a) turpentine                b) toothpaste          c) rubber            d) 
product
8- Before the trees were cut down, there …… a beautiful 
landscape.
 a) has been                     b) is                        c) were            d) had 
been
9- Dalia asked her mother to………….the dress as it was too long 
for her to wear.
a)  sharpen            b) harden           c) shorten                     d)
lengthen
10- My sister can easily do a spin, as she has been doing……… 
for years. 
a) side effects           b) gymnastics      c) football                               
d) gravity
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11- I …………. my husband for lunch tomorrow at the new 
restaurant.
 a) meets              b) ’m meeting         c) meeting                               
d) will meet
12- Lava is ………. rock that comes from a volcano like Iceland’s 
volcanoes.
 a) heat                   b) cold                    c) molten                              d)
melt down
13- In order to know what is wrong, the doctor must ………..the 
patient.
a) search                    b) steal c) examine        d) think
14-The…………… were stuck in the metro for three hours because
of a power failure.
 a) diameters b) commuters c) regions d) cliffs
15- The Postman, by Yehia Haqqi, ……………….. the first prize in 
1968.
   a) awarded b) was awarded c) was awarding         
d) is being awarded
16- The young man claimed he was……… and had not stolen the 
watch.
 a) poisonous                        b) suspect                 c) innocent         
d) murdering
4- Find the mistakes in the sentences then write them correctly: (6
marks)
 1- What were you doing while the lights went out last night?
2- The police is looking for the criminal.
3- I asked him what was he doing this morning.
4- Using a computer for a long time sometimes makes me a 
headache.
5- Nuclear energy is produced by spitting atoms.
6- I wouldn't have arrived late if I had took the early bus.
                                                                   C- Reading 
Comprehension:       (17 marks)
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5- Read the following passage then answer the questions: (5 
marks)
 As cities become more crowded, workers often have to move 
farther away from their offices to find affordable housing in 
desirable neighbourhoods. Sometimes they have to commute, 
that is to travel an hour or more to work and back, and endure 
heavy traffic. One popular solution to the difficult daily travel is 
telecommuting, which involves working from home and 
communicating with one's employer by phone, fax, or e-mail. 
Changing technology makes telecommuting increasingly easy 
and popular. Some people work at home full time, while others go 
into the office one or two days and work at home the rest of the 
week. Telecommuting has many advantages. Besides saving 
people from the stressful traffic, it allows for more flexibility in the
workplace.Telecommuters can plan their own timetables ; and 
they can work from anywhere. Often, people with children like to 
telecommute because it means building a work plan around 
family demands and duties.
A. Answer the following questions:
1- Are you for or against telecommuting? Why/Why not?
2- Why do many people have to search for houses in remote 
areas?
3- How can telecommuting solve the traffic problem?
B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
4- According to the passage, unless you have a computer, 
you ................. .
a) may have a busy schedule. b) won't be able to 
telecommute.
c) will be able to work from home.    d) can't have desirable work 
conditions.
5- While some people work at home the whole week; others are ... 
employees.
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a) full time b) sometime            c) halftime    d) part 
time

The Novel (The prisoner of Zenda )   (7 marks)
7-A- Answer the following questions:  (3 marks)
1- what is the setting(Time and place) of the prisoner of zenda? 
2- How old is Rudolf when the events of the story start  ?
3- Why does Rassendyll say he was forced to stab Max Holf to 
death?
4- Rassendyll tells the Princess that when he was younger, he 
thought he didn't need to worry about society. Why? 
B- Read the quotation and answer the questions :                 (2 
marks)
                                     "you do know that Michael will be very 
angry .Is that a good idea? ."
1- Who Said that to whom ?
2- What was it that would make Michael very angry? 
3-What did the addressed person do?
C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and 
correct it:
1- Johann seems sad to tell them Michael's secrets.
2- The body would then be put down the pipe and the weight of 
his body would keep him under water.

D- Writing     (11 Marks)
8- Write a paragraph of about 100 words about:  (6 marks)

(How to share in the progress of our country)
Translation    (5 marks)

9-A) Translate into Arabic :   (3 marks)
   Terrorists are working in the dark to spoil Egypt's economy and 
ruin tourism industry. They are not loyal to their country. They 
also should know that killing innocent people is rejected by all 
religions. 
B) Translate into English:   (2 marks)

1-بول اذلحكومةاذهبم م اكويرذاو لطف ؤالعهماق  ةاذلمسبقوؤا
لقصةارذئعةاا ذال راةاأعيالاأسبطيعاأأاأضعه اا عو ً.-2
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Model exam 60
A- Language Functions                      ( 8 marks)

1- Respond to each of the following situation:    (4 marks)
1. You want to buy a ticket to the show but you don’t have 
enough money. What do you say to your friend? 

2. Your friend asks you about the style of music you enjoy.
3. A friend wants to know which subject you decide to study at 
university. What do you say?

4. You suggest joining a new book club.
2- Say the function and the speakers in the following:              (4 
marks)
1-  A) Having these pills is difficult for me.
     B)  It’s all right . Here is your prescription. I have replaced it 
with a syrup.
A) Thanks.
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...……………………..
2- A) Can I help you sir?.
    B) I want to set up a new Windows.  
    A) XP or Windows 7.
P:…………………….…............. SPA:…………....……………….. SPB:
……………….....…………. F:…...………………….…..

B- vocabulary and structures         (14 marks)
3- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:           (8 marks)
1- It's ……………that countries should lose ancient monuments.
 a) suitable              b) unthinkable              c) 
respectable                d) professional
2- We hope that one day in the future scientists will find a…for 
cancer.
 a) theory b) result                     c) cure                             d) 
diabetes
3- The spy was sentenced to death for his crime of …...
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 a) treason                 b) folk c) envy     d) victim
4- I remember………your bag on the table. You can look for it 
there.
a) to seeing             b) seeing                        c) have 
seen                d) to see
5-Unusual weather is not a modern… it has occurred for a long 
time.
a) drought                 b) lightning                   c) eclipse                    d)
phenomenon
6- If he had been taller, he………………….a basketball player.
a) have been           b) would have              c) would have been      d)
would be
7-The Cairo Metro in Egypt is an example of  massive……….. 
projects in modern time.
 a) engineering              b) engine               c) engineer                       
d) energy
8- While we were driving to El Fayoum , we came to a restaurant 
where we stopped…………………
 a) to eating                  b) eaten                  c) to eat          d) eating
9- I found it difficult to get on with my colleagues at first but 
things ….……..became better
a)  biography                b) gradually            c) personally                    
d) professional
10- I asked the shop assistant………………..the T-shirt on. 
a) could I try                 b) if I can try              c) can I try                     
d) if I could try
11- It's believed that the good and evil sides in human beings are 
always in…..
 a) nature                   b) conflict                    c) will           d) 
appearance
12- When Rana spilled paint on my new dress, I thought it would 
stain…….
 a) cowardly              b) respectably            c) permanently                
d) questionably
13- She…………….rung me this morning. I was out until midday.
a)  might                     b) can't have              c) must be                      
d) might have
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14-She…………..that her brother was helping her with her 
homework that morning
 a) blackmailed         b) admitted                c) encouraged             d) 
illuminated
15- I wish there………something I was really interested in.
   a) had                      b) could c) were d) can
16- Her carelessness …… in a terrible fire that destroyed the 
house.
 a) resulted                        b) caused                    c) absorbed             
d) specialized
4- Find the mistakes in the sentences then write them correctly: (6
marks)
1- Everyone agreed meeting at the airport.
2- He decided to go on a low-fat diet as he lost a huge amount of 
weight.

3- It's our responsible to do everything we can to protect our 
traditional music.
4- To commit is to travel daily from one place to another.
5- Carbon dioxide is taken in and oxygen produced by trees. 
6- Every year, the rays of the raising sun illuminate the statue of 
Ramses II.

C- Reading   (17 marks)
5- Read the following passage then answer the questions; (5 
marks)
Successful marriage is the most effective form of social support; 
it relieves the effects of stress, and leads to better mental and 
physical health.While many studies have shown the great 
importance of social support, it is still not clear exactly what this 
means. Most likely it consists of being a sympathetic listener or 
offering helpful advice; providing emotional support and social 
acceptance; giving actual help or financial help, and simply doing
ordinary things together, like eating and drinking.Husbands seem
to benefit much more from marriage than wives do. Married 
women are in better physical and mental health, and are happier 
than single women, but these effects are nearly-vice as great for 
men. Various explanations have been considered, but the most 
plausible is that wives provide more social support than 
husbands. Perhaps .men need it more? They are more exposed to
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stresses at work, and have worse health, and die earlier than 
women.
A) Give short answers to the following questions:-
1- How effective is successful marriage from the social point of 
view?
 2-Why are men in need of more social support than women?
3- In what aspect did married women excel single ones?
B) Choose the correct answer from a. b ,c or d:
4-The underlined word "plausible" is closest in meaning to .........
a. untrue b. ambiguous     c reasonable        d. vague
5)-Many studies can't define social support.....................................
a. partially b. accurately     c. locally                 d. globally

 The Novel
7-A- Answer the following questions    ( 3 marks)

1- What evil work did Michael’s men want to hide at the hunting 
lodge?

2- What kind of people live in the old part of the city? How do 
they meet Rassendyll ,the king,?

3- Why doesn’t Rudolf Rassendyll work?
4- Who are the three foreigners of the six men?

C- Read the quotation and answer the questions:   (2 marks)
                                          "I’m surprised that he’s on his own, but 
he’s taller than I thought"

1- Who said this? Where?
2- Who was on his own? 
3- Why was that person on his own?

c- Correct the mistake in each of the following sentences:   (2 
marks)

1- The king invited Rassendyll to stay with his family in 
Strelsau.

2- Rassendyll was worried when the French prince asked him a 
question which he could not answer.

D- Writing   (  11 Marks )
8- Write an e-mail of about 100 hundred words to your pen friend 
Robert describing an Egyptian festival. Your name is Ahmed (6 
marks)

E- Translation  (5 marks)
9-A) Translate into Arabic :  (3 marks)
 It's not surprising that the Egyptian Revolution is appreciated all 
over the world not only by the people's who have seen Egypt as a 
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model but also by the leaders. When the Egyptians rushed in the 
streets of every city they were seeking for the simple rights such 
as social justice and freedom .
A) Translate into English  :  (2 marks)

. إأاذلسبقرذراذلابم عياوذلسي سياسيالبامزي ذامأاذلسبثم رذتاويععشاذلقبص   -1
.لايمكعع اأأاعبا هؤا وراذلشو با– اذلعهوضاو لمابمع  -2
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